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June 8–11, 2017

One of Reunion's many popular events, the 5K draws Cornellians of all stripes, rain or shine.
Photo by Jason Koski/Cornell Marketing Group.

Ready. Set. Go!
to alumni.cornell.edu/reunion
when registration opens in late March.
Hurry and register! Your early-bird
discount ends on May 10.
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F R O M H u n t e r R . R a w l i n g s III

The Best Job in the World

4

photo: Robert Barker/Cornell Marketing Group

W

ith this final column, I look forward to retiring—
for the third time—from the best job in the world.
Elizabeth and I have many friends on the Cornell
faculty and staff and within the worldwide alumni body, and it
has been a great pleasure to spend time with many of them over
the past year.
A highlight for me has been meeting with members of
Cornell’s extraordinary faculty in their offices and in small
groups. These discussions have provided a welcome respite from
the administrative pressures of the presidency, and I have looked
forward to them with great anticipation. It has been enormously fulfilling to engage with intelligent and thoughtful professors
across a wide swath of disciplines who are united by a commitment to learning about the world and about who we are. Cornell
has a greater range of inquiry than any other research university, so this is the place to be for the life of the mind.
This interim year has also allowed me to renew my acquainINVESTING IN THE FUTURE: Rawlings (left) with Fisk Johnson ’79 at a celebration
tance with Fisk Johnson ’79, MEng ’80, MS ’82, MBA ’84, PhD
of the Johnson family’s $150 million naming gift for the College of Business
’86, his family, and SC Johnson, the fifth-generation family
making excellent progress on recasting and revitalizing their
company he leads, and to work with them on an extraordiundergraduate curriculum to provide a comprehensive liberal
nary $150 million gift to name the Cornell SC Johnson College
education that will benefit undergraduates across the university.
of Business. The gift, which honors the Johnson tradition of
Cornell Tech will move to its Roosevelt Island campus this sumenlightened business practices and devotion to Cornell, is a tremer, enlarging the university’s footprint in New York City and
mendous vote of confidence in our new business college. Its goal
opening new possibilities for collaborations across all of Cornell’s
is to elevate the college overall while also strengthening its three
New York State campuses.
superb and distinctive schools—the Charles H. Dyson School
Our students just keep getting better. Our newest Rhodes
of Applied Economics and Management, the School of Hotel
Scholar, Ahmed Ahmed ’17, for example, is a biological sciencAdministration, and the Samuel Curtis Johnson Graduate
es major who aspires to be a
School of Management.
Extending a strategy used
As I near the end of my ‘three-peat’ as physician-scientist. I have gotten to know Ahmed this year,
to good effect at Cornell by
president, I am more convinced than
and he has a remarkable stoChuck Feeney ’56 and othever of Cornell’s intrinsic strengths.
ry. He was born to Somali
ers, the first $50 million of the
parents in a refugee camp in
Johnson pledge is a challenge
Kenya and came to the U.S. when he was a year old. For most
to inspire others to give to the college’s endowment. It will match
of his life, he was raised by a single mom who worked hard for
endowment gifts on a one-to-three basis, allowing the college to
modest income. Yet he has been able to take full advantage of
raise an additional $150 million in endowment, beyond the $100
what Cornell offers. He works as a research assistant in Professor
million for endowment that the Johnson gift provides. Several
Geoff Coates’s chemistry lab. He also volunteers in the commualumni already have expressed interest in the challenge, includnity and mentors under-represented students at Cornell. Because
ing John Dyson ’65, an enthusiastic supporter of the new college
of the need-based financial aid he receives, he has been able to
as well as of the Dyson School, who plans to use the challenge to
focus on the good he wants to do in the world.
name a new professorship in honor of his late brother, Peter, who
And President-elect Martha Pollack, an innovative scholwas a wonderful friend of Cornell in his own right.
ar and accomplished administrator, is exactly the right person
The Johnson gift includes support for the SC Johnson Scholars
to make Cornell a university for all New Yorkers and for the
program for undergraduates in the Dyson and Hotel schools. In
world—even more than it already is. Elizabeth and I are lookaddition to providing need-based financial aid for a cohort of eliing forward to retirement when Martha and her husband, Ken
gible undergraduates, the program will enable them to pursue
Gottschlich, come on board on April 17, but Cornell will remain
opportunities that enhance their general coursework and to receive
forever a part of us. Thanks to all of you for your friendship and
active and ongoing mentoring from SC Johnson executives.
for your great loyalty to Cornell. n
As I near the end of my “three-peat” as president, I am more
— Hunter R. Rawlings III, Interim President
convinced than ever of Cornell’s intrinsic strengths. Dean
president@cornell.edu
Gretchen Ritter ’83 and the Arts and Sciences faculty are
C o r n e l l A l u m n i Ma g a z i n e
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to Cornell.

There's something for you at Cornell.

The Cornell Lab of Ornithology's Elephant Listening Project helped produce the first study of forest elephant demography. Photo by Andrea Turkalo.
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Make your gift today.
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CAMPUS NEWS

From the Hill
Business College
Renamed to Honor
Johnson Gift
In recognition of a $150 million
gift, the recently formed College
of Business has been renamed
for the SC Johnson company.
The funds come from Trustee
Emeritus H. Fisk Johnson ’79,
MEng ’80, MS ’82, MBA ’84, PhD
’86 (seen here taking a selfie with
students during a celebration of
the naming), and the family business. The Johnsons are longtime
University benefactors whose
connection to Cornell stretches
back more than a century; their
largesse has included support
of the Johnson Museum of Art
and the Johnson Graduate School
of Management.

Feeney’s Foundation Gives
Final Gift To Cornell
Following the practice he dubbed “giving while
living,” the foundation established by billionaire
entrepreneur Charles Feeney ’56 (left) has disbursed its final grant—$7 million to the Cornell
Tradition. The funds came from Feeney’s Atlantic
Philanthropies, which has given out $8 billion over thirty-five years,
H.T. Rhodes Fund for the program, which offers opportunities for service, work, and scholarships to Cornell undergrads. Rhodes and Feeney
originated the fellowship program in 1982, when Atlantic made its first
grant—also for $7 million—to support it.

‘It is fundamentally
antithetical to Cornell
University’s principles.’

CUPD Issued Body Cameras
As of mid-January, all uniformed Cornell University Police
officers are wearing body cameras while on duty. According
to Chief Kathy Zoner, the cameras had been requested both
by officers and by the public. “While body-worn cameras certainly are only a part of what goes into investigating

— Interim President Hunter Rawlings III,
decrying President Trump’s ban on immigration
from seven predominantly Muslim countries

6

criminal cases and public complaints,” she says, “we and
the community are on the same page that this equipment
provides greater opportunity for objective review.”

Photos: Johnson, Jason Koski/Cornell Marketing Group; Feeney, Robert Barker/CMG; CUPD, Patrick Shanahan/CMG

nearly $1 billion of it to Cornell. The final grant will create the Frank
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Did You Know . . .

WORKS ON PAPER: Subway Therapy, by artist Matthew “Levee” Chavez, is on
view at the Johnson Museum through the end of the semester. The piece, drawn
from a project Chavez mounted last fall that allowed New York City commuters
to record their thoughts on sticky notes, is part of an exhibit called “Empathy
Academy: Social Practice and the Problem of Objects.”

That a Cornellian had a sixgame streak on “Jeopardy!” in
January? Microbiologist Lisa
Schlitt ’07 (above, with host
Alex Trebek) took home a total
of $141,100, falling in game
seven with a question on
“mythological names.”

Risley Dining Goes Gluten-Free
Campus now sports an officially certified gluten-free dining
hall. When Risley Dining reopened for
Photos: subway therapy, chris kitchen/CMG; Jeopardy!, courtesy jeopardy productions; loewentheil collection, CU Library Digital Collections

spring semester, it had entirely eliminated gluten from its menu, offering a
safe eatery for Cornellians with celiac disease or other gluten intolerances.
Risley was already a haven for those
with nut allergies, having eliminated
peanuts and tree nuts in recent years.

Choi Tapped to Lead
Medical College
Augustine Choi (left), who had been
serving as interim dean of Weill
Cornell Medicine since the departure of Laurie Glimcher in spring
2016, has been named to the position
on a permanent basis. An expert in
lung disease, Choi came to the Medical college in 2013 as chief of
the Department of Medicine. Said incoming President Martha
Pollack: “I am deeply impressed by his intellect, his candor, and
his obvious passion for advancing Weill Cornell Medicine’s
mission in patient care, discovery, and education.”

SLICES OF LIFE: The University Library has digitized its
collection of rare photographs of African Americans, making
them freely available online. Donated by Stephan Loewentheil,
JD ’75, and his wife, Beth, the Loewentheil Collection of African
American Photographs comprises 645 images (including the
one above, taken in Florida in 1886). Dating from the 1860s
through the 1960s, they capture, as the New York Times noted,
“a slice of American life not widely visible or preserved.”
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CAMPUS NEWS

Remembering
Lives Lost
April 5 marks the fiftieth anniversary of one of the most tragic events in
Cornell history: the deadly 1967 fire
at the Cayuga Heights Residential
Club. Eight students and a professor died in the blaze, which heavily
damaged the North Campus residence that’s now known as Ecology
House. The victims included some
of the nation’s finest young scholars:
many of the building’s residents were
enrolled in an experimental program
to earn a bachelor’s degree and PhD
in six years. The faculty member
who lost his life had initially escaped
unharmed, but went back in to try to
save others.
While arson was suspected at
the

time—a

belief

underscored

by two subsequent fires at other
locations housing six-year PhD students—no one was prosecuted, and
many survivors remain traumatized
half a century later. In recent years,
some of them, and other Cornellians
of that era, have advocated for the
case to be re-examined.

Give My Regards to . . .
These Cornellians in the news

Dan Cohen ’05 (left), an executive producer
of the sci-fi film Arrival, which was nominated
for eight Oscars including Best Picture.
Another Best Picture nominee, the war drama
Hacksaw Ridge, was written by Robert
Schenkkan, MFA ’77.
Ithaca mayor Svante Myrick ’09, named to Forbes’s “30 Under
30” list for law and policy.
Robert Smith ’85 (right), founder, chairman,
and CEO of Vista Equity Partners, named
Cornell Entrepreneur of the Year. The
University’s School of Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering was renamed last
year in recognition of a $50 million gift from
Smith and his foundation.
Lanre Akinsiku, MFA ’16, who had two books in his Blacktop
series (written under the pen name LJ Alonge) on the New York
Public Library’s list of best young adult literature.

8

Climate Change Seminars Online
This semester, Cornell’s Atkinson Center for a Sustainable Future
is hosting a series of free, weekly online seminars exploring climate change from a variety of angles—science, policy, ethics,
economics, and more—led by faculty from the University and
elsewhere. For more information, including videos of sessions
that have already been held, go to atkinson.cornell.edu.

Photos: Fire Victims, Cornell Chronicle; Building and Memorial Service, Courtesy Ithaca Journal; Glacier, Bernhard Staehli/istock

CAMPUS TRAGEDY: Those who died in the blaze were (top row of portraits, from left) English Professor John Finch, Martha Beck
’69, and grad student Meimei Cheng; (second row) Peter Cooch ’69, grad student Carol Lynn Kurtz, and Anne McCormic ’67; and
(third row) Jeffrey William Smith ’69, Jennie Zu-wei Sun ’68, and grad student Johanna Christina Wallden. Two days after the fire
(whose devastating aftermath is seen at top left), 1,200 people packed Sage Chapel (bottom) for a memorial service.
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Bright Idea

Cornell has five solar farms, including three
that were installed in December. How much of
the Ithaca campus is now powered by the sun?
C) 12 percent
D) 20 percent

[answer: B]

A) 2 percent
B) 7 percent

VCU Attorney is Cornell’s
First Female Counsel
Madelyn Wessel (below) has been named

Student Center Planned
for Weill Cornell Medicine

the corporation—the first woman to hold the
post. Currently university counsel at Virginia

The Medical college will get a new stu-

Commonwealth

dent center, increasing its dedicated student

University, she

space by nearly 75 percent. To be known as

succeeds James

the Feil Family Student Center in recognition of the family’s $12.5 million gift, the

Mingle, who has

16,200-square-foot facility (seen above in renderings) will be housed on the first

served in the

and second floors of the main campus buildings on York Avenue on Manhattan’s

position for two

Upper East Side. It will include a lounge, a reading room, student activity space, and a

decades. Wessel

computer lab for accessing electronic health records.

will start in May.

‘ There are not many places in the
world where your job is to compose
Latin documents from scratch.’
Photos: renderings, mitchell/GIURGOLA Architects, LLP; wessel, VCU University Relations; Ecoli, Kenneth Simpson/College of Veterinary Medicine

Cornell’s university counsel and secretary of

— New classics faculty member Dan Gallagher
on his previous gig, as a translator for the Pope

Sweet Victory
The cover of CAM’s March/
April 2016 issue (right) won the
overall Readers’ Choice Award
in the American Society of
Magazine Editors’ Best Cover
Contest—beating out such
competition as Newsweek,
Wired, and the New Yorker.
Designed and executed by
art director Jennifer Kloiber
Infante using real sugar and
glue (to highlight a feature
story on research by Robert
Lustig, MD ’80, on the dangers of fructose), the work was a twist
on Edvard Munch’s classic painting The Scream.

R+D
Changes in guidelines that have reduced routine prostatespecific antigen (PSA) testing may be spurring a rise in cases
of metastatic prostate cancer, say researchers at the Medical
college. Urologic oncology professor Jim Hu and colleagues
are calling for those guidelines to be reevaluated.
A $10 million grant from the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention has
established the Cornell-led Northeast
Regional Center for Excellence in Vector
Borne Diseases. It will study ways to
prevent and treat diseases—such as West
Nile, Dengue, and Zika—that are passed from insects to people.
The stress of childhood poverty can cause significant
psychological deficits in adulthood, according to a study
that tracked more than 300 subjects for fifteen years. Human
development professor Gary Evans found that adults who’d
endured poverty as children fared worse on tests evaluating
mental health, aggression, persistence, short-term spatial
memory, and more.
Medical and Vet college
researchers have identified a
type of E. coli bacteria (seen at
right in red, with the nuclei of
epithelial cells in blue) that links
Crohn’s disease and arthritis.
The discovery helps explain
why people with Crohn’s, a type
of inflammatory bowel disease,
sometimes suffer joint pain.
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can one day make?
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For some, pi is a special number.
For others, pie is a delicious dessert. For
Cornell, Pi Day is important this year.
Why? Join us on Tuesday, March 14
to find out. Whether you prefer pi or
pie, your role in Giving Day will be both
infinite and delightful.

givingday.cornell.edu
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WEAR & HOW
From chameleon-like color shifts to disease resistance, Human
Ecology’s fiber science and apparel design researchers aim to
revolutionize what your clothes can do for you

PHOTOS: ROBOT, PROVIDED; BACKGROUND, ISTOCK.COM/MATTJEACOCK

H

HOT TOPIC: A fiber science lab in Human Ecology is home to Walter, a “sweating”
mannequin used to test how clothing will perform on humans.

uiju Park calls clothing “the
most intimate human interface.” As the assistant professor
of apparel design puts it: “These days, technology can enhance human functionality,
well-being, health, performance, and comfort—and I’m incorporating those tools into
clothing design.”
Park’s research, conducted in collaboration with both undergrads and grad
students, has run the gamut from fashion
to sports to global health. He and a grad
student have been developing “smart” highheeled shoes that can be adjusted in three
places—heel, arch, and forefoot—to provide varying levels of comfort and formality
throughout the day. He has studied how
bulletproof materials can be adapted to create a comfortable, flexible neck shield to
protect ice hockey players from potentially
deadly blade lacerations.
In 2015, his team received one of twelve
grants—out of more than 1,500 applications—from a U.S. Agency for International
Development program seeking better ways
to fight Ebola. Their protective suit for
healthcare workers, which uses a novel closure system of multilayered glue, can be
removed quickly, easily, and with minimal
contact; when the wearer pulls a string, the
garment falls to the ground, lessening the
chances of infection. “Our department is a
global leader in functional apparel design,”
says Park. “We are creating synergy between
science, design, and technology to provide
very practical benefits for consumers.” ›
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Housed in Human Ecology, the Department of Fiber Science and Apparel Design
(FSAD) is home to researchers, like Park,
dedicated to reimagining what clothing can do. Take Associate Professor
Juan Hinestroza, a chemical engineer by
training, who is exploring ways to use
nanotechnology to endow the world’s
most common textile—cotton—with a
host of unconventional properties while
retaining the material’s cherished comfort. “The entire premise of my lab is
how to make cotton do things it normally doesn’t do,” says Hinestroza. “But at the
end of the day it will still be 99.999 percent cotton; it will feel comfortable like
cotton and drape like cotton, so people
will not even know.”
By infusing the cotton with minute levels of copper oxide,
Hinestroza’s lab has succeeded in giving the fabric antibacterial
properties; similarly, he says, nanoparticles of gold can be used
as sensors—allowing, say, for a T-shirt to detect whether its
wearer is ill or dehydrated. Cotton impregnated with an insecticide could offer protection against malaria; sheets containing
medicine could give a sleeper a low, sustained dose of a needed

flexible fabricS: Juan
Hinestroza (top right) is
working on cotton fibers that
are coated with nanoscale
materials designed to (at
right, from top) decompose
noxious gases, purify the
air, and serve as sensors or
change color.

12

drug overnight. Uniforms worn by first responders or the military could neutralize toxic gas; camouflage could automatically
change color to blend in with a soldier’s environment.
Hinestroza’s lab has successfully made prototypes that do
those things and more. His team has even created cotton that
transmits electrical impulses, potentially leading to garments
that could charge a cell phone or other devices. “My goal is to
make Superman’s cape,” Hinestroza says with a laugh. “But
Superman’s cape is always red; I want to make it in any color. I
want it to stop bullets, stop gas, protect you against everything.
But it has to be made of cotton. That’s my condition.”
And speaking of color: Hinestroza not only wants to create cotton that can be made to change hues (reducing waste by allowing
people to own fewer garments overall), he also wants to develop fabrics that repel stains and don’t require washing, which he
decries as a “primitive” process that hasn’t changed meaningfully in millennia. Additionally, since cotton—like wood—is made
of cellulose, Hinestroza’s work has applications beyond fabric
and apparel. He says he has drawn interest from companies that
produce furniture (which could potentially be made to, say, kill
bacteria like E. coli that cause food poisoning) and paper, which
could be designed to automatically disintegrate after a certain
amount of time—desirable for such applications as temporary
security badges. “The idea,” he says, “is to have materials that
can facilitate your life.”
Like many of his colleagues, Hinestroza conducts research that
spans disciplines; he collaborates with counterparts in CALS,
engineering, chemistry, math, and more. Professor Margaret
Frey ’85, MS ’89—whose research includes developing nano
fibers that can trap toxic chemicals and pathogens—points out
that FSAD’s students and faculty not only work with colleagues
across campus, but that the department’s dual focus on fiber science and apparel design is notable among its peer institutions.
“Our students are able to work across this entire range—chemistry, physics, materials science, and the design aspects as well,”
says Frey, who studied chemical engineering as an undergrad
before getting her master’s in fiber science. “How do you take

Photos: Hinestroza, Robert Barker/COrnell marketing group; others, provided
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PHOTOS: FRYE, PARKS, AND BEAUDETTE, MARK VORREUTER; OTHERS, PROVIDED

something from the chemistry to a designed product, whether it’s apparel or an object that people are going to use? That’s
where this program is unique, in the depth we have—true design
skills and true science skills that we’re able to bring together.”
Master’s student Eric Beaudette ’16 joined the department
even before he officially matriculated as an undergrad. After
meeting Professor Susan Ashdown, MS ’89, during a high school
visit to campus, he did a pre-freshman summer research project
in her lab, studying the performance of activewear using body
scanning technology. “I applied to various universities for chemistry and math, as well as to a number of art schools for apparel
design,” he says, “and Cornell was the only place where I could
pursue both disciplines.”
Beaudette worked in Park’s lab throughout undergrad, contributing to a variety of studies on functional apparel design.
He was part of a multidisciplinary team that won a $10,000
Innovation Award from the School of Electrical and Computer
Engineering for developing a “de-stress vest” that simulates the
sensation of receiving a massage; the garment uses 3-D print-

ed bristles and electric actuators controlled by a phone app.
Beaudette says the technology, which has been patented but is
not currently in active development, could potentially be used
not only by stressed-out students, but to calm patients before
surgery or soothe airplane passengers who fear flying.
Beaudette has also worked on a major ongoing project—
whose collaborators include Park and which is being led by
FSAD department chairman Jintu Fan—that garnered a
$3 million grant from the U.S. Department of Energy in 2015.
Its aim: to develop specialized undergarments that contain microscale tubes that can direct warm
or cold air so the wearer can maintain an
optimally comfortable temperature. Essentially, it would be a form of personalized
air conditioning that could lead to significant energy savings. “The DOE estimates
that if you have this technology, you could
expand the limits of temperature set points
for the indoor environment by four degrees
on both sides,” says Fan, who’s also director of the Cornell Institute of Fashion and
Fiber Innovation, which fosters collaboration between academia and industry. “That
could reduce about 15 percent of the energy required for heating and cooling, which
consumes about 40 percent of total energy

‘The idea,’ says researcher Juan
Hinestroza, ‘is to have materials
that can facilitate your life.’
in the U.S. So that’s very significant.”
The garments that the team develops will be tested on a “sweating mannequin” that Fan invented before coming to Cornell.
Dubbed Walter, it resides—along with its female counterpart,
Wenda—in a temperature- and humidity-controlled fiberanalysis lab in the Human Ecology Building. The mannequins
have “skin” composed of a breathable fabric, with water running
through small pore-like openings to simulate perspiration. In one
of Beaudette’s many undergrad research efforts, he used Walter
for a project (on the relationship between seam type and thermal

DESIGN AND BUILD (clockwise from far
left): Margaret Frey in the lab, Huiju Park
with his ebola suit, Eric Beaudette (right)
fitting a model, the “de-stress vest” in
action, and a convertible garment from
Beaudette’s “Recycl3D” proposal

comfort in activewear) that went on
to win first place in an International Textile and Apparel Association
paper competition and was published in Textile Research Journal.
Beaudette’s other honors have
included a $30,000 Geoffrey Beene
National Scholarship, which he won
for his theoretical case study of a
subscription-based company he conceived. Called “Recycl3D,” it would
ship custom-fit, 3D-printed apparel
items that could be sent back for recycling when they’re no longer
wanted. “You could change your garment for different environments, such as going from work to the gym, by switching out
different pieces—like collared shirts that convert to sleeveless
tops,” explains Beaudette, who hopes to launch his own apparel and consulting firm someday. “I wanted to see how I could
use the technology of 3D printing textiles to create something
that’s not happening in the fashion industry right now.” ■
— L. P. Drew
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Seeing is Believing

L

ast summer, Ford Motor Co. made a bold announcement:
it intends to have a self-driving car on the road by 2021.
But unlike other companies currently trying to pursue
that goal, Ford envisions a vehicle that won’t have a steering
wheel, brake pedal, accelerator, or—most significantly—a human
in the driver’s seat, relying instead on a fully autonomous system.
If Ford’s ambitious plan comes to fruition, it will owe its success in part to a Cornell neuroscientist, Sheila Nirenberg, whose
research in visual perception could make driverless cars operate
more efficiently. Her work has led to advances in other arenas,
too, including the invention of a bionic eye that could potentially
restore sight to the blind.
A professor of physiology and biophysics at the Medical college,
Nirenberg has had her work featured in PBS and BBC documentaries, and she’s a two-time TED speaker whose 2011 talk
has been viewed online more than 380,000 times. In 2013, the
MacArthur Foundation gave her one of its prestigious “genius”
grants. She says that the award—which carries an unrestricted
$625,000 cash prize—has added great credibility to the projects
she’s trying to advance. “Being a woman in a very technical field,

14

I’m an underdog,” she says. “So those things matter.”
Nirenberg, a New York native, holds a PhD in neuroscience
from Harvard; she was an assistant professor at UCLA before
being recruited by Weill Cornell Medicine in 2005. A few years
later, she succeeded in cracking the retina’s neural code—essentially, the language that the retina uses to tell the brain what
you’re looking at. When a sighted person looks at an object,
reflected light brings the image to photoreceptor cells in the
eye. That information is processed through neural circuits and
passed to the retina’s ganglion cells, which convert it into a
kind of Morse code transmitted through electrical impulses to
the brain. But in people with degenerative eye diseases, photo
receptors die—so visual images never make it into the retina.
By deciphering the neural code, Nirenberg figured out how to
bypass those damaged cells entirely.
This breakthrough sparked Nirenberg’s idea for an artificial
retina, a prosthetic that could help the 25 million people worldwide who suffer from blindness due to macular degeneration and
other diseases. Current prosthetics offer limited vision—one type
can see bright light against a dark background, for instance, ›

PHOTO: gece33/istock.com

From driverless cars to bionic eyes, neuroscientist
Sheila Nirenberg is at the cutting edge of artificial vision
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Sheila Nirenberg

but not a detailed picture—and they
require that electrodes be surgically
implanted in the eye. With Nirenberg’s
device, no operation would be necessary. Instead, a patient would go to a
doctor’s office to be injected with a special light-sensitive protein that lets the
eye interact with visor-like glasses containing a camera and “encoder” chip.
The glasses take in images and translate them into the neural code before
sending that code into the eye via patterned pulses of light—mimicking
what the retina does naturally. Nirenberg says that trying to make a device
without the code would be sort of like
speaking English to a person who only
knows French. “You can say it louder
and louder, but if it’s not in French, the
person still won’t be able to understand
you,” she explains. “With the neural
code in hand, we can speak the right
language and can send meaningful signals to the brain.”
So far, she says, testing in blind
mice has shown great promise in the
prosthetic’s ability to bring back sight.
Nirenberg is currently trying to raise
enough money from investors to go
through FDA approval and launch
clinical trials in humans. Bringing a
medical product to market is a lengthy
and costly process, but Nirenberg—
who founded her own company,
Bionic Sight, to further the device—felt
compelled to continue. “It’s so complicated,” she says. “If I handed it off to
someone else, it might never happen.
Lots of things get shelved.”
Meanwhile, her retina work prompted another venture—developing a
technology that gives “sight” to robots.
In 2015, she set up a second company,
Nirenberg Neuroscience, which built a

PHOTO: JOHN ABBOTT
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computer platform based on the retinal code so machines can make sense
of their surroundings, much like
humans do. “The code of the eyes is an
incredibly important part of what
makes the brain smart,” she says. “So
the idea was, could it simplify the world
in a way so a robot’s brain can understand it? And that ended up solving a
whole bunch of classic artificial intelligence problems.” For self-driving
vehicles, that means Nirenberg’s software allows them to navigate obstacles,
recognize faces, and perform other key
tasks. Last year, Nirenberg signed an
exclusive licensing deal with Ford, with
the automaker noting that the partnership would help bring “humanlike
intelligence” to its autonomous cars,
which would be first available commercially for ride-sharing and ride-hailing
services. As Ken Washington, Ford’s

‘The code of the eyes is an
incredibly important part of
what makes the brain smart,’
says Nirenberg. ‘So the idea
was, could it simplify the
world in a way so a robot’s
brain can understand it?’
vice president of research and advanced
engineering, told the Detroit News:
“We think this could be gamechanging and provide a capability
that will really be pretty important for
our vehicles.”
And Nirenberg hopes that her findings will inspire innovations in other
fields. She believes the same framework
used to decrypt the retinal code could
be used to create improved cochlear
implants to treat deafness, as well as
better prosthetics to aid those who are
paralyzed or have had a stroke. Given
her current workload, Nirenberg says
she doesn’t have much time to expand
on these notions, but she’d be thrilled
if her research inspires others to do
so. “If we can understand the code,
the language of the brain,” she told the
audience at her first TED talk, “things
become possible that didn’t seem
obviously possible before.” ■
— Heather Salerno

Experience a semester
in the Eternal City
Since 1986, Cornell in Rome has provided students
with a study abroad opportunity designed to
support learning and make memories that last a
lifetime. Study options include:

Foundations
in Architecture
B.Arch. Studio
Fine Arts
Liberal Studies
Urban Studies
For more information about admissions
requirements, course descriptions, internship
opportunities, student blogs, academic calendar,
and estimated semester expenses, please visit:

rome.cornell.edu
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Flesh Forward
Having tackled blood-suckers,
zoologist and author Bill Schutt,
PhD ’95, turns to cannibalism

SIBLING RIVALRY: In
researching his book, author
Schutt (above right) waded
through ponds teeming with
spadefoot toad tadpoles
(top left), who eat their
smaller siblings.

18

PHOTOS: Top, Danita Delimont/Alamy Stock Photo; SCHUTT, Jerry Ruotolo; Book, Lisa Banlaki frank

I

t was an invitation that many people—OK, make that
most—would have politely declined. But zoologist Bill
Schutt, PhD ’95, didn’t hesitate: he booked a flight to Dallas
and took a friendly mother of ten up on her offer to let him
eat the placenta she’d frozen after one of her pregnancies. The
woman’s husband, a chef, served it up with beef stock, tomatoes, garlic, and onions.
The notable meal was consumed in the name of research
for Schutt’s latest book, Cannibalism: A Perfectly Natural
History. Published in February by Algonquin—on of all things,
Valentine’s Day—it chronicles critters who eat their own species,
from spadefoot toad tadpoles who grow teeth and chow down
on their pondmates to snowy egret chicks who cope with food
scarcity by killing and consuming their siblings.
In the book, Schutt—a tenured professor at Long Island
University and a longtime research associate at the American
Museum of Natural History—also explores cannibalism in people. Hence his curiosity about what human flesh tastes like, and
the dinner invitation from a Texas mom and entrepreneur who promotes the health benefits for a new mother
of consuming her placenta after childbirth. (Schutt’s
culinary verdict: it had “a strong but not overpowering
flavor,” he writes, with the consistency of veal but the
taste of organ meat. He cleaned his plate.)
Like Schutt’s previous nonfiction work—Dark
Banquet, which describes the lives of blood-feeding creatures like vampire bats—Cannibalism is geared toward
a scientifically literate lay audience. He compares himself to Mary Roach, bestselling author of popular-science
books like Stiff (about methods of disposing of human
remains) and Gulp (about the alimentary system). “The
niche I’ve been able to carve out is where I take something that
is misunderstood or thought to be gross and make it into something that is not only entertaining but enlightening,” he says.
“Readers learn a lot of science without me banging them over the
head with jargon.” He chose his latest subject, in part, because
he saw a gap in the canon. “There were academic papers on cannibalism in nature and sensational books about cannibalism in
humans,” he says, “but nothing in the middle.”
Schutt is chatting in his office in the museum’s mammalogy
department, located on an upper floor in an area accessible only
to staff. The halls are lined with vitrines containing a zoo’s worth
of mounted skeletons, from a thylacine—an extinct, wolflike ›
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that the Greeks could have equipped him with turret eyes and a slime trail, I’m willing to cut the
current incarnation some slack.”
Schutt stresses, though, that he’s more circumspect when dealing with human cannibalism,
such as the genocidal horrors of Christopher
Columbus’s calculated fictions about Caribbean
natives. (Casting them as cannibals, Schutt writes,
facilitated enslaving them for profit.) Schutt also
describes societies—particularly in China, both
during ancient times and as recently as the Cultural
Revolution—in which cannibalism has been driven
by political motives or the privations of war or famine, with families sometimes swapping children so
they wouldn’t consume their own. He explores the
phenomenon of “medicinal cannibalism”—a category that includes modern placenta-eating—and
STRANGE MEDICINE: An illustration from a seventeenth-century guide to pharmaceuticals that
notes that in the early twentieth century, powders
describes making ‘mumia,’ a drug containing ground-up mummies. Below: The female Australian
containing pulverized human bone were still being
redback spider, who devours her mates.
sold in some European pharmacies.
Among the research trips that Schutt took include a tour
marsupial native to Tasmania—to a pygmy armadillo with a
of the site of America’s most infamous cannibalism case: the
distinctive spade-shaped tail. Hanging from the ceiling are the
Donner Party, the ill-fated 1846 expedition over the High
bones of a dugong, Asia’s version of a manatee; row upon row of
Sierras whose starving, snowbound members resorted to conmetal cabinets contain the museum’s world-class collection of
suming their departed companions. Schutt accompanied
study skins. “As far as animals, I’ve always been into really weird
researchers aiming to pinpoint the true locations of the Donner
stuff,” says Schutt, whose elementary school yearbook listed his
camps—which may have been previously misidentified—using
dream job as working at this very institution. “I had a monkey
when I was a kid. I had lizards and collected under every rock.
‘ There were academic papers on
I’ve always been into the macabre and the strange—I grew up
heavily influenced by people like Alfred Hitchcock—and I have
cannibalism in nature and sensational
a dark streak. That’s why none of my friends are surprised when
books about cannibalism in humans,’
they hear what I’m writing about.”
Schutt says, ‘but nothing in the middle.’
On the Hill, Schutt did his dissertation on the anatomy of the
hind limbs of vampire bats—he’s still on the board of directors
of the North American Society for Bat Research—and studied
dogs trained to detect evidence of long-decomposed remains. For
under Vet college zoology professor John Hermanson. “Bill has
other sections of the book, he got to tour the lab of one of the
always been a good teacher and raconteur, and his books are an
world’s foremost dinosaur experts and wade through ponds in
example of that,” says Hermanson. “When he taught intro biolthe Arizona mountains with museum colleagues studying canogy here, students always said they loved the way he could tell
nibalistic tadpoles. Says Schutt: “I’m blown away by the people
a story or bring in a prop so the material would stick with you.
I get to hang out with for my research.”
He’s always had a way with words. He can turn a phrase and
In addition to his popular science books, Schutt pens genre
just crack me up.”
fiction: last summer, William Morrow published Hell’s Gate,
Indeed, in Cannibalism, Schutt often approaches the subject
which he describes as a “World War II techno thriller with big
matter with a light touch. Take, for example, his description
vampire bats and nasty Nazi weaponry.” (The hero, touted in
of the peculiar mating ritual of the Australian redback spithe book’s Amazon blurb as “a quick-witted, brilliant scider, which doesn’t end well for the male suitor. “Rather than
entific jack-of-all-trades,” is essentially zoology’s answer
allowing him to crawl off,” he writes, “the female wraps her
to Indiana Jones.) The sequel, The Himalayan Codex,
shredded partner in silk, eventually snorking up his now
is set to come out in June. Schutt also has an idea for
enzyme-liquefied innards like a spider-flavored
his next nonfiction work—but he’s keeping it under
Slurpee.” Or, in a discussion about whether
wraps, lest he get scooped. “I don’t think it
the Greek myth of Eros—Cupid to the Romans—
has the gross-out aspect that the cannibalism
was inspired by male snails who shoot fertile “love
book has,” he admits, “but it’ll keep me off the
darts” at their mates: “Personally, I’ve always been a
streets for a couple of years, and send me to
bit creeped out by the idea of a nude, weapon-wielding
some cool places.” n
infant with wings,” Schutt writes, “but considering
— L. P. Drew
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DOGGIE DNA
Prof’s firm analyzes the canine genome

S

week three

in the biobank. And customers who purchase Embark’s mail-in
testing kits can have their pet’s DNA entered into the company’s database for research purposes—and Boyko says 95 percent
do so. According to Chip Aquadro, director of the Cornell Center
for Comparative and Population Genomics, such involvement
by the lay public can have unexpected benefits. “These directto-consumer services are really valuable, because they get people
interested in the science,” says Aquadro, who had an Embark
analysis done on his family’s golden retriever. “Genetic testing
is playing a growing role in medicine for humans, and the more
people understand the basic principles—whether it’s through
learning about their dog or about themselves—the more they’ll
understand the direction medicine is going.” ■
— L. P. Drew

PHOTOS: CHU, STUART RAMSON/AP FOR ANIMAL PLANET; DNA STATS, PROVIDED

‘ Next to humans, there are more known genetic
disorders in dogs than any other species.’
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biology from Purdue—co-founded Embark with his
brother, who holds grad degrees in public health and
ecology. Their company is headquartered in Austin,
Texas, where the testing kits are processed (though
the data analysis is done in Ithaca). Since launching on Memorial Day 2016, Boyko says, Embark has
sold several thousand kits, many of them to breeders who want to
avoid passing on genetic diseases. Other clients are private owners
who are curious about their mutt’s ancestry, or who want guidance in maintaining their dog’s health. “Next to humans, there
are more known genetic disorders in dogs than any other species,”
he says. “If you know your dog is at risk, you can modify behaviors
or know what to look out for—so you can reduce the likelihood of
a problem or be able to diagnose it more quickly.”
Embark both taps into and supports Cornell’s biobank of canine
DNA, which is more than 20,000 samples strong. Clients at the
Cornell Hospital for Animals can get a discount on Embark testing (which retails at $199) if they have their dog’s DNA included

week two

P

atriots quarterback Tom Brady may have made football
history on Super Bowl Sunday—but did he score a touchdown with a squeaky toy shaped like an ear of corn?
That distinction, in fact, went to another New Englander:
Daisy, a mixed-breed puppy from a Massachusetts shelter.
The thirteen-week-old scored three times for Team Ruff in the
first half of the Puppy Bowl, Animal Planet’s canine counterprogramming. “Daisy is one fierce pup,” the announcer noted
after the mutt split two defenders from Team Fluff and ran to
the end zone. “She’s a mixture of speed and tenacity: part border collie, part Lab, part beagle, and a little bit of Boston terrier.”
Daisy’s ancestry wasn’t a matter of conjecture. With the other
seventy-seven furry athletes tapped for Puppy Bowl XXIII, she’d
had her DNA analyzed by a canine genetics company affiliated
with Cornell—and the multiple shout-outs the firm got on game
day spurred a spike in website traffic and a spate of new orders.
Dubbed Embark, the biotech start-up was co-founded by Adam
Boyko, an assistant professor of biomedical sciences in the Vet college. The company, an official University research partner with
offices in Weill Hall, licenses Cornell-patented technology, developed in Boyko’s lab, to analyze dog DNA. That testing, which
takes between four and six weeks and is akin to the human services available from companies like 23andMe, not only parses
breed ancestry, but assesses the risk of more than 160 genetically related diseases and conditions. “This is a way to accelerate
research—to collect thousands of samples that researchers would
otherwise not have access to, and get them genotyped,” says
Boyko. “And on the flip side, it gives owners the most cuttingedge knowledge that science has about their dog from its DNA.”
Boyko—who did a postdoc on the Hill after earning his PhD in

week one

OPEN WIDE: Embark geneticist and PhD student Erin Chu ’10,
DVM ’14, swabs one of the canine athletes during filming of the
Puppy Bowl last fall. Above: Embark’s profile of Team Ruff’s Daisy.

cau.cornell.edu

Summer learning vacations with Cornell faculty

week one

JULY 9 –15
Freedom and Justice in the Western Tradition with Isaac Kramnick
“One Health” in Action: Global Food Systems and Our Well-being with Genevieve Meredith
Hip Hop: Music, Culture, and Race with Rich Medina and Ben Ortiz
Interpreting the Human Figure: A Sculpture Studio with Roberto Bertoia
Choral Musicianship: A Studio Workshop with Robert Isaacs
Taking Flight: An Introduction to the World of Birds with David Toews
Paddleboarding and Kayaking the Finger Lakes with Sarah Myers

week two

JULY 16 – 22
Sharia: The Origins and Workings of Islamic Law with David Powers
The Arts and Crafts Movement in Upstate New York with Nancy Green
The Search for Self in Literature and Psychology with Harry Segal
The Personal Essay: A Writing Workshop with Charles Green
Focus on Aesthetics: A Photography Workshop with Jessica Evett
Real Cooking for Real People with Therese O’Connor
The Golf Clinic with Matt Baughan
Thrills and Skills with David Moriah

week three

JULY 23 – 29
What Your Genes Can Tell You and Why It Matters with Charles “Chip” Aquadro
Positive Psychology and Personal Well-being with Anthony Ong
Magical Mushrooms and Mischievous Molds with Kathie Hodge
D. H. Lawrence and the Great War: The Rainbow and Women in Love with David Faulkner
Advanced Digital Photography: A Workshop with Jennifer Gioffre and David Todd
The Wines Course 2017 with Abby S. Nash
The Sailing Clinic with Patrick Crowley and Fred DeBruyn
Bike the Finger Lakes with Rob Cook

week four

JULY 30 – AUGUST 5
The Jewish American Experience with Glenn Altschuler and Ross Brann
The Science and Magic of Fractals with Mircea Pitici and Severin Drix
How Modern Architecture Shapes Our World with Roberta Moudry
Gorgeous Gorges of the Finger Lakes with Warren Allmon
Throwing Clay: A Pottery Studio Workshop with Julia Dean
The Tennis Clinic with Anda Perianu
Bike the Finger Lakes: Advanced with Rob Cook

Bring your family! See our website for youth and teen options.
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‘CROWNING’
ACHIEVEMENT
Architecture alums help build the Smithsonian’s newest museum

W

24

PHOTOS: PROVIDED

LANDMARK BUILDING: The museum (clockwise from
top left) features a crown-shaped form, a “Contemplative
Court” with inspirational quotations, windows that
showcase views of D.C. landmarks like the Washington
Monument, and a distinctive metalwork skin.

hen the Smithsonian’s National
Museum of African American
History and Culture opened in
Washington, D.C., last September, it was the
culmination of an effort stretching back a
century. The distinctive 400,000-square-foot
WORK ZONE: Michael Rantilla,
structure—with its bronze-colored alumiBArch ’96, on the job site
num façade inspired by a three-tiered crown
depicted in West African sculpture—was one of the year’s most
high-profile buildings. The first new Smithsonian museum in a
dozen years, it occupies a prime spot near the Washington Monument. “This building is going to get immense visitorship, and
it needs to last at least 200 years,” says Michael Rantilla, BArch
’96, one of several AAP alums who helped bring the museum
to fruition. “Typical projects don’t have that kind of longevity
built into them. This is the end result of over 100 years of planning and vision by prominent African Americans, and the
responsibility of that always weighed on your mind.”
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Rantilla served as a senior project
architect—what he describes as a “technical leader, with knowledge of how a
building goes together”—with the firm,
then known as the Freelon Group, that
was charged with producing the drawings and construction documents for
part of the museum’s interior. (Another AAP alum, Mark Hill, BArch ’84,
who also worked at Freelon at the
time, served as a manager for the project, overseeing aspects like scheduling
and finance.) The firm was responsible for the above-ground interiors of the structure, which also comprises several floors of galleries
and other facilities located below street level. “In many ways, for an
architect, this was a once in a lifetime building,” Rantilla says. “I
feel immense gratitude that I was able to be part of it.”
For Rantilla and the myriad other building and design professionals who worked on the museum, it was a massive effort made
even more complicated by the need to coordinate with and gain
approvals from more than a dozen agencies, from the National
Park Service to the D.C. fire department. “There’s a lot of internal management to deliver a project that large, with that many
stakeholders on the design side,” says Brandon Padron ’01, BArch
’02, who worked at David Adjaye Associates, the building’s lead
architect, during the museum’s design process. “You’re dealing
COLLECTED WORKS: The museum’s holdings include (left to right, from
top row) stools from lunch counter protests, Harriet Tubman’s shawl, an
with governmental oversight and a large team to build a complex
MLK memorial ribbon, a Negro League baseball poster, a photo of Alvin
building, and obviously you’re trying to deliver a beautiful project
Ailey dancers, a Barack Obama campaign sign, shackles used to bind
in the end. There were a lot of competing interests to balance, but it
child slaves, and Chuck Berry’s 1973 Cadillac El Dorado convertible.
worked out well, and I look back on it as a proud part of my career.”
Padron now lives in California
and is an associate partner with
a firm designing the new Apple
‘This is the end result of over 100 years of planning and vision by
campus in Cupertino; during
prominent African Americans,” says Michael Rantilla, BArch ’96,
his tenure with Adjaye he was
‘and the responsibility of that always weighed on your mind.’
based in New York but spent significant time in D.C. working
on the museum project. (David
Adjaye, a Brit of Ghanaian heritage born in Tanzania,
is a rising architectural star who was recently knighted
by Queen Elizabeth II.) Padron notes that the facility’s
separation into above- and below-ground sections, with
the entrance at street level, is a defining and symbolic aspect of its design. “You come into the museum in
the middle, rather than from one end,” he says. “That
was an intentional part of the narrative—you enter in
the middle of history.”
The lower galleries—which Adjaye has described
as “a kind of crypt”—cover such complex historical
issues as the slave trade, emancipation, segregation,
and the civil rights movement; the upper floors, which
form the building’s “crown,” house exhibitions on
African Americans in sports, TV, pop music, and other contemporary fields. “I wanted the journey from
that crypt up into the corona to be analogous to history,” Adjaye told the New York Times, “as a kind of
migratory process, toward the light.” ■
— L. P. Drew
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Taste of
New York

Jeff Zalaznick ’05 is one of
the creative minds behind an
eclectic restaurant empire

DINING OUT: Zalaznick (top right) has co-created such popular eateries as Dirty French (above) and Sadelle’s (bottom right).

26

a glass-walled bakery in the middle of the dining room, where
bagels are made fresh throughout the day and transported to
customers on wooden dowels. There are brass candelabra everywhere; exposed brick walls, leather banquettes, marble-topped
tables, and distinctive baby blue pepper grinders and coffee cups
round out the shabby chic, European-inflected décor. “Every one
of our concepts starts with the idea that the food has to be great—
the best version of whatever you’re eating,” says Zalaznick,

‘ Every one of our concepts starts with the idea
that the food has to be great—the best version
of whatever you’re eating.’
noting that Sadelle’s makes its own cream cheese and smoked
salmon in house. “We develop all the details around that; everything is specifically chosen for a reason, to tell a story. Here, the
story is the reinvigoration of the old-school, classic, iconic New
York Jewish restaurant.”
Similarly, MFG’s Carbone—which New York Times critic Pete
Wells described as “a fancy red-sauce joint in Greenwich Village as
directed by Quentin Tarantino” on the way to awarding it three
stars (“excellent”) in June 2013—is aimed at being the ne plus ›

PHOTOS: left and top right, provided; bottom right, Katie Goldstein

A

hundred meals in as many days. That’s how often
prolific New York City restaurant entrepreneur Jeff
Zalaznick ’05 eats at each of his establishments when
it’s newly opened, with the aim of making sure that the food,
service, and ambience are working out according to plan. And
once an eatery is up and running, Zalaznick remains a regular. “I eat at my restaurants every night, as if I’m a civilian,” he
says. “I never understood why it was considered almost strange
for restaurateurs to eat in their own restaurants. That doesn’t
make sense to me. How could you know what your guests are
experiencing if you’re not constantly experiencing it yourself?”
Zalaznick is one of three managing partners of Major Food
Group (MFG), which boasts a dozen restaurants and more
than 1,700 employees. It’s a Monday in November, and he’s
occupying a booth in one of the firm’s more recent creations:
Sadelle’s, an upscale SoHo homage to classic New York Jewish
“appetizing” places in the vein of Barney Greengrass and Russ
& Daughters. It’s closed today, but there’s still plenty of action
afoot: on Mondays, Zalaznick and his partners use the space for
meetings and staff trainings.
The restaurant—which Harper’s Bazaar put at number one on
a January 2016 list of the city’s top “power breakfast” spots—has
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Est. 1962

A Legacy Four Generations in the Making
14 grape varieties on 70 acres
Over 40-year-old vines

Frederick Frank - Class of 1979, BS
Barbara Frank - Class of 1983, BS
Meaghan Frank - Class of 2011, BS & Class of 2015, MPS
9749 Middle Rd. Hammondsport - www.drfrankwines.com

Over 20 wines produced
Vibrant varietals in the
European tradition
Cameron Hosmer, CALS ’76, Owner

Open 7 days a week
on the west side of Cayuga Lake
(607) 869-3393

7020 Rt. 89, Ovid, NY 14521
H O S M E R W I N E R Y. C O M
www.hosmerwinery.com

9749 Middle Rd. Hammondsport, NY 14840
800-320-0735
www.drfrankwines.com

Be a Leader in the Workplace

Take advantage of this unique opportunity for
motivated professionals to earn a master’s degree at the
leading school for labor relations in the country, right in
Midtown Manhattan. Build strong ideas to push your
workplace to a higher level and discover new directions
for your future. Come back to Cornell, without leaving
the city … or your career.
• Strategic HR Management • Organizational Behavior
• Labor Economics
• Employee Relations
• Law & Public Policy
• Collective Bargaining

212-340-2808 • mpsnyc@cornell.edu
www.ilr.cornell.edu/mpsnyc
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College Application Boot Camp®
4-day Intensive Camp
August 2017 in Boston, MA
Complete your college applications with
leading admission pros:

DR. MICHELE HERNANDEZ
Former Assistant Director of Admissions
at Dartmouth; Author of A is for Admission

MIMI DOE
Parenting guru & author of Busy but Balanced
– Last 13 years sold out –

ApplicationBootCamp2017.com
781.530.7088
Deanna@TopTierAdmissions.com
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Attention Juniors
Enroll Now...

ultra of classic New York fine-dining Italian restaurants: its waiters wear burgundy tuxedoes, and the
black-and-white tile floor evokes a key murder locale
from The Godfather. (Carbone also has outposts in
Hong Kong and Las Vegas.) Dirty French, a Lower East
Side bistro whose street sign is in hot pink neon, offers
reinterpretations of classic Gallic cuisine; its bohemian décor includes ceramic roosters that Zalaznick
spray-painted in matching pink. Other MFG operations include ZZ’s Clam Bar—a reservations-only
italian delights: The famed
seafood and cocktail spot in SoHo—and Santina, chicken parmagiana sandwich
at Parm (above) and a variety of
which serves the cuisine of coastal Italy in a space
offerings at Carbone (top).
underneath the High Line in the Meatpacking District
(on a site that was once part of the city’s waterfront).
Most MFG eateries are decidedly upscale, with prices so rarified they’re not
even listed on the restaurants’ online menus. The firm’s most affordable and best
known offering—with five locations, including one at Yankee Stadium—is the popular Parm chain, which serves up carefully crafted versions of classic parmagiana
sandwiches including chicken, eggplant, and veal. The rolls are custom-baked to
MFG’s specifications, down (roughly) to the number of sesame seeds; the mozzarella is made in house, and the breadcrumbs are a proprietary blend whose
ingredients include a particular brand of breadsticks, crushed up. “Every element
has been taken back and re-engineered,” says Zalaznick, who shares both business
and creative responsibilities with his partners. “We’re not trying to reinvent the
wheel in terms of showing you something you’ve never seen before. We’re trying
to show you things you recognize, but give you the best version you’ve ever had. At
Parm the whole menu is a symbol of that.”
Zalaznick’s partners, Rich Torrisi and Mario Carbone, are classically trained chefs.
While food has always been a passion for him—and he was an avid cook throughout
college, serving as steward (head of food service) at his fraternity—Zalaznick came
to the industry from the business side; he worked at J.P. Morgan after graduation and
founded two restaurant-related websites before teaming up with Torrisi and Carbone,
who’d previously opened Little Italy’s much-beloved Torrisi Italian Specialties. All three
are natives of the New York metro area, and paying homage to the city’s fine dining history is a theme that runs through their business. Last year, they took on one
of Manhattan’s most iconic restaurant spaces: the former site of the Four Seasons in
the Seagram Building. They’re in the process of rolling out three restaurants in the
Midtown location. Two will be housed in what was the Four Seasons’ interior, which is
landmarked space (designed by famed architects Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Philip
Johnson) and can’t be meaningfully altered. The former Grill Room will be home ›
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Your Love.
Your Legacy.
Surrounded by Ivy League
ambience. Enchanted by Mother
Nature’s architecture and natural
beauty. Embraced by our expert
planning team. And celebrated
the whole night through.
This is the legendary setting to
renew your legacy. Right where
you left off.

130 Statler Dr, Ithaca, NY 14853
607-254-2500 | statlerhotel.cornell.edu
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Honor C
with
Books

ommemorate the
important people
and events in your
life and support the
purchase of new
books for the Library!

Your gift of $100 or more will place a bookplate
with your special message in a newly purchased
book. The honored party will receive a
copy of the bookplate and a letter
informing them of your
thoughtfulness.

For more information, please visit: http://alumni.library.cornell.edu/honor-withbooks, or contact us at (607) 255-9868.
Please mention code HWB16

It’s time to renew
your Class Dues
and your
subscription
to Cornell Alumni
Magazine!

to what Zalaznick describes as a classic
chophouse, a nod to “the type of restaurant that was prevalent in New York in
the mid-Fifties to Sixties”; the former
Pool Room will house a modern seafood restaurant. (The concept for the
third space, which previously housed
a brasserie and is not landmarked, is
still being developed.)
Zalaznick stresses that one of the
distinctive features of MFG’s restaurants is its style of service. His aim
is for the company’s wait staff to be,
as he puts it, “a lot less robotic and
impersonal” than that of the typical
fine dining establishment—which, he
admits, has often made him uncomfortable. “We teach service basics, but
for us it’s all about finding the right
person and putting them in the right
place,” he says. “One of the things I’m
proud of is that I can’t take a server
from Sadelle’s and put them at Dirty
French. They’re not Major Food Grouptrained automatons. They’re individual
people who have personalities that may
fit into one concept and not another.
We’ve always encouraged our staff to
be themselves and try to connect with
guests—because they genuinely enjoy
what they do and are excited about the
food, not because they’ve been told
exactly what to say.”
Indeed, in Wells’s review of Carbone,
he chronicled an interchange between
a waiter and a female dinner guest, an
unnamed star of romantic comedies.
When the woman’s date left the table,
the server cracked her up by complimenting her on his hunkiness. Says
Zalaznick: “Your service can be good on
paper; you can have the perfect drop on
the table and say everything exactly the
right way. But rather than have you do
those things perfectly, I want the people that you serve to really like you.” ■
— Kitty Kemp
On the Hill
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“It helps me, in every
way. Psychology plays
into everything. You
deal with a lot of
different personalities in this business
on a daily basis, and understanding
how to navigate that is very helpful.”

YEARBOOK PHOTO, 2005 CORNELLIAN

MAJORED IN
PSYCHOLOGY
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THE ENDORSED CANDIDATES

CAST YOUR VOTE
Dr. Sheila Wilson Allen ’76,
DVM ’81

Jay Carter ’71,
MEN ’72

for alumni candidates
who will join the
Cornell University
Board of Trustees.
Voting is open

MARCH 21–MAY 2
THE UNENDORSED CANDIDATES

Linda Gadsby ’88

Kent Sheng ’78

Get to know the candidates
and learn more about voting at

alumni.cornell.edu/trustees

Linda Copman ’83

Joe Rowland ’73

—Pamela Marrone ’78, Trustee elected in 2016
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Where in the World . . .
Do Cornellians Live?

Top 50 outside the USA
Canada: 2,785

Italy: 150

South Korea: 1,180

New Zealand: 107

Mainland China: 1,242
United Kingdom: 1,055
Japan: 1,026
India: 1,021

Singapore: 823

Hong Kong: 801
Taiwan: 736
France: 560

Thailand: 465

Germany: 375
Mexico: 351

Australia: 318
Brazil: 295
Israel: 247

Switzerland: 244
Philippines: 241
Indonesia: 233
Turkey: 210

Malaysia: 203
Greece: 188

Belgium: 155

Pakistan: 155

Colombia: 153
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USA: 213,369

Spain: 128

Nigeria: 106

Venezuela: 98
Ireland: 94

Argentina: 93
Kenya: 93
Peru: 93

South Africa: 93
Chile: 91

Netherlands: 90

United Arab Emirates: 85
Egypt: 77
Qatar: 76

Norway: 70
Ghana: 66

Sweden: 64

Costa Rica: 61
Ecuador: 61
Cyprus: 60

Denmark: 51
Panama: 44

Saudi Arabia: 44
Austria: 43

2/23/17 10:04 AM

While the vast majority of Cornell’s roughly quarter-million living alumni——93 percent——reside
in the U.S., more than 18,000 are based in other countries. According to the University, these
far-ﬂung Cornellians live in more than 160 nations and territories around the globe. Here’s a
breakdown of the ﬁfty most populous, drawn from data on alumni for whom the University
currently has valid addresses.

2,001 – 3,000
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1,001 – 2,000

501 – 1,000

101 – 500
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SPI RI T
CORNELL STYLE
Shop our large selection
of clothing for women
and men

STORE.CORNELL.EDU
or c all toll-fr e e 8 4 4 .6 88.7620
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CELEBRATE YOUR
ACHIEVEMENT!
D iplo m a f r a m e s c u s t o m - de s ign e d for Cor n e ll Un iv e r s ity. Made i n the
USA . M u se u m - q u a l i t y mattin g an d ar c h iv al mou n tin g materi a l s.

Black Enameled Medallion in Premier
#01548 $279. 99

Engraved Medallion in Gallery
#01540 $229. 99

OFFICIAL CORNELL
CLASS RINGS

Legend
Embossed in Cambridge
#01360 $179. 99

Noblesse

View the entire ring collection and order
online at store.cornell.edu

STORE.CORNELL.EDU
A va i l a b i l i t y a nd p r i ce s s ub j e ct to c h a n ge .
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SPORTS

Big Red Highlights
MEN’S BASKETBALL Robert Hatter ’17 is the 26th
Cornell player to amass 1,000 points, a mark he
attained during a 79-69 loss to USC in Los Angeles
in December. He finished the game with 20 points,
four rebounds, and two assists. It was the 15th
20-point outing of his career, including a school
freshman record of 32 points in November 2013.

WRESTLING For the past 14 years, the top college
teams in the country have met in Chattanooga for
the Southern Scuffle. This January, Gabe Dean ’17
(top right) became just the third wrestler to win four
titles at the event. Dean went 4-0 at 184 pounds
and finished the tournament with a 5-2 win. Dean
also won the 184-pound title at the Cliff Keen Invitational in Las Vegas in December, becoming the
eighth wrestler, and third from Cornell, to win three
titles at the prestigious tournament.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Nia Marshall ’17 (right) was
named Ivy League Player of
the Week for January 23
after she scored a game-high
21 points in a 69-55 win over
Columbia. It marked the third
time during the season that
Marshall earned Player of the
Week honors and the ninth in her
career, which is a Big Red women’s basketball record. Only seven players in the history
of Ivy League women’s basketball have been
named Player of the Week more often.

WOMEN’S TENNIS Four players enter the 2017
spring season regionally ranked as a result of
impressive play during the fall. The doubles team of
Priyanka Shah ’18 and Mariko Iinuma ’19 is
ranked sixth by the Intercollegiate Tennis Association after reaching the quarterfinals of the Northeast
Regional Championships in October. The tandem of
Marika Cusick ’17 and Alexandra D’Ascenzo ’17
is ranked 10th after posting a 12-match winning
streak. Cusick is also ranked 16th in singles on the
strength of a win at the Cornell Invitational and a trip
to the semifinals in another tournament.

WOMEN’S HOCKEY Three current players
and one alumna earned silver medals at the
2017 Nations Cup as members of Canada’s National Women’s Development
Team. Jaime Bourbonnais ’20 was second in scoring while making her first
appearance with the squad as Canada went
undefeated in pool play and reached the final before
losing 1-0 to Finland in the title game. Micah Hart
’19 and Kristin O’Neill ’20 also collected points
during the tournament while Jillian Saulnier ’15
served as captain and scored a goal.

Alumni News
MEN’S SOCCER Bruce Arena
’73 has returned as head coach
of the U.S. Men’s National Soccer Team. Arena led the squad
from 1998 to 2006, guiding the
team to a fourth-place international ranking and a trip to the
World Cup quarterfinals in 2002.
Arena had been serving as head
coach of the Los Angeles
Galaxy in Major League Soccer, leading the team to three
championships. He was a star
soccer and lacrosse player on
East Hill before winning two MLS titles as
coach with DC United
and five NCAA Division I titles at the
University of Virginia.
CREW Bob Clark ’51 has given
$3 million to establish an
endowed fund to support the
Big Red men’s heavyweight
crew program. Clark was a fouryear member of the team
while on the Hill and later
won 27 gold medals and
10 world championships on
the masters circuit.
MEN’S HOCKEY Former Cornell teammates
Jacob MacDonald ’15 and John McCarron ’15
were named to the ECHL all-star team. (Formerly known as the East Coast Hockey League,
the ECHL is a minor league, two tiers below the
NHL.) Second among the league’s defensemen
in points as a member of the Toledo Walleye,
MacDonald was named a starter before being
called up to the Albany Devils in the American
Hockey League. McCarron collected 30 points
(12 goals and 18 assists) in 29 games for the
Florida Everblades—where Craig Brush ’72, a
member of the Big Red’s undefeated national
title team of 1970, serves as president.
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ALL PHOTOS FROM CORNELL ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS: FRASER
AND MARSHALL, PATRICK SHANAHAN; DEAN, TONY ROTUNDO

FOOTBALL Chris Fraser ’17 (below) made history
last fall when he became the first Big Red player
to earn first-team all-Ivy League honors four times.
He finishes his career as the league’s career leader
in yards per punt at 42.8. He is only the third Ivy
player to earn four first-team honors since freshmen were granted full eligibility in 1993. Fraser was
joined on the first team by safety Nick Gesualdi
’18 and running back Chris Walker ’19. It’s only
the third time in 20 years that Cornell has had three
first-team picks.
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AUTHORS

New Releases
Brief Histories of
Everyday Objects
ANDY WARNER ’06

Cartoonist Warner conceived
the idea for his illustrated
hardcover while taking a
shower—when it struck him
that mundane items, like
a showerhead, may have
intriguing origins. “I kept
digging,” says Warner, whose
work has been published by
Slate, American Public Media,
and BuzzFeed, among others. “All around
me, from bags to ballpoint pens, I found stories.” Unfolding
in the form of comic strips and organized around common
locales—including the bedroom, kitchen, grocery store, and
office—the book features tongue-in-cheek historical tales
about commonplace, sometimes overlooked objects. There’s
an early toothbrush that had a bone for a handle and animal
hair as bristles; a dog walk that resulted in the invention of
Velcro; the art of paper-making, kept secret in China for six
centuries; the first vacuum cleaner, which was mounted in
a horse-drawn carriage (nicknamed “Puffing Billy”); and the
first American woman to win a patent suit—over a machine
that folded paper bags. “Warner is a deft cartoonist,” says
Publisher’s Weekly, “able to convey a lot of information,
humor, and emotion within a single panel.”

Playing the Ponies and Other
Medical Mysteries Solved
STUART MUSHLIN, MD ’73

In his forty years as a diagnostician,
Mushlin has seen his fair share of bizarre
medical mysteries. Some patients
present straightforward symptoms that
turn out to presage rare and serious
conditions—such as the man who came
in for chronic knee arthritis treatment
and was diagnosed with leprosy. Others
complain of a wide variety of ailments
that require extensive investigation, like the woman with a mental
disorder that spurred her to fabricate pain in order to receive
medical care and prescription drugs. Throughout his book, in
which he details these cases and more, Mushlin emphasizes
the value of traditional diagnostic techniques such as carefully
observing, physically examining, and listening to patients, rather
than relying solely on technology.

Democracy

DAVID MOSS ’86

A professor at Harvard Business School
offers nineteen case studies that
illustrate some of the most polarizing
political conﬂicts in American history.
Moss details the opposing sides of
each debate—which range from crafting
the Constitution to regulating radio
broadcasts, determining voting rights to
controlling meat safety inspections—and
examines how each conﬂict impacted the nation’s democratic
system, for good or ill. “It’s hard to imagine a timelier book, given
America’s tumultuous 2016 elections, than this eminently
readable survey of political disputes,” says Publisher’s Weekly.

The Airbnb Story
LEIGH GALLAGHER ’94

DRAWN FROM LIFE:
Illustrations from the new
book by Andy Warner ’06

Subtitled “How three ordinary guys
disrupted an industry, made billions . . .
and created plenty of controversy,” the
book explores the largest provider of
accommodations worldwide: in less than
a decade, Airbnb has attained a higher
valuation than Hilton. Gallagher, an
assistant managing editor at Fortune,
discusses the implications of the
company’s rapid ascent, including its
effects on the traditional hotel industry and the unintended
consequences of people opening their private homes to guests,
from damaged property to irate neighbors. “The breadth and
whimsy of the options offered makes scrolling through Airbnb’s
listings an exercise in escapism,” Gallagher writes of the housing
selections—which can range, in the same city, from a $25-per-night
room with a twin bed and shared bathroom to a $4,000-a-night
ﬁve-story townhouse with a view.

To purchase these books and others by Cornellians, or to submit your book for possible mention in Cornell Alumni Magazine, go to “Cornell Authors” at cornellalumnimagazine.com.
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Spend your summer making
music with students who share
your passion and faculty who
are the best at what they do.
berklee.edu/summer
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• Study with Cornell faculty
• Earn college credit
• Attend college admissions
workshops

Programs for High School Students
Courses in architecture, business, engineering,
international relations, social change,
veterinary medicine, and more

40

• Make friends from around
the world
summercollege.cornell.edu
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Unleash your voice through argument,
debate and community
INTERNATIONAL SUMMER
DEBATE CAMP
July 30 – Aug. 6, 2017
Ages 13-19
Big Red Family Discounts!

REGISTER NOW

summerdebatecamp.cornell.edu
debate@cornell.edu

Work, relax, and ride in style.

Express, executive-coach service between Ithaca and Manhattan.
Call or visit the Web for complete info or to book your trip.
www.c2cbus.com • 607-254-TRIP
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BROWN | Pre-College
Experience College This Summer
n

Challenge Yourself with Ivy League Academics

n

Prepare to Succeed in a College Environment

n

Meet Exceptional Students from Around the World

n

More than 300 Academic Courses

n

College Credit Courses

n

Sessions 1 to 7 Weeks in Length

n

STEM Programs for Middle and High School Students

n

Summer Sports Camps

www.brown.edu/summer

Cornell’s Adult University (CAU)

Summer Youth Program and Camp

Four weeklong sessions, July 9 – August 5
Youth ages 3 – 15 get a wonderful taste of college life at Cornell
and enjoy the fun and friendships of a great camp

cauinfo@cornell.edu • cau.cornell.edu • 607.255.6260
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Explore.
Prepare.
Launch.

July 2017

high school summer program in the heart of nyc
five dynamic summer programs and sat prep for students
interested in medicine, business, and finance

competitive applications being accepted january 2017
for more information visit baruch.edu/leadership

646-312-4587

academy@baruch.cuny.edu

Showcase your properties
and real estate services in

BIG RED
REAL ESTATE
SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION
CAM May/June 2017 Issue

Space reservations: March 15, 2017
Contact Sandra Busby SLB44@cornell.edu
CORNELLIANS IN BUSINESS

Realty Ad MA17.indd 1
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More
than
Meets
the Eye
MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE
From hidden carvings to works of art,
campus is full of delightful surprises
that passersby often miss

OUT OF THIS WORLD: Installed in spring 2012 and most
visible at night, Cosmos is made up of 12,000 LEDs
whose constantly changing, astronomically inflected
pattern is controlled by computer. Created by artist Leo
Villareal, the site-specific work is affi xed to the ceiling
of the Johnson Museum’s outdoor sculpture court.
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What are your favorite “hidden gems” on campus? Add to our list by going to this story at cornellalumnimagazine.com.
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ROCK STEADY: When hikers and birders strolling through the Lab of Ornithology’s Sapsucker Woods Sanctuary
stumble upon this egg-shaped stack of stone slabs, it can present a happy conundrum: the structure somehow feels
both solid and ethereal, natural and man-made. The work of renowned environmental artist Andy Goldsworthy, the
Sapsucker Cairn was created from locally quarried materials during his tenure as an A. D. White Professor-at-Large
in the mid-Aughts. To find the cairn during your next visit to campus, take a brief walk down the Hoyt-Pileated Trail,
which starts across the road from the main entrance to the Lab.
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FABLED FRESCOES: “The murals in Willard Straight Hall, which were begun toward the
end of the Spring term, are now nearing completion in a gorgeous ensemble of gigantic
mythical representations set off by beautiful landscapes,” the Daily Sun reported in
September 1926. The fresco secco paintings—by prominent muralist Ezra Winter,
whose work also graces Radio City Music Hall and the Library of Congress—have been
delighting visitors to the Straight entryway for nine decades. By depicting such themes
as chivalry and adventure, the Sun noted, the works were “intended to represent the
ideals which were embodied in the life and character of Willard Straight.”

SHED SOME LIGHT: This humble structure
played witness to history: Nobel Prizewinning plant geneticist Barbara McClintock
’23, PhD ’27, conducted research in it as a
grad student. Located next to the Pounder
Vegetable Garden in the Botanic Gardens,
the small building—now known as the
McClintock Shed—bears a plaque in her
honor. In recent years, it gained an artistic
tribute to the famed scientist. As part of the
capstone project for his horticulture minor,
David Zakalik ’15 crafted an impressionistic
version of her likeness in driftwood he
collected from Beebe and Cayuga lakes.

NEVER FORGET: Nestled
among the classically
themed stained glass
windows in Sage Chapel
is one with a more
contemporary message.
Dedicated by the Class
of ’61 during its 30th
Reunion, it honors
three martyrs to the
civil rights movement:
Michael Schwerner ’61,
Andrew Goodman (son
of Carolyn Drucker
Goodman ’36 and Robert
Goodman ’35, BCE ’39),
and James Chaney. They
were murdered by Ku
Klux Klan members
while working on a
voter registration drive
in Mississippi in the
summer of 1964, a crime
dramatized in the 1988
film Mississippi Burning.
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MOO MAGIC: Ever since CALS’s Stocking Hall reopened
in 2015 after a major renovation, it has had some hidden
inhabitants. In honor of the building’s bovine bent—it’s
home to the dairy plant and store—numerous cow faces
have been slyly integrated into the black-and-white walls.

photos: stocking hall, jon reis; caricatures, lisa banlaki frank

TO THE RAFTERS: The beams atop the Willard Straight Memorial Room sport caricatures of mortarboard-wearing profs;
legend has it that one side of the room depicts nasty sorts (top row, below), while the opposite side is more benevolent.
According to Cornell history buff Corey Earle ’07, the oft-told tale that the wooden academics were based on classroom
sketches by the building’s namesake is likely apocryphal.

48
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HOLE IN THE WALL: One of Ezra Cornell’s early
jobs in Ithaca was to design and excavate a
200-foot-long tunnel along one side of Fall
Creek Gorge that would divert water to power
Jeremiah Beebe’s mills. Located below Sigma
Nu fraternity and reached via a precarious
scramble, the fruit of Ezra’s labors in the
early 1830s still exists—now as a magnet for
colorful graffiti and adventurous youths.

UP ON THE ROOF: When AAP’s Milstein Hall opened in 2012, it
owed part of its LEED Gold environmental certification to its
green roof. Measuring 24,000 square feet, it’s covered with sedum
(a drought-tolerant plant) and features more than three dozen
north-facing skylights. While it’s not open to the public, it can be
viewed from the Shloss Studio on the top floor of Sibley Hall.
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FAMILY TREE: That white oak below Gannett Health Services on Libe Slope isn’t just a magnificent tree—it’s the oldest one
on campus. Clocking in at more than 350 years of age, it was already about a century and a half old by the time the founder
was born in 1807.

50
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GREEN ACRES: East Hill boasts many gardens—but
did you know it has one devoted to plants that most
people exterminate? Established in 2008 behind CALS’s
Muenscher Greenhouses, the Cornell Weed Science Teaching
Garden nurtures more than 125 species common to the
Northeast—from garlic mustard to poison hemlock to
purple loosestrife—giving students and researchers insights
into how to control them while reducing pesticide use.

FALLEN BRANCHES: Two small, tombstone-shaped
markers—one each near Stimson and Duffield halls—
are all that remain to commemorate the majestic
elm trees that once graced East Avenue. To support
Ezra’s vision for his new university, local farmer
John Ostrander donated his finest elms. They were
transplanted to campus
in 1877 and thrived until
Dutch elm disease struck
New York State in the
1960s. (Why do the markers
say “1880”? That’s a bit of
a mystery. The stones were
purchased in 1883, and
it’s possible that a mistake
was made as to the year the
trees were given.)
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APPLES OF YOUR EYE: In 2009, Minns Garden on
Tower Road got new wrought-iron gates, crafted
by a local blacksmith. The arch at the entrance
celebrates Cornell’s legacy of pomology research
by showcasing seven famous apples—the Big
Apple, an apple for the teacher (complete with
“bookworm”), Johnny Appleseed’s apple, Newton’s
apple, Snow White’s poisoned apple, the Garden of
Eden’s forbidden fruit, and William Tell’s apple—
along with buds, flowers, roots, and leaves.
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ANIMAL INSTINCTS: Ever wonder why one entrance of ILR’s Ives Hall sports stone carvings of animals? The critters—a pair of oxen
plus a mouse, frog, squirrel, monkey, rabbit, pig, and dog—hark back to Ives’s roots as one of the original Vet college buildings.

MESSAGE RECEIVED:
Ezra Cornell got in on
the ground floor of the
telegraph industry, earning
the vast fortune that
enabled him to found his
university. When Hermon
Atkins MacNeil created his
1918 statue of the founder
that watches over the Arts
Quad, he paid homage
to Ezra’s backstory by
situating him in front
of a telegraph receiver.
52
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HEADS OF THE CLASS: When Olin Library was built, it incorporated eight sculptures—classical-looking male heads—carved
in the late nineteenth century for Boardman Hall, an Arts Quad building that was demolished in 1959. Three are now located
on an indoor stairway near the café (above); three more are on an outdoor wall facing the Arts Quad; the final two—the least
visible—are on an exterior retaining wall. “The heads have been the object of much speculation over the years,” notes the
library’s website. “No one knows now, and no record has yet been found that reveals who they immortalize in stone.”

REST STOP: Given by Professor
Goldwin Smith in 1871 and now
located in front of his namesake hall,
this bench bears an inscription—
“Above All Nations Is Humanity”—
attributed to him. It was carved
from locally quarried Llenroc stone
at a cost of $275; as the Ithaca
Daily Journal then noted, “About
six persons can be accommodated
comfortably with seats.” After
suffering age-related damage in the
late 1980s and spending a decade in
storage, the bench was restored and
returned to campus in 1999.
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Forty years later, a legendary Dead concert
in Barton Hall still rocks—and Cornell
University Press has the book to prove it

B

efore Dean Smith was appointed director of Cornell University
Press two years ago, he arrived in Ithaca to interview for the
job. As he walked out of the Statler Hotel, Smith noticed the
Gothic façade of a nearly century-old armory, a cavernous
building where military history is celebrated but the acoustics are not. It
was his first visit to Cornell, but he thought: There’s Barton Hall. He knew
about Barton Hall. “At that moment, I wasn’t thinking about the upcoming interview,” he recalls. “I was thinking about what happened in that
building. What would it have been like to have been there?”
What happened there was a Grateful Dead concert, perhaps the
band’s best—and that’s saying something. From its formation amid the
California counterculture scene in 1965 to the
death of lead guitarist Jerry Garcia in 1995, the
Dead played more than 2,300 shows, each one
singular. Every set list was a surprise, every
song performance its own unpredictable iteration. “The shows are never the same, ever,”
Garcia once said. “And when we’re done with
it, they can have it.” For Deadheads, known
for amassing bootleg tapes the way oenophiles
collect fine wine, the dates of the band’s most
beloved concerts—2-14-69 (Carousel Ballroom,
San Francisco); 2-13-70 (Fillmore East, New
York)—are seared into memory. And the most
revered show of all, according to a fan poll by
DeadBase (a database dedicated to the band and
their shows) is 5-8-77, held at Barton Hall on
Mother’s Day forty years ago this spring.
Smith saw his first Dead show in 1982, at
nineteen, and went on to attend about sixty
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The Friday, May 6, ed
ition of the Cornell Da
ily Sun ran this previe
cer t. The article promi
w of the Sunday conses that concertgoers
will hear music from the
Terrapin Station, but
upcoming record,
also lets readers know
that no studio record
live Dead show. Imag
ing
can
compare to a
e courtesy of the Rare
and Manuscript Collec
Cornell Universit y, Ith
tio
ns,
Kro
ch Librar y,
aca, New York.

This notice likely ap
peared in the Corne
ll Daily
Sun, and it reported
the show to be sold
ou
t, with
all eighty-five hundred
tickets purchased in
three
days. The gross sales
of around $69,00 0, wh
en
set
against the concer t exp
enses of about $11,00
0, indicate that the May 8,
197 7, event was a pro
fitable
one for the Cornell
Concert Commission
.
Image
courtesy of the Rare
and Manuscript Collec
tions,
Kroch Librar y, Corne
ll Universit y, Ithaca, Ne
w York.

BEAT POETRY (clockwise from far left): A
ticket stub, a clipping from the Daily Sun, the
band arriving via limo, coverage in an Ithaca
Conners_inser
weekly,
and
the Dead onstage in Barton.
t 2 of 2.in
dd 3
1/4/17 4:01 PM

more—an experience he describes as “meeting the friends I
hadn’t met yet.” (He has a master’s degree in poetry.) He even
sold T-shirts emblazoned with the slogan “See the Dead, come
out a Head.” Thus, in that job interview more than three decades
later, when Smith was asked what kind of books he might like
to publish, his thoughts turned to the only Dead show included
in the National Recording Registry of the Library of Congress.
“As an editor, you get goosebumps when you hear a certain book
or article concept,” says Michael McGandy, a senior acquisitions
editor at the Press who was in on the interview and would go
on to oversee the project, “and that was one of those moments.”
So in mid-April—fresh off publishing titles about Plutarch,
North Korea, and the sagas of Norwegian kings—the Press is
releasing Cornell ’77, an account of what author Peter Conners
calls “the music, the myth, and the magnificence” of the nowlegendary concert.
That show provided a much-needed financial boost to the
Cornell Concert Commission, which was still reeling from a
costly riot during an aborted Deep Purple concert that damaged ›
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Schoellkopf Field four years earlier. However, McGandy says,
Like all Dead shows, the Barton
“I was keen on making sure it was a Grateful Dead story and
Hall gig was distinguished by
not just a Cornell story. I always thought of this as being fundamentally a Dead book that intersects importantly with Cornell.”
its particular combination of
For the members of the band, Cornell was just another road
gig, albeit a strange one. At a time when disco ruled the airvenue and vibe—the ineffable
waves, here was the old house band from Ken Kesey’s Acid Test
magic sparked by interplay
performing at an ROTC training ground on an Ivy League
campus. Even the spring weather was absurd. A seventybetween the band and the
seven-degree Saturday became a frigid Sunday, and snow was
falling by the time the concertgoers left the smoky warmth
Big Red-Deadhead crowd.
of Barton. And there is certainly no consensus about 5-8-77;
some Deadheads contend it wasn’t even the band’s best show
that week. But for many, something about that evening turned
For decades, private ownership of the master tapes prevented
a concert into a classic.
the release of an official, professionally curated version of the
Was it the timing? Rolling Stone has called 1977 the Dead’s
recording. However, coinciding with the fortieth anniversary of
best year, and many Deadheads consider the spring tour to be
the Cornell concert, Grateful Dead Productions is releasing the
a peak of the band’s resurgence after a twenty-month
recordings (see box, bottom left).
hiatus. Conners writes that the 5-8-77 show
Then there are the various off-kilter conspiracy
“illustrates the astonishing musical range
theories that have cropped up over the years,
available at the band’s fingertips: cowadding a hint of mystery to the show’s legboy songs, dance songs, tear-jerkers,
endary status. Was the concert part of a
love songs, anthems, and raving
CIA mind-control experiment? Was
rockers.” The Dead played fan
it actually performed at an alterfavorites like “Scarlet Begonias/
nate location? Was the famed
Fire on the Mountain” and
recording, in fact, a spliced“Morning Dew,” as well as
together greatest hits from
reimagined tunes originally
different shows passed off as
performed by the likes of Bo
a single concert? Given that only
Diddley and Merle Haggard.
epic events—assassinations, moon
Was it the widely lauded recording of
landings—tend to attract conspiracy whisthe show? For years, Deadheads had been
pers, rhythm guitarist and vocalist Bob Weir
using their own equipment to make live
seemed to relish adding some playful fuel
bootlegs—a process later formalized with
to the fire during an interview years later.
the band’s blessing. The versions of 5-8-77
“It’s been a long time; I think it’s unclassiavailable at the digital library archive.org
fied,” he confided with a twinkle in his eyes.
have been streamed online nearly two mil“The deal is, that legendary Cornell show
lion times, but the most famous is one of the
never happened.”
“Betty Boards”—a recording by the band’s
Like all Dead shows, the Barton Hall gig
former audio engineer Betty Cantor-Jackson
was distinguished by its particular combinadead ahead: The concert’s poster (opposite)
that was stashed in a storage locker for sevtion of venue and vibe—the ineffable magic
and commemorative T-shirt (above)
eral years before being auctioned off, copied,
sparked by interplay between the band and
and traded by the Deadhead community.
the Big Red-Deadhead crowd. “Above all,
being at a Dead show was about being in
the moment,” writes Conners, noting that the band always fed
off a crowd’s particular energy. By the end of the Barton show, as
Conners describes it, “the audience had played out the full scope
Deadheads, rejoice: an official recording of
of the human experience under the skilled guidance of seven
the Barton show is nigh. Available for preintrepid travelers.”
order on the band’s website for release on
Ironically, one student who was on campus then but didn’t
May 5, Cornell 5/8/77 will be on CD, LP
attend
the concert—and wasn’t even a Dead fan—would go
(seen at left), digital download, and streaming. The Barton show will also be included on
on to become the wife of the band’s drummer. Caryl Ohrbach
Get Shown the Light, an eleven-disc package
Hart ’79, now director of regional parks in California’s Sonoma
with three other recordings from the tour (in New Haven, Boston,
County, has been married to Mickey Hart for more than a quarterand Buffalo), plus a copy of Cornell ’77. But if you haven’t already
century. But, as the drummer once lamented to a blogger for the
snagged one, you’re out of luck: limited to 15,000 copies, the $140
Dead’s official website: “She didn’t go to the show. She was off
package sold out its pre-orders within days.
with her boyfriend, seeing Barry Manilow or some dumb thing.” n

poster by jay mabrey

Barton Box Set
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Working the Door

An excerpt from Cornell ’77 recounts how Cornell Concert Commission member
Stephen Burke ’77 took a creative approach to letting fans into Barton Hall
By Pete r Con n e rs

B

urke didn’t want anyone taking cash bribes for entry “Absolutely under no circumstances do you take money from
into the show. If that ever happened, he didn’t know
anybody. Absolutely none. You don’t take anything from them.
about it. His plan for easing the burden of fans who were
If they offer you a joint, you don’t take it. If they offer you a beer,
shut out of the show was much more benevolent and in keep- you don’t take it. You don’t take anything. It’s absolutely not quid
ing with the Grateful Dead ethos. To his thinking, the show
pro quo.” Rather than accept bribes, the ticket takers had somewas already sold out. Nobody—not the band, the promoter, the
thing more playful in mind. If people didn’t have tickets, they
CCC, or Cornell—was going to make any more money on tick- would have to contribute something else to get in the door. They
et sales. Why not help some people out, and also avoid potential
could sing. They could dance. They could do chin-ups, push-ups,
problems on campus caused by fans who were shut out?
or tell a corny joke. Don’t have a ticket to the show? You’re in
The plan that Burke and his fellow ticket
luck! You can get in with a speeding ticket,
takers hatched was a prankster mastera laundry ticket, or a ticket to see Creature
piece of which the Grateful Dead—had
from the Black Lagoon! One guy got in with
they known about it—may have very well
a guitar pick. Another dude—a gnarled oldapproved. Once all the fans with tickets
er hippie who had traveled all the way from
were let into the show, Burke’s plan was to
Tennessee to see the show—got in with a
start easing some non-ticket-holders in the
peanut butter sandwich wrapped in tin foil.
doors. People trying to immediately scam
Holding the sandwich up to his fellow ticktheir way through the doors without ticket takers, Burke proclaimed, “Hey, look at
ets were told to wait. “We need to take care
this! It’s a peanut butter sandwich! I’ve nevof people with tickets,” Burke told them.
er seen a sandwich from Tennessee before.
“Come back when they’re done. Come back
This guy is beautiful! You’re in!”
and we’ll see what we can do.”
Overall, Burke estimates that 250
It was not a brief process. Eighty-five
attendees gained entrance that night simhundred ticket holders had to be let in the
ply by playing along with good spirit. It took
doors first. That process was not without
some people a minute to catch on to what
wrinkles of its own. Matt Adler ’80 feared
was going on. Some of the more jaded conthat he would be crushed when the doors
certgoers were wary that it was some kind
first opened. For those who waited to get
of scam. But eventually, as more and more
The plan that Burke and
into the show, entry was a smooth breeze
fans were admitted with a hearty chuckhis fellow ticket takers
through the doors. But for those eager to
le and a wave-through, everyone who had
hatched
was
a
prankster
be the first into the venue, the experience
the chance got in the door with some small,
was potentially dangerous and certainly
masterpiece of which the pleasant contribution to the night’s festiviclaustrophobic.
ties. Burke was thrilled. It wasn’t something
Grateful Dead—had they
And then there was Louis Gross, PhD
he—or anyone else working the doors that
known about it—may
’79, who was manning the Super Trouper
night—had ever tried before or would ever
have very well approved. try again. To his thinking, a stunt like that
spotlight, seated on rickety scaffolding high
above the crowd. Looking down, it was as
could work only at a Grateful Dead concert.
if a magical transition had occurred, as a
Looking back nearly forty years later,
“whoosh of multicolored people simply flowed all around the
Burke doesn’t want to inflate the importance of the playful
Barton Hall floor and in seconds the scaffold was surrounded prank. But he is also aware of how such small acts of kindness
by flowered shirts and what appeared to be hundreds of small
can elevate everyone in attendance, including the band, to be just
‘trees’ holding mics.” The crowd was robust, yet once inside the
a little bit happier about the night’s proceedings: “It could defivenue they were peaceful. Gross sniffed the air and considered
nitely be that those 250 people and their energy and surprise and
that perhaps the pungent, organic smell drifting up to his nose
their delight made it to the other 8,500 people and made it up to
was part of what kept the crowd so passive and relaxed.
the stage. To tell you the truth, I really believe that. I really do.”
Meanwhile, back down on terra firma, Burke and his felExcerpted and condensed from Cornell ’77 by Peter Conners, published by Cornell
low ticket takers were done letting the paying customers in the
University Press. Copyright © 2017 by Peter Conners. All rights reserved.
door. It was time to have some fun. Burke instructed everyone,
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Flashbacks

Alumni—many of whom worked on the
concert crew—share their memories
‘I operated one of the Super Trouper
spotlights. I have very little memory
of the music, because I was wearing
a headset that blocked out much of it.
But of course you felt it.’
— Louis Gross, PhD ’79

‘I took a woman from my
dorm along for her nineteenth birthday present,
and she and I have now
been married for thirtyone years.’
— Mat t Adler ’80
[married to Lore t ta
DeIntinis Adler ’80]

Almost show time : Setting up for the

Barton gig

‘I remember wandering through the floor of Barton, and people
4:01 PM
1/4/17there
were all twirling and having a great time. I stood out
for a
Conners_insert 2 of 2.indd 7
while and got into it—but as members of the Concert Commission,
we didn’t always get to enjoy the acts. Afterward, we went to a room
and ate sandwiches; it was like four o’clock in the morning and we
were knackered, but very proud of what we had done.’
— Eve Prout y ’79

‘This being my first Dead
show, I wasn’t very familiar
with the music. I had no idea
I was witnessing history. If
you know anything about the
Dead, there’s consensus that
the Barton show was one of the
best they ever played—which is
freaky to think about, because I
was there but didn’t appreciate
it at the time.’

‘I remember sitting backstage
with one of the drummers for
the Dead, being exceedingly
nervous because it was my task
not only to announce the show
but tell everyone not to smoke
and to stay back from the stage.
He said, “Bob, we’ve done thousands of these, and they’ve never
attacked either the band or the
announcer. You’ll be fine.”’

— L aur an Jacoby ’80

— Robert Horowitz ’78

‘I was an undergraduate at Berkeley from ’71 to ’75, so
to me the Dead were like a local band. The Barton show
was good from start to finish, but I didn’t have a sense
that I was listening to something epic—that it was going
to be singled out as a high point of the Dead’s career.’
— Steve Ellner, PhD ’82

‘The day had started off bright and sunny, but by
showtime the weather had changed dramatically.
When the big rollup door at the back of Barton came
up at the end, you looked outside and it was snowing.
It was typical Ithaca weather: May 8 and snowing.’
— Mike McEvoy ’78

‘Working on the crew, the actual day went by in a
blur. But it was a great experience—the kind of brush
with show business and rock and roll that’s wonderful
when you’re young—and it’s gratifying that the show is
remembered all these years later.’
— Simon R adford ’79

photos: barton, provided; Sky, istock/4kodiak

Rock Star For the Dead’s frontman, a heavenly body
Jerry Garcia will always live on in the hearts of Grateful Dead fans—but two decades ago, astronomer Simon Radford ’79 helped give him a different kind of immortality. When Garcia died in
1995, Radford and another Dead-loving friend convinced a colleague to name an asteroid he’d
discovered after Garcia. That fall, the International Astronomical Union announced that Asteroid
1985RB1 would henceforth be known as 4442Garcia. Measuring about fifteen kilometers in
diameter, Asteroid 4442Garcia is in the evening sky at about 45 degrees from the sun and 4
degrees from Venus; it’s currently located about 4.3 times further away from Earth than the
sun is, on the far side of the solar system. “But it’s about 10 billion times fainter than Venus,”
says Radford, now operations director for the Smithsonian’s submillimeter array telescope atop
Hawaii’s Mauna Kea, “so you won’t see it without a large telescope.”
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BEAUTIFUL MUSIC: The Concert Commission has hosted
hundreds of bands over the decades, from major stars to more
obscure acts. They include (seen in posters promoting the shows,
left to right starting from top row) Suzanne Vega, 1986; Counting
Crows, 2002; BB King, 2001; John Legend, 2013; Billy Joel,
2011; Maroon 5, 2009; Cake, 2001; Bruce Springsteen, 1978;
They Might Be Giants, 2004; Bob Dylan, 2013; and Indigo Girls,
2000. Do you have vivid memories or memorabilia from campus
concerts? Share them at cornellalumnimagazine.com.
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Let’s Put on a Show
The student-run Cornell Concert Commission
has been bringing top acts to campus for
more than four decades

photos: provided

S

electing the acts. Reviewing the contracts. Promoting
and producing the shows. Managing a budget in the
hundreds of thousands of dollars. Staffing the door.
Transforming a gym into a concert venue—and back again—
in a single day.
While it’s not unusual for colleges and
universities to host large-scale pop music
shows, one thing sets the Cornell Concert
Commission apart: it’s almost completely run
by student volunteers. “They’re doing what
people are getting paid millions of dollars to
do,” says Joe Scaffido, Cornell’s director of
campus activities, who served as the group’s
advisor from 1997 to 2016.
From Joni Mitchell to Kesha, Bob Dylan to
Dave Matthews, the Beach Boys to Maroon 5, the Concert
Commission has been bringing notable acts to East Hill since
its inception in 1971. (Prior to that, various campus groups
would mount shows on an ad hoc basis.) Today, the commission—which is open to all Cornell students—has upwards
of ninety members and a board of directors made up of six
seasoned volunteers. At the start of each school year they’re
given a portion of the student activity fee to jumpstart their
budget. “From there, we get to keep whatever we make in
ticket revenue and use that to put on more concerts,” says
executive director Will Donnelly ’18, adding that the group
generally puts on five to six shows annually, including a free
concert on the Arts Quad to welcome students at the start
of fall semester.
The planning process begins with the commission brainstorming a list of acts that are popular among the student
body. That list is quickly whittled down due to constraints
like performance fees and touring schedules, and the fact that
the two most-used venues on campus—Barton and Bailey
halls—are only earmarked for the commission’s concerts a
few days each year. “Sometimes the dates we get are during a
huge festival in California, so all the names we want are out
West that weekend,” says Scaffido. When the stars align and
an act is booked, the commission has anywhere from one to
six months to plan and promote the event.
Concerts in Bailey, which has its own stage, involve significantly less set-up than those in Barton, which is a veritable
blank canvas. For these, volunteers typically arrive between
four and five in the morning for a marathon day of assembling the stage, furnishing dressing rooms, wiring speakers,
and unloading and setting up the band’s equipment. Working
a Barton show—seen as a Concert Commission right of passage—is at least a twenty-hour commitment. But according
to former executive director Mason Montgomery ’17, it’s one

performance spaces: The Concert
Commission primarily hosts events in
Barton (top) and Bailey (left), plus an
annual welcome show on the Arts Quad
(below) each fall.

of the highlights of the entire experience. “It’s amazing to see
5,000 people in front of the stage that you built with your own
hands earlier that day,” he says.
In return for their grueling work, the members are rewarded with a T-shirt, a couple of free meals, and the chance to
interact with the artists. Sometimes they only catch glimpses, like when the lead singer of Modest Mouse ran warm-up
laps around the Barton track. Occasionally band members
will offer a quick thank you to volunteers or pose for a group
photo. Others get a little more personal, like the lead singer

‘		It’s amazing to see 5,000 people in front of
the stage that you built with your own hands
earlier that day,’ says former executive
director Mason Montgomery ’17.
from the Flaming Lips—who braided a student’s hair while
they were setting up—or blues great BB King, who signed
autographs and chatted with each member after his show.
Then there are the truly singular moments, like the private
performance Scaffido once enjoyed. “I was sitting in Bailey
Hall and it was totally empty except for me and Billy Joel, who
was doing a sound check,” Scaffido recalls. “It was the highlight of my career.” n
— Alexandra Bond ’12
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Cornell ‘Not Only Endures But Thrives’

W
Nicole DelToro ’91

hen I joined the board in 2013, the
University had recently won the
NYC tech campus competition,
was in the middle of the Cornell Now campaign,
and was preparing to begin the celebration of its
sesquicentennial. At the same time, it was still
emerging from the aftermath of the Recession
and dealing with some of the issues facing much
of higher education, including competition for
talented faculty and students and tightened
federal funding. We also faced the departure of
David Skorton and the devastating loss of his
successor, Beth Garrett.
Needless to say, there’s been no shortage of
challenging issues facing the board. Yet, through
these challenges, the University not only endures
but thrives. The administration, staff, and faculty, along with the board, have all worked overtime
to ensure that Cornell remains the pre-eminent
institution we all know and love. And now, we
look forward to Martha Pollack joining Cornell as
its fourteenth president.

During the past four years, I’ve served on several
committees, including Audit, Buildings & Properties, Finance, Development, and Student Life,
and I’ve served as vice chair of the Committee
on Alumni Affairs for two years. Participation on
these committees has enabled me to develop a
deep understanding of the University, which is
vast and complex.
I’ve also been asked to work with staff, faculty, and administrators by serving on or leading
task forces, including Cornell Alumni Magazine
and the College of Business Alumni Engagement
Committee.
My hope is that all of Cornell’s constituencies—alumni, students, faculty, staff, and the
community—understand how board members
approach their decisions: thoughtfully, deliberately, seriously, and genuinely concerned about what
is best for Cornell’s long-term vibrancy, health,
and stature. Thank you, fellow alumni, for giving
me this opportunity to serve Cornell in this very
important capacity.

‘“Any Person, Any Study” has had a resounding impact’

S
Susan Rodriguez ’81, BArch ’82

erving as a trustee has been a fascinating experience. It has opened my eyes to
the scale and complexity of Cornell and
the depth and range of expertise and leadership
required to run the University. It seemed fitting
that my term started on my fifty-fourth birthday
and orientation meetings were at Weill Cornell
(New York Hospital), where I was born—truly a
full circle. Being there was a powerful reminder
of Cornell’s tremendous impact—from Ithaca to
New York City and beyond.
Celebrating Cornell’s 150th was another
reminder, in this case of our history—a land grant
institution founded just after the Civil War as a
radical counterpoint to the elite institutions of the
time. “Any person, any study” has had a resounding impact since, and makes us unique among
our peers today.
These last few years have been a time of great
leadership transition. We are all indebted to Bob
Harrison ’76, Mike Kotlikoff, and Hunter Rawlings,
who refocused our conversations and actions upon

the academic mission of the University, and on
renewing the quality of campus life for students
and faculty.
Four years ago I wrote, “Cornell’s long-term
aspirations and strategic initiatives for excellence, innovation, and enhanced collaboration
across colleges and disciplines must be matched
by an equally inspirational, comprehensive, and
sustainable network of resources and facilities
to fulfill that vision.” That challenge remains,
especially given the rising cost of education and
an aging campus infrastructure. But significant
progress is being made. One highlight is Cornell
Tech, a striking example of translating a vision
into a reality.
Thank you for this opportunity to serve. It has
been a great honor to work with my fellow trustees and the administrative team who dedicate so
much time, energy, and expertise to keep Cornell
on stable ground even in challenging times. I look
forward to our future under President Pollack’s
leadership.

Voting for the 2017 alumni trustee election begins March 21. For more information, go to alumni.cornell.edu/trustees
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RADICAL COLLABORATION
THROUGH MACHINE LEARNING
Trevor Pinch, the Goldwin Smith Professor of Science
and Technology Studies, spent the fall 2016 semester on
sabbatical at Cornell Tech in New York City, where he began
conducting research at the Social Technologies Lab, which is
part of the Jacobs Technion-Cornell Institute. It was at the
lab, which focuses on social technologies and the role of new
media, where he began collaborating with Serge Belongie,
professor of computer science at Cornell Tech, who had
been working on “deep learning” research and fine-grained
visual categorization.

Robert Barker/ University Photography

continued on next page

This special section, a bonus issue of the university’s
Ezra magazine, highlights ways Cornell initiatives
intersect with philanthropy and engagement of Cornell
alumni, parents and friends.

Jason Koski/University Photography

Belongie’s research – teaching a computer to
visually recognize what species a bird is or what
specific type of plant or flower something is, as
opposed to just recognizing that something is a plant
or flower – had all been situated in the natural world.
After talking with Pinch, he began to think about how
to apply recognition approaches to man-made objects
– in this case, musical instruments.
Pinch had an ongoing collaboration with a group
at École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne who
had digitized 50 years of audio and video from the
Montreux Jazz Festival in Switzerland. The performers
and concerts at Montreux were all known, but not the
musical instruments they used. Pinch imagined finding
a way for computers to identify those instruments
based on the audio recordings alone, but as he began
collaborating with Belongie, he realized that exploring
machine learning possibilities using visual recognition
was more workable, and held more immediate
promise, for applications of the technology.
The full conversation is available at www.news.
cornell.edu/PinchBelongie.
Is it easier to teach computers techniques of
visual, rather than audio, recognition?
Belongie: The machine learning community
is putting a lot more effort into visual recognition. One thing that’s well-known about all
these deep-learning approaches is that they
require gigantic amounts of training data, and
the infrastructure is well-developed for people
to annotate, or tag, images for these large
training sets. There are certain characteristics
of audio that make it trickier to annotate. For
example, in the case of images, you can show
an annotator 25 thumbnails on a screen all at
once, and the human visual system can process
them very quickly and in parallel, and you can
use efficient keyboard shortcuts to label things.
Imagine playing 25 audio clips at the same
time – making sense of that is really hard, and
it just raises the burden of annotation effort.
Pinch: So that’s why we’ve been focusing
on visual. This point about tagging is very
interesting, because I’m new to this whole

“IF YOU INTERACT WITH
PEOPLE WHO ARE INCREDIBLY
TECHNICALLY SKILLED IN AN
AREA THAT YOU'RE UNFAMILIAR
WITH, YOU CAN ... ASK SMART
QUESTIONS AND LEARN ALL
SORTS OF INTERESTING THINGS.”
business of computer recognition of anything.
My background is in science and technology studies and sound studies. Originally I
had started collaborating with that group in
Switzerland; the original idea was to use that
Montreux Jazz Festival collection. But then I
realized, the issue there is they have lists of
who the performers were at every concert,
but they haven’t got lists of the instruments.
So first, somebody has to basically go through
and tag all the instruments in the Montreux
collection before you can start to train a
computer.

One of the reasons we have been able to make
progress on this project is that we found a
website where visual images of musical instruments are tagged already, kind of crowdsourced, and people send in videos or still
images of musical instruments. And that’s the
source of data we’re using to begin with as a
training set.

'There are certain
characteristics of
audio that make it
trickier to annotate.'

Belongie: We identified an undergraduate
who started to poke away at the project a bit,
and now there’s a Ph.D. student, too, who is
working on it this spring.
Is your work a radical collaboration, combining the humanities with technology?

Pinch: I think this is indeed a radical collaboration. I had no idea how many advances
there had been in the field of computer-based
visual recognition. And it has happened pretty rapidly, it seems to me.

Belongie: The media tends to get a bit breathless whenever they’re talking about “deep
learning,” that it’s as if you just push this button and it solves everything. So perhaps the
radical aspect of this is that we aren’t putting
deep learning on a pedestal. Instead, we’re
incorporating it as a commodity in a research
pipeline with many other vital components.
A lot of that excitement in the AI [artificial intelligence] community comes from engineers
making gizmos for other engineers, or prod-
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'... thinking of a
musical instrument as
a piece of technology
enables me to apply
all sorts of ideas that
I’ve been working on
in the field of science
and technology
studies and the
history of technology.'

ucts that are targeted toward a geeky audience.
And I think in this case, even though admittedly it’s a geeky corner of the music world, these
are not computer [scientists] we’re targeting.
We’re talking about archiving high-quality digital footage, and for it to be a success, it needs
to enable research in the humanities.

Another thing I’ve been talking to Serge about
is that one of my instincts was to start this
project by getting some well-known musicians
and interview them about how they recognize
instruments visually, how they would do this
task – how does a human do this task? And
it’s very interesting because that’s not the
approach we’re following. I learned something
from that: the computer is learning in a different way than how a human would.

Belongie: And, on the flip side, computer scientists have a lot to learn about how experts in
their respective fields learn. In deep learning,
[we’re] still embarrassingly dependent on
labeled training data. For example, if you want
a machine to recognize a black-capped chickadee, you probably need to show the machine
hundreds of examples of that bird under all
sorts of viewing conditions. There is a lot of
talk in our field about how we should move toward what is known as unsupervised learning.
We know humans make extensive use of unsupervised methods, in which we learn about
the world simply by grabbing things, knocking
them over, breaking things – basically making
mistakes and trying to recover from them.
I felt inspired to watch a live concert video
recently. If you mute the performance, just
turn off the sound and watch, say, a five-minute performance of Queen, it’s surreal. You
don’t hear the audience, you don’t hear the
incredible music, but if you look at it through
the lens of a computer vision researcher, you’re
actually getting a whole bunch of views of
all the performers and their instruments …
it’s quite an opportunity for computer vision
researchers.
Pinch: For me, the computer science perspective is an incredibly radical perspective in
that it’s leveling the field and making us think
anew about something that, as a humanist, I’m

Lindsay France/ University Photography

Pinch: I wrote a book [“Analog Days”] about
electronic music synthesizer inventor Robert
Moog, Ph.D. ’65, and one of the interesting
things for me was that Moog, in the foreword
to my book, wrote that synthesizers are one of
the most sophisticated technologies that we
as humans have evolved. And actually, that’s
quite an insight – thinking of a musical instrument as a piece of technology enables me to
apply all sorts of ideas that I’ve been working
on in the field of science and technology studies and the history of technology.

very familiar with from one perspective – from
the history of music. I’m in this project basically as an academic. If there are commercial
possibilities, great, but I’m in it for the intellectual fulfillment of working on such a project
and its research.
I keep remembering something I learned from
Bob Moog: If you interact with people who
are incredibly technically skilled in an area
that you’re unfamiliar with, you can, in an
open-minded way, ask smart questions and
learn all sorts of interesting things.

How might this research have real-world uses?
Pinch: This ability for a computer to visually
identify musical instruments could have applications for education. It could help archivists
- instead of labeling these things manually, a
computer could do it, tagging instruments.
I really see the technology itself – an app, if we
develop an app, or teaching the computer to
do this with a piece of software – as the main
product from this collaboration.
Belongie: This research is not going to replace
musical archivists, but there’s a tremendous
amount of power, that – if harnessed correctly
– can help those people do their jobs. The ball
is in my court to get some kind of preliminary
results out, and then the learning will begin.

Pinch: A project like this is kind of perfect for
application and engagement of wider communities – which is one of the themes of our campuses. You can think of other areas where you
could have visual recognition of gear: high-end
sailing, mountaineering, other technical gear.
This technology could lead to something that
can be put into the hands of people and be
useful.

Opposite page: Serge
Belongie, Cornell Tech
professor of computer
science, left, and Trevor
Pinch, professor of
science and technology
studies, collaborate at
Cornell Tech in New
York City.
Above: Belongie at
Cornell Tech with the
Merlin Bird Photo ID
app he developed with
the Lab of Ornithology.
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the number of
projects supported
by alumni, parents,
students and friends
during a monthlong
crowdfunding
campaign late last
year. 1,472 individual
gifts raised a total
of $198,335. Visit
crowdfunding.cornell.
edu.

A Cornell in Rome class on a field trip to the Vatican Museums.

Cornell in Rome marks 30
years in March
Cornell in Rome will celebrate its 30th anniversary in March, gathering program alumni, faculty and friends in the Eternal City for three
days. The event features tours, receptions, lunches and panels on art,
architecture and the humanities.

“… when I wasn’t
giving my all
during class, he
pushed me on it.
He challenged
me to always
give 100 percent
academically.”
– Caitlin Strandberg
’10, recently named to
the Forbes “30 under
30” list in the venture
capital category, on her
experience with professor
Barry Strauss.

The university’s longest running international program, Cornell in
Rome provides a semester abroad for College of Architecture, Art
and Planning students as well as other Cornell students and visiting
students from peer institutions, with instruction by Cornell and
visiting faculty. The learning environment, amid the sites, sounds and
culture of Rome, is enriched by field trips throughout Italy.

STAY INVOLVED

GIVING DAY 2017
What difference can one day
make? Join in and find out
on March 14.

TIME TO VOTE
Hurry! The last day to vote
for alumni-elected Cornell
trustees is May 2.

Learn more at alumni.cornell.edu/cam
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REUNION 2017
Mark your calendars for
June 8-11. See you there!
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Family, travel, church, gardening,
and property management keep
Walter Scudder, PhD ’51, busy in
his retirement. The first person Walter met at
Cornell was Arthur Pratt ’26, PhD ’33, and he says
that Homer Thompson, professor of vegetable
gardening, had the greatest impact on him during
his time on the Hill.
“I have adjusted to following a pleasant
schedule planned for me in my center for assisted
living,” writes Shirley Richards Sargent (Delmar,
NY). “Kenneth, my partner, died in 2015 and I
appreciated my friends here and the exercises that
are required. Our 75th Reunion last year was the
most exciting event for my daughter Pamela (the
science fiction writer) and me. Class president
Bob Mueller, BArch ’52, did a super job arranging
a great program that was easy to attend in the
Statler. Bob ’54, DVM ’61, and Nancy Radick Lynk
’52, great friends, drove us from Delmar. My driving is now limited to local trips, so duplicating the
70th Reunion was not possible. In 1941, I believe
the first person I met on campus was Grace Deely,
the headmistress of Sage Hall, the oldest woman’s
dormitory in the US.” Shirley recalls that Edward
Sargent ’39, PhD ’52, had the greatest impact on
her at Cornell. “He became my husband in 1941.
He was a baritone soloist in the men’s Glee Club,
and I became his accompanist.”
Gretchen Fonda Gagnon (Cohoes, NY) shares
this: “Believe me! At 97-plus, just getting up in
the morning and going downstairs for breakfast is
an ‘event’! But I am still able to do it!” 2016 was
a busy one for Gretchen and her family. “75th Re
union was great; we had a nice cottage in Wells,
ME—right on the ocean—in late August; and on
October 22, my older daughter and son-in-law
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary with
a big party. What a privilege to be part of it!”
Gretchen recalls meeting her roommate (“and
fast-friend-to-be”) Mary Frances Scattene Palmer
when she first got to campus.
A pre-Thanksgiving through Christmas trip
to Indiana brought Dolores Dirlam Daudt’s family
and friends together. “Then the party kept going
here in Midland, MI, with others,” she writes. “At
97-1/2 I am not all that strong—but life is good!
There are many activities for all ages in Midland,
where we moved in 1949—many Cornellians here
also.” Remembering her first days on the Hill,
Dolores wrote, “Living at 308 Wait Ave. with
about 16 freshmen, two juniors, and a housemother made orientation easy. My brother Kent
Dirlam ’39 was a huge help. He introduced me to
his friends and fraternity brothers. Many other
friendships came through Cornell’s vast offerings.” Please send news to: C Class of 1941, c/o
Cornell Alumni Magazine, 401 East State St., Suite
301, Ithaca, NY 14850.
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We received a note from Anne
Bishop McKusick in December
2016: “I have just had a Christ
mas dinner with Dottie Stieff. You may remember
Rodney Stieff ’46, BS ’45, her late husband, who

was in the Class of ’46, as was my sister, Cecily
Bishop Carman (Mrs. Ed Carman). Merry Christ
mas to all of you.”
A recent issue of the Human Ecology magazine featured classmate Kit Snell Sigety, one of
America’s first television cooking show hosts.
When asked about how she landed her first onair cooking job as Sally Smart on WOR-TV’s
“Sally Smart’s Kitchen,” Kit said, “I guess I was
the type of woman they were looking for. I certainly wasn’t shy about wanting to work and
possibly working in front of the camera. The
audition was a food demonstration. I’d never
done one before. The producers said, ‘That’s all
right. Just take this book on food demonstration
techniques and read it. Come back on Monday.
You’re going to do a half-hour live show.’ And
that’s just what I did.”
By now we hope you have received the annual
News and Dues mailing from your class. Haven’t
responded yet? You can pay your dues online at:
http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/participate/
classes.cfm. And while you’re at it, please send
news, either directly to us at the e-mail below, or via
the online news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/
participate/class-notes.cfm. C Class of 1944, c/o
Cornell Alumni Magazine, 401 East State St., Suite
301, Ithaca, NY 14850; e-mail, abb83@cornell.edu.
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The two wisest decisions I’ve
made in my life were my
choice of a life partner and
my selection of Cornell for my college years. And
my pride in having attended Cornell grows stronger
with each Reunion I attend. We, members of the
Class of 1946, have had our experience enhanced
by our association with one of the great class
presidents, Lloyd Slaughter. Lloyd willed himself
out of an extended confinement from his broken
hip and wrist to insure that our 70th Reunion
preparations were kept on track. Now, Dottie
Taylor Prey and I are trying to influence him to
appoint, for our 75th, a large Reunion committee,
half men and half women, including several classmates from within 100 miles of Ithaca. Additionally,
we’re short a class historian and a Cornell Annual
Fund rep. As great as he is, Lloyd is not faultless.
His major fault is he’s too polite to ask for help. We
need volunteers to fill these slots. Please phone or
e-mail Lloyd to advise that you will help at (304)
599-4431 or LSLAUGHTER594@AOL.COM. You will
never regret signing on. I signed on at my 50th
and am still here and enjoying it. Your help can
give us the head start we need to make ’46’s the
best attended 75th in Cornell history. June 10-13,
2021 are the red letter days for our 75th Reunion.
Tampa Bay’s Cornell Club sponsored two Zinck’s
Night celebrations October 20. Bob Nist chose to
celebrate in Tampa, but he reported that feedback
on St. Petersburg sounded great, too. He wrote,
“It was great to meet and greet about 25 Tampa
area Cornellians from many classes. One female
from the Class of 1956 claimed honors as the oldest Cornell alum. But my ’46 pedigree outranked
hers by ten years, giving me the questionable

honor. And there were no hard feelings after a
round or more of beers. One alumnus from the
1950s reported that Zinck’s closed while he was an
undergraduate. We speculated that was caused by
the federal law against drinking under age 21. Cer
tainly, our classes of the late ’40s were seldom, if
ever, carded. A Class of 2016 female resembled and
was the age of some of my great-grandchildren.
That sure made me feel pretty old.”
To list your e-mail address in your submissions, e-mail me at the below e-address. Include
your name, city, and state. Send news to: C Paul
Levine, 3273 Streamside Cir., #S-202, Pleasanton,
CA 94588; tel., (925) 201-7575; e-mail, pblevine
@juno.com. Class website, classof46.alumni.
cornell.edu/.
Spring will soon be upon us. The coldest
months have passed. Hopefully you all will be
embarking on new projects and adventures!
Even at our age, it is still exciting to find interesting challenges.
There has been very little news sent to me
these past months. I did hear from Joyce Manley
Forney in Dallas, TX. She says, “I’m looking forward to a hiatus from the job of vice president for
my retirement village as well as co-editor of our
monthly newsletter.” She returned in September
from a cruise in Alaskan waters. She also says,
“I’m lucky to have 14 members of the family here,
and we rendezvous weekly for a Sunday brunch.”
Joyce likes what she is doing and there is a lot
going on in her retirement home. Her Nutrition
classes have had the biggest impact on her and,
she says, her grandparents’ genes. “Without that
knowledge I would not be out walking my dog.”
Thank you, Joyce. Love hearing from you.
Please note what my correspondent colleague has to say above. Read and take to heart.
Consider this as serious business! Please respond
to the class mailing, and I am hoping for more
news in 2017. C Dorothy Taylor Prey, 1 Baldwin
Ave., #501, San Mateo, CA 94401; tel., (650)
342-1196; e-mail, dmprey@aol.com.
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Class president Pete Schwarz,
BEE ’46, here, stepping in to
promote attendance at our
70th Reunion—Thursday, June 8 to Sunday, June
11. Be on the lookout for the registration packet,
which should arrive in late March. If you have
any questions, you can contact Erin Kennedy in
the Office of Alumni Affairs at erin.kennedy@
cornell.edu or (607) 255-7085. Our headquarters
is the Statler Hotel. Call the Statler at (800) 5412501 for hotel reservations.
Remember the fun we had at previous Re
unions? Refresh your memory by browsing our class
website at: www.cornellclass47.org. Browse the official Reunion website, alumni.cornell.edu/reunion/
groups/2017/1947.cfm, for the latest information.
Jay Milner, class treasurer, wrote in January:
“Edith and I already made our reservations for the
70th Reunion, to which we anxiously look forward. With our daughter and her husband along,
MARCH
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a mini-vacation in the surrounding wine country
sounds very tempting.” Cal Carver, BEE ’46, membership chair, wrote: “Our 70th Reunion is coming
up in June! It’s not too early to make your reservation at the Statler. Just let them know you are
in the Class of ’47, as a block of rooms has been
reserved for us. My wife and I are looking forward
to the weekend and have already made our reservation. Don’t procrastinate—space is limited.”
Tom Talpey, BEE ’46, Reunion chair, wrote:
“The time for our 70th Reunion is approaching.
Thanks to Erin Kennedy and her staff at the
Alumni Affairs office, we will be having a class
lunch at the new Baker portico, recently added
to the front of the place where we struggled with
Chemistry classes and labs—a really ‘neat’ place
according to Erin. Baker Hall and her neighbor
Rockefeller Hall are part of the Physical Sciences
Complex. A lot has changed on the campus, and
Erin has planned a motorized tour with a stop for
ice cream at the Cornell Dairy Bar. There will be
handicapped transportation available throughout
the weekend. There will also be a special reception on Thursday, where we hope to meet our new
Cornell president, Martha E. Pollack. Stay healthy.
Hope to see you at Reunion.”
Sylvia Kianoff Shain, class correspondent,
and her husband, Ira, have moved to an assisted
living facility in Paramus, NJ. They get visits from
classmates like Enid Levine Alpern and her husband, Jerry ’49, MBA ’50, and others. She has
been unable to write the class column and that’s
why I am temporarily helping out.
Elaine and I have moved to Summit At
Brighton, an independent living facility. We are
proud to be great-grandparents to Amelia, who
arrived in November, living in New Jersey, and
7-year-old Kellen, living in San Diego. We are
both active in Rotary. C Peter Schwarz, 2113
Summit Circle Dr., Rochester, NY 14618; tel.,
(585) 244-5684; e-mail, peter-d@rochester.rr.
com. Class website, www.cornellclass47.org.
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Mary Holland Freeman (samary
4321@yahoo.com; Greenbrae,
CA): “I moved from Albany to
Marin County. I live in a senior residence, the
Tamalpais. I enjoy this place, the weather, and the
new people I have met. I would like to hear from
any Cornell classmates who remember me.”
Our ex-pres, Bob McKinless (Alexandria, VA):
“Busy singing in church choir and in Washington
Men’s Camerata, bicycling, and with the Cornell
Club of Washington. I’m also busy downsizing the
‘stuff’ accumulated in my house, where I’ve lived
over 60 years. Grandson and I plan to continue
the Florida bike trip that we started in May 2015,
mainly biking on flat ‘rail trails’ with no vehicular
traffic. I keep track of counties in which I’ve biked,
about 700 so far. I’m getting used to living alone
since my wife died in May 2015. The four children
visit regularly and I’m distributing family heirlooms
and other things I don’t need.” Ruth Werman Weiss
(Rochester, NY): “Good book I recently read is The
Opposite of Loneliness. It rang very true as it described the Yale experience. My son is a graduate
of Yale and now a cardiologist. My daughter is a
school administrator.”
Joyce Van Denburgh Doty, MFA ’50 (Orlando,
FL): “Watching children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren, and NOW great-great-grandchildren perform (Heidi was born December 2015). Thomas
Perry ’69 wrote A String of Beads—I like everything
he writes. I’m also reading The Confidence Game
(nonfiction) by Maria Konnikova—very interesting.
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I really enjoyed the Gary Powers movie Tom Hanks
acted in. However, I see most of my movies on TCM
or on DVD. I refrain from watching ‘noisy’ movies
such as those receiving a bunch of Oscars to reward
their noise. On TCM I enjoyed the king, Clark Gable,
Claudette Colbert, Jean Harlow, and most of those
oldies and their ‘character actors.’ I absolutely
love The In-Laws with Alan Arkin. I bought a lot of
those DVDs and passed them along at Christmas.
I also enjoy Ken Burns’s efforts and buy his DVDs
to give to friends and family. I do enjoy writing.
My computer is full of my thoughts and opinions,
all of which I shall keep to myself.”
Sylvia Kilbourne Hosie, MNS ’49 (Northport,
NY) wrote in March 2016: “I’m coming to Cornell
for my grandson’s graduation from the Hotel school.
His name is Cameron Pierce ’16. My oldest daughter, Cynthia Hosie Gorman ’73, will accompany
me.” John Van Zandt (Winston-Salem, NC): “We’re
expecting our 17th and 18th great-grandchildren
in summer 2016. We celebrated our 70th wedding
anniversary on June 1. Martha is 93 years young
on March 13, 2016; I’m 92 years young on March
12, 2016. We go to church, family gatherings, and
neighborhood social events, watch Wake Forest U.
sports (on TV), and attend Minor League Baseball
games (handicapped seating). What has happened
to the politics of our nation?”
Marian Young Bradley (Black Mountain, NC):
“I’m volunteering, taking exercise classes, walking,
going to church, and enjoying two new greatgrandchildren. This year I will join my four children
on a Caribbean cruise sailing out of Puerto Rico for
a 90th birthday celebration.” Jim “Hoople” Howell
(Post Falls, ID): “I’m attending symphony, opera,
and live theatre, maintaining the house, doing repair projects and improvements. I have two acres
to mow and move sprinkler pipe around on. Take
friends for picnic and swimming on Lake Pend
Oreille with 28-ft. cruiser. Local church and associated events keep me honest! There’s many new
houses and businesses appearing in our community. I like the clear plots in Agatha Christie’s detective novels. Movies and shows I’ve enjoyed are
Bridge of Spies, ‘Peanuts,’ and ‘Downton Abbey.’
Great acting and animation. I find the present political scene interesting, to say the least. I hope
to attend our 70th Reunion in 2018.”
David Wiggans, son of Barbara Tarrant Wig
gans, advises that his mom is in the late stages of
Alzheimer’s disease. Art Behrer (Trent Woods, NC):
“Breathing, sleeping, duplicate bridge, and not so
much golf. I hit a 91 in May. Had a bad fall last
year, recovered, but weaker, slower, and still living
at home.” Madeleine Miller Bennett (NYC): “I’m
a culture vulture. I belong to the Film Society and
have seen all the worthwhile films. They are intelligent, thoughtful, and about serious subjects. I
had a hip replacement last October and was still
recovering this spring.”
Fred Buschner (Bourne, MA): “I’m retired, use
a walker, play bridge, and listen to audiobooks and
TV. Recently sold our home in Lawrence Pond in
Shrewsbury, MA, to our son and moved into an
assisted living community, Cape Cod Senior Living,
in Bourne. The storm damaged beaches and private
home fronts by washing away sand or depositing
much more than wanted. We are on our last legs, but
have a fine home to look after us. I am in ‘hostage’
care since having a major stroke, three seizures,
and two heart attacks. I receive extra oxygen continuously. My wonderful companion, wife, and best
friend after 69 years is losing her sight, but is in
pretty good health.” C Bob Persons, 102 Reid Ave.,
Port Washington, NY 11050; phone and fax, (516)
767-1776; e-mail, bobpersons48@gmail.com.
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An update from another author
in our most creative class:
Chester Roistacher (Riverside,
CA; chetroist@charter.net) has just written book
one of My Life in Agriculture, an autobiography destined for the Cornell archives. Chet writes, “I tell
the story of how I was able to get into Cornell when
I was at first refused admission because I had not
been raised on a farm.” Meeting Dr. Kenneth F.
Baker, he says, “was influential in the beginning of
my career in Plant Pathology. This was my beginning, which ended in an honorary doctorate from
the U. of Pretoria and many world travel experiences
and consultancies, which will be covered in book
two of my life’s experiences in agriculture.” Chet
notes that the story of his meeting with Liberty
Hyde Bailey would be “of interest and historical.”
Book one includes a CD and is fully illustrated with
photographs, drawings, and a map.
Lawson Singer (Scottsdale, AZ; lawsonfs@aol.
com) writes, “Trying to stay healthy, financially
secure, and physically active, while also maintaining my wifi home network, including PC, laptop,
printers, and iPhones. My family is throwing a big
90th birthday party for me in Huntington Beach,
CA, in September, and one of the guests will be
my old Cornell roommate, Jack Zakin (Dublin, OH;
zakin.1@osu.edu). When asked, “Anything else
you wish you could be doing?” Lawson replied, “Of
course, but I’ll settle for my present situation.”
We are saddened to hear from Laurence Arnold
’88 of the passing of his father, Alvin Arnold, on
September 9, 2016, at his Manhattan home. Alvin,
a lawyer and writer, edited Mortgage and Real Estate
Executives Report for almost 50 years and was the
author of the Arnold Encyclopedia of Real Estate.
More theatrical news from your class correspondent, who played a bag lady (with considerable aplomb!) in a recent production of Miracle on
34th Street. My daughter Emily appeared in several
roles, as did her three children. Emily’s son, Blake,
also performed as Tiny Tim in five performances of
A Christmas Carol.
Corrections Dept.: In the last issue, Lawson
Singer’s name was inadvertently dropped. Here is
the entry as it should have appeared: Lawson
Singer writes, “Trying to stay healthy, financially
secure, and physically active, while also maintaining my wifi home network, including PC, laptop,
printers, and iPhones. My family is throwing a big
90th birthday party for me in Huntington Beach,
CA, in September, and one of the guests will be my
old Cornell roommate, Jack Zakin.” When asked if
there was anything else he wished he could be
doing, Lawson replied, “Of course, but I’ll settle for
my present situation.”
Classmates, please note! When you send in
your class dues, make sure to fill out the handy
questionnaire that accompanies the dues notice.
We all want to hear about you! C Dorothy “Dee”
Mulhoffer Solow, 50 Grant St., Wellsboro, PA
16901; tel., (570) 948-9107; e-mail, winspeck@
yahoo.com.
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You will be reading this in the
spring, but I am writing it in
December from here in Florida.
Fortunately, the weather has been beautiful—I
just hope it stays that way. I lived in New York
City all my life until we moved to Florida when we
retired in 1992. I just do not miss snowy or cold
winter weather, but I do enjoy seeing pictures of
the snow.
I was reminiscing recently and remembered
that in our high school class we had four academic
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them. C Patricia Carry Stewart, 2613 N. Ocean
Blvd., Gulf Stream, FL 33483; tel., (561) 278-5387,
e-mail, stewartpc@aol.com; Paul Joslin, 13731
Hickman Rd. #4207, Urbandale, IA 50323; tel.,
(515) 278-0960; e-mail, phjoslin@aol.com.
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Corinne Watkins Stork (Penn Yan,
NY) writes: “My husband, Don,
worked for several years with town
people trying to build a fitness center and community center. Don died four years ago, but I continue to serve on the community center board.
We finally have a small fitness center in Penn Yan,
which has a membership that is growing by leaps
and bounds. (Penn Yan has never had a community
center or pool, etc. Even though we tried to have
a Y, the Y people said we were not a large enough
community to support it.)” George Macdonald,
MBA ’55 (Simpsonville, SC) says that his fondest
memories of Cornell are “Sunny Gables farm, the
Babcocks, Chi Phi, crew at the cafeteria, and a ’39
Chevy four-door sedan—chancy but neat.” Peg
Healy McNulty, member (and formerly chair) of our
’51 class council, died on November 30, 2016.
Bill Kay (Downingtown, PA) writes: “My wife
and I enjoy being in Colorado for two weeks and
Val d’Isère, France, for two weeks each year. We also
enjoy our 24 grandchildren and four greats. Our
granddaughter Barrett Smith ’17 is now a junior at
Cornell (ILR). She is our third grandchild at Cornell
and is a fourth-generation Cornellian.” Robert
Williams, PhD ’62 (Goose Creek, SC) writes: “All is
quiet on the home front. I stay busy going to the
gym every day, attending lectures at the College of
Charleston, attending music concerts at Charleston
Southern U., and playing the stock market. Also try
to eat healthy.” Fondest Cornell memory: “Walking
across alumni field in the winter.” Adele Mongan
Fasick (San Francisco, CA) writes: “I am busy
writing the third book in my Charlotte Edgerton
Mysteries series. This one is set in London in the
1840s, and I am enjoying the research and writing.
My trip to London last summer was good for background. I am also keeping up my blog about women in history at: teacupsandtyrants.com. As George
Eliot once said (or maybe not), ‘It’s never too late
to be what you might have been.’ ” Adele would
like to hear from Pat Mahoney Costello.
Howard, PhD ’77, and Rosalind Feinstein
(Ithaca, NY) write, “We had the pleasure of celebrating Rosalind’s 80th birthday at the Treman
Center—a new site on the Ithaca landscape. We
are now both clearly ‘elders’ to a blessed family
spanning four generations, many of whom gathered, traveling from as far away as Florida and
California. It is with sadness that we learned of
the death of Irwin Axelrod, BArch ’52, who designed our home of 53 years in Cayuga Heights.”
Please send your news to: C Brad Bond, 101 Hillside Way, Marietta, OH 45750; tel., (740) 3746715; e-mail, bbond101@suddenlink.net.
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We have just had the first real
snow of winter. By the time you
read this, spring trees should
shortly be blossoming. Not too long later will come
our 65th Reunion. Sadly, I won’t be there. Our
oldest grandchild is graduating from high school
on June 8, an event I cannot miss. Though I can’t
be there to report, one or two familiar volunteers
from the old days will be. Do we need a reminder
of how old the old days were? This from Jim Ling
(lingcal2@outlook.com): “I dutifully attended the
Zinck’s Night in Fort Collins, CO, on October 20. It
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located at the Statler.
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• Postwar Cornell
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Details:
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leaders—three men and me. Of those, two went
to Cornell: the late Alan Kopsco, BME ’51, and
me. Alan had a very successful career at Grumman.
The computer shows he had a good number of
aircraft-related patents. Being as unscientific as I
am, I cannot understand very much about them.
Back in the fall we received a marvelous letter
from Jennifer Herrera ’17, a senior in ILR. She was
thanking us for the Sam Johnson 1950 Scholarship of which she is a recipient and for which she
is very grateful. She is a first-generation college
student and has found the scholarship most helpful, and not only from a monetary standpoint.
She says it has enabled her to appreciate the
value of a college education.
As I think many of you know, Elizabeth Garrett,
David Skorton’s successor as president of Cornell,
died less than a year after her inauguration. I am
a strong feminist, but was concerned that perhaps
she had been chosen just because she was a woman. Once I got to know her I knew that was not
true—she was an excellent choice for president. I
was most unhappy when she died. I have not met
the new president (also a woman), Martha Pollack.
She was previously provost at the U. of Michigan.
I hear very good things about her. Hunter Rawlings,
previous president and interim president once before, has been a life saver and has returned to
serve as interim president again until Dr. Pollack
arrives in April. We can never thank him enough.
As you will have heard from our presidents,
Jim and Nancy Hubbard Brandt, they have arranged to have our annual January New York City
dinner meeting at the Cornell Club on Friday, April
28. If you would like to sign up and have not already done so, get in touch with them: jabrandt8@
sbcglobal.net. Nancy told me that recently they
were at a luncheon in Chicago where Prof. Glenn
Altschuler, PhD ’76, was a speaker. He has just
co-authored a new book, Ten Great American Trials.
I have not read it, but I have read an earlier book
of his, Cornell: A History, 1940-2015, which I enjoyed and from which I learned a good deal. You
might like to look into reading it too.
Ruth “Midge” Downey Crone (Longmont, CO)
reports that they took a trip around South America
from Buenos Aires, Argentina, to Valparaiso, Chile.
They loved it. Janice Briwa de Chadenedes (Colo
rado Springs, CO) is still a property manager and
works at the information desk of the Western
Museum of Mining and Industry. She also maintains gardens. John Griswold (Woodsville, NH)
says he is still “above the green” but not “raising
cane.” He came to Cornell right out of high school
and felt he learned a lot about life from his veteran classmates. He now spends a good deal of
time with music—tenor sax, flute, clarinet, and
dance band. He has retired from business. He
served in the US Army for 21 months after graduation from Cornell.
Ames Filippone, MD ’53 (Afilippone1@mac.
com) retired 16 years ago after 20 years as chief
of surgery at Morristown. He writes, “Life was good
until Barb died a year ago. I’m settling in at the
Jersey Shore and selling the old homestead. Look
ing forward to a trip to Rome and the Adriatic.” I
do not know if you saw the fascinating article in
Ezra Magazine last November on Ollie Myslichuk
McNamara’s highly successful career in high fash
ion. Unfortunately, she died before it appeared.
But it does include a picture from our undergraduate days of Ollie, Ellen Forbes Andrews, and Nan
cy Sprott Stone, with Ellen wearing one of the
dresses Ollie designed as an undergraduate.
We ask that you to send us updates on yourself
and your activities. We would all like to hear about
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was organized by an alum who is a grad student
at Colorado State. There were about 15 of us including my wife, a Nebraskan (the other Big Red).
I wasn’t surprised to be the oldest one there, but
I realized I was a fossil when someone asked me,
‘What is Zinck’s?’ After I explained, another asked,
‘Where was Zinck’s?’ ”
First, from the mailbag, Helen Pellman Marsh
(Middlebury, VT; hmarsh9@comcast.net) is enjoy
ing life at a “great” retirement community. She and
her husband, Charles Sabukewicz (who published a
book of poetry in April), moved a year ago. She says,
“I have been blessed with an ever-expanding blend
ed family, including several great-grandchildren
and a warm, witty, and creative husband with whom
I have shared many hiking, skiing, and travel adventures including Paris, the British Isles, eastern
Canada, and a few escapes to Bermuda.” Helen
plans to take several vacations next year with her
husband, returning to some favorite places. She
thinks “trying to balance the demands of aging,
social interaction, the electronic world, and an expanding family with a more reflective life is not an
easy task!” Well, it is not. Frank Laimbeer, BS ’55
(FLaimbeer@aol.com) writes, “I’m doing well for
being 87 years old, thanks to my six grandchildren
and their parents, my wife having died 11 years ago.
I do continue to tutor math at my home. Cheers.”
Elden and Barbara Antrim Hartshorn (bibbi
@atlanticbb.net) live in Oxford, MD. Back in
March, Bibbi wrote that she and Elden were exploring a move to a nearby retirement village in
Easton, MD, and that she was worried about global
warming and the upcoming election. She has been
active in her local library, procuring and accessing
new books, and in a cat adoption center. In the
future, she planned to “rest and retire.” She also
wanted to “encourage classmates to write memories and reminisce about time spent at Cornell in
anticipation of the 2017 Reunion.” Note: This
same request has come several times from Reunion
co-chair Sue Youker Schlaepfer. Many responses
will make for a good publication at Reunion.
From Marshall Lindheimer ’s (mlindhei@bsd.
uchicago.edu) e-mail: “Jacqueline and I still travel;
the canals of Holland and Belgium and a Baltic trip
are on this year’s calendar. Cornell, my alma mater,
or U. of Chicago often sponsor these trips, often
sending a faculty lecturer and an alumni rep to
watch out for us (or spot a million-dollar donor!).
In truth, throughout my career we almost never
took a vacation, converting my business class
ticket to lecture overseas or attending an overseas
meeting. I suspect Jacqueline was not interested
in our academic MD chats at dinners. Now on our
trips the fellow alumni are very interesting (except
possibly for us boring academic MDs!).” Anthony
Bryant (Waukesha, WI) was preparing for Century
Fence Co.’s 100th anniversary on June 20, 2017.
He writes, “My father, the founder, incorporated
our company on June 20, 1917 before he left for
Europe in the US Expeditionary Forces.” The Bryants
plan to be at our 65th Reunion in June 2017. Good
for them. Good for you, too?
All that was happy news. Now for some less
happy news. Joan Aten Beach’s husband, Stafford
’51, died on February 29, 2016. After a two-year
struggle with kidney failure that included dialysis,
Sandy found that there wasn’t much to life anymore. They had hospice, and Sandy died in their
living room. Joan was with him, and, fortunately,
so was her son Jeff ’76. Joan has loved Florida,
but is thinking of relocating to Washington to be
near her son. My roommate sophomore and junior
years, Nancy Barner Reynolds, died on August 23,
2016 at Maria Hall Hospice in Danville, PA. Nancy
70

had spent most of her adult life in Madison, WI,
teaching second graders and advocating for early
childhood education. She even won awards, but
bright, funny Nancy diminished, and her daughter
Brook kept her nearby. Thus, Danville.
Lastly, my roommate senior year, Joan Nesmith
Tillotson, MD ’56, whose macular degeneration is
bad, has moved from Fargo, ND—where she was
a happily married pillar of the church, raised four
sons, and was “the Doc” at North Dakota State
U.—to the Twin Cities, where all of her sons live. It
was a sudden and unexpected move, but the sons
wanted her nearby. The upbeat is that I just spoke
to Joan, and she sounds okay. This may be more
than you need to know about people, some of
whom have left us, but in this job I am continually
impressed by the number of our classmates who do
not have their names on buildings but who have
lived lives that can best be described as “good.”
Back to the news: Ed Wilkens reports “no
changes” in his life. On the other hand, CV Noyes,
MBA ’55 (cvnoyes@comcast.net) left Maine for
Adamstown, MD, where he is doing the “same old
same old.” He describes the change as “moving to
an old folks filing cabinet (nearer kids).” Eugene
Nester (Seattle, WA; gnester@uwashington.edu)
is “emeritus pre-microbiology, U. of Washington.”
He has been a professor in the Dept. of Micro
biology, U. of Washington. Ernest Mendel (The
Villages, FL; ccmendel2000@yahoo.com) reports,
“Livin’ the life in The Villages. So much to do,
meeting wonderful people.” He is keeping busy
mentally, physically, and socially.
Marian Maag (Pinehurst, NC; mmaag2nc.rr.
com) says, “Still enjoying my retirement here in
Pinehurst and watching it grow these past 20
years.” She admits that she has slowed down on
her gardening activities. Edgar ’51 and Jan Hof
mann McCulloch (janhmculloch@gmail.com) live
in Ashford, CT. In April, Jan wrote that she was “at
home on a dirt road in a 1783 house in the woods.
I love it.” She had been to many countries, but
was now enjoying Connecticut. She planned to
“stay right here. We have made adjustments in
the house to support ‘old age.’ ” Other thoughts:
“Ed has Parkinson’s and I just had two hips replaced. I’m doing fine, but dying to be out digging
in my gardens.”
To close, a personal Hurrah! For the first time
in almost 60 years, someone in the Boffa line will
be on campus. My grand-nephew Liam Sullivan has
been accepted to the College of Engineering. So
he will be there in September. Of course, I hope
many of you will be on campus sooner than that—
June 8-11. It’s our 65th Reunion, and the committee has worked hard on it. Lots of friends will be
there. Back in January, when this column was sub
mitted, the Reunion committee was still looking
for a volunteer pianist to play at the Afterglow,
the evening sing-along. If you play and could
volunteer, please e-mail Dick Dye at: dickdye@
verizon.net. For Reunion notes, and enough info
about our class to get the nostalgia flowing, see
our Web page: http://classof52.alumni.cornell.
edu. Send news to: C Joan Boffa Gaul, joangaul
@mac.com.
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Twenty-17 hadn’t quite rung in
when word arrived that the Ted
Thoren Annual Alumni Baseball
Game, a fixture during June Reunions past, will
be played at Homecoming—a dramatic time for
Big League baseball. Look at the Cubbies’ triumph
of the 2016 World Series. There’s much more to
Homecoming besides revelry and football, people

are saying nowadays. Cornell will be saluting
the 40th anniversary of the 1977 Eastern Inter
collegiate Baseball League at a team reunion
that weekend. There will be football, too, on the
21st, vs. Brown. Coach Dave Archer ’05’s guys
quadrupled their ’15 wins last fall. Improvement
has been promised, and it will continue, according to many who should know. And there will be
mini-class reunions. And a new CU president.
Jacqueline Klarnett Freedman (Rye Brook,
NY), a veteran of Big Red basketball (varsity),
Octagon, and Komos Aeiden, and president of
Alpha Epsilon Phi, of which Ruth Bader Ginsburg
’54 was a member, being fully retired was able to
spend three months in Florida last year. She reports the weather as “not remarkable but better
than in New York.” Jackie is given to Pilates,
gym, tennis (if knee replacement came out right),
bridge, gardening, cooking, and traveling. Felice
Bernstein Burns (NYC) belongs to a book club
“that meets every week and we read mostly fiction. I read the New York Times and the New Yorker.
I volunteer at Mount Sinai Hospital and at Central
Synagogue, have several theater subscriptions
and a movie club, and take a course at my temple,
play bridge, etc.” Her favorite Cornell person: “I
have to say my son, grandson, granddaughter.”
Cornell’s Adult University (CAU) has been
drawing alums back since we were in our 40s. Bill
Gratz and Jay Bruno are regulars. CAU took them
to Washington, DC, and Flagstaff, AZ, this year. In
Washington, they went “Inside the Smithsonian”
for an instructive tour with the institute’s leader,
one David Skorton, and longtime CAU favorite Prof.
Glenn Altschuler, PhD ’76. They turned “Eyes to
the Sky over Flagstaff: Then and Now,” an astronomical tour led by Martha Haynes and Riccardo
Giovanelli. They peered far above Flagstaff for a
space-age update. They also visited a Hopi reservation. There they inspected ancient Native American
inscriptions on stone. The Hopis have lived in farm
ing villages there for thousands of years. Ira and
Myrna Zimmerman Miller ’54 and the Richard
Kleins went to Ithaca for Altschuler’s course on
“Ten Great American Trials” like Leopold/Loeb,
Sacco and Vanzetti, and O.J. Simpson.
Chuck and Carolyn Juran (Clemmons, NC)
have been anticipating a June trip to Italy/
France following a holiday look at Cuba “before it
is overrun with tourists.” The Jurans (19 of them)
joined in Richmond, VA, for Thanksgiving. They
did a little sightseeing of the Civil War memorabilia with which Richmond oozes, “but mostly
engaged in sipping wine and roasting those not
in the room.” Chuck, a mechanical engineer who
helped build a better space program a few years
back, followed that in real estate, notably in citrus groves, and laid some 18,000 bricks while
building his own house outside Los Angeles.
Gerald Shepard (Batavia, NY) notes that he’s
still working, glued to the Internet in financial
services, but has time for a bit of golf. His advice
to Mater: “Would love to see more Conservative
electives.” Lois Crane Williams, MEd ’60 (Irving
ton, VA) looks ahead to our 2018 Reunion and back
to the Sunday School of her childhood in Pittstown,
NJ, which she visited last year. She organized the
October 1 dedication of a historic highway marker,
“69 Slaves Escape to Freedom,” authorized by the
Virginia Dept. of Historic Resources. She also
made trips to Trinidad, Wisconsin, New York City,
and Grafton, VT, to inter the ashes of her husband, Peter. She has also been developing an
exhibit to open this summer, “Fishing Village at
the Isles of Shoals,” which is six miles offshore
from the Maine-New Hampshire border.
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This is probably the coolest
column I write all year as the
temps drop to the bottom of
that slender red glass tube, the hose bibs freeze,
the furnace works overtime, the fingers turn white,
and Washington is closed as we have a slick coating of ice. But that’s okay as I have a cool coincidence to report. I was chatting with my nephew,
Michael Papenfus, a Cal Berkeley grad, and happened to mention Barton Hall. He smiled and said,
“I know Barton Hall. It was the location of one of
greatest Grateful Dead concerts.” Huh? says I.
Now the Dead were a known quantity as one member of the band lived at the bottom of my hill in
California, and they would play till the wee hours
of the morning while this night owl listened, glad
to have her own concert in a marvelous natural
amphitheater. If so inclined, you can google the
event of May 5, 1977.
Enjoying the CAU programs this past summer
were: Jay Greenfield, exploring the E.M. Forster
novels A Room with a View and Howard’s End; Myrna
Zimmerman Miller, Joan Beebe Quick, MS ’55, and
Jean Rowley, MBA ’56, listening to Glenn Alt
schuler, PhD ’76, and Faust Rossi, JD ’60, discussing their coming book, Ten Great American Trials;
and Mimi Cohen Levine learned more of the impact
independent autonomous robots will have on our
future with associate professor Hadas Kress-Gazit.
Louise “Polly” Hospital Flansburgh cruised from
Martinique (in the Caribbean) to St. Thomas to
Madeira, Portugal, in the “Wake of Columbus,”
led by Isaac Kramnick.
Janet and John Schloss have relocated to the
seaside village of Noank, CT, where John enjoys
watercolor painting and volunteering for community events along with donating time to New
London’s Lawrence and Memorial Hospital. Bucket
list items include South America and the Antarctic
and a leisurely river cruise on the Danube. Char
lotte Perlman Zilversmit has retired from social
work. She still hopes that justice and empathy will
prevail in the world. Virginia Beamer Weinhold
has not relocated and still lives in her home in
Worthington, OH. Her love of swimming started
at Cornell and has continued.
Fred Battaglia, BA ’53, has to be Denver’s
number-one proponent. He loves his active life
in Denver with no bad seasons and the bright
sun all year long. He enjoys the beauty of the
high country, where he has a condo in Steam
boat. I agree, having gone in and out of Breckenridge for years while we developed a small
mining town into a ski resort. The dogs and I
are still looking for mail and wishing to hear
what you are doing as we progress through our
eighth decade. C Les Papenfus Reed, leslie
jreed@me.com. Class website, http://classof54.
alumni.cornell.edu.
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Tad Cameron has resided in
Hollywood, FL, for the past
eight years, but also maintained a home in Elk Lake, PA. “When I retired from
the active practice of law, I returned to Elk Lake to
die, but the neighbors wouldn’t let me.” For 35
years, he was an insurance defense attorney known
as a blame fixer (“fix the blame on someone else”),
but his main job was to fix the problem, and he
made a career out of it. “Lots of ‘laffs,’ travel,
adventure, and excitement.” Tad was TDY’d to
Columbia Law School, a cachet that didn’t hurt

‘

Paul Hyman states that his best trip was in
the Army, Seventh Infantry Division, Korea. We
send sympathy to Charlotte Bialo Picot, whose
husband, Pierre, died in 2015. Like Paul, he also
served in the Army during the Korean War. Char
lotte recalls, “The best family trip was an ocean
voyage aboard the S.S. France to return to and
show our children the countries where we each
were born: France and Belgium.” In March 2014,
Malcolm Whyte’s latest book was published. It’s
Cottage Classics, about making books with illustrators such as Edward Gorey, S. Clay Wilson, and

I realized I was a fossil when someone
asked me, “What is Zinck’s?”

his career in the law, he says. In the course of his
work, Tad conferred with Sen. Edward Kennedy and
repped “people named Gotti and Gato and some
IRA expatriates.” His contact with Teddy Kennedy
was over “the medical benefits thing called COBRA.
I had lit the fuse for this type of coverage in New
York and he wanted to chat with me about it.” At
Cornell, Tad got on the soccer pitch for five seasons, but was “a minor player, never a big wheel
at anything.” If you say so—but it sounds like it’s
been a very interesting life!
From Suzanne Liebrecht Joyce: “I spent over
a week in NYC enjoying five wonderful days with
Judy Ettl Hazen in Brooklyn Heights, followed by
a day with Ruth “Rudy” Clarke Hawkins. It is possible to do theatre, opera, ballet, many museums,
the Cornell Club, and the High Line, plus miles of
walking, when the weather is perfect—which it
was!” We’ve received news about two ’55 classmates, Judith Sheffield Chernaik and the late
Kristine Krol Keese. Judy, a New Yorker by birth
and Londoner by adoption, founded Poems on
the Underground with two poet friends 30 years
ago. She has written four novels and a study of
Shelley’s poetry and is currently working on the
life and works of the composer Robert Schumann.
Kristine’s harrowing memoir of being incarcerated
as an 8-year-old in the Warsaw Ghetto, Shadows
of Survival: A Child’s Memoir of the Warsaw Ghetto,
is available from Amazon and at the Cornell Store.
It gives a vivid first-hand account of the experience and the times.
Donald Robinson has been a musician (organist, pianist, choir member) at their church and
retirement community for many years. He remembers renting a single room off-campus from a Mrs.
Bostwick in our junior and senior years—”and
I walked to campus every day across Cascadilla
Gorge.” Don retired as a research chemist in 1996.
Peter Hoss decided on Cornell, he says, “to experience the Eastern US after attending Stanford in my
hometown of Palo Alto.” Nowadays Peter gives
talks about Yosemite; his book, Born in Yosemite,
has sold 1,800 copies. Our late classmate David
West had a book published in July 2016. It was his
second book on Fritz Müller, a German naturalist
and scientist who emigrated to Brazil and lived
there as a pioneer farmer, and is titled Darwin’s Man
in Brazil. Halifax resident Sylvia Verin Mangalam,
MA ’57, is keeping busy with being outdoors,
family, plants, Quaker meetings, and the Ecology
Action Center and Food Action Committee. Sandra
Chachkes Temkin appreciates the blessings in her
life: “Good health, a wonderful marriage of 62
years, and children and grandchildren, all independent and thriving.”

’

Jim Ling ’52

Maxon Crumb, and is available on Amazon. When
Mal wrote, the family was planning a “once-in-alifetime trip to Africa with the whole family—15
of us.” He adds that this will be “the last long,
air-travel-wearying trip for us.”
Last October, two of my three Cornellian
daughters (Sue Morris Wilkey ’84 and Joanna
Morris Brinker ’86) and I took a road trip to Ithaca.
Not to attend Reunion or see a football game, they
stipulated, but just to roam the campus and relive
our own college memories. Sue and I drove from
Philadelphia, and Joanna flew in from Portland,
ME. It was a huge success; even the weather cooperated! Through Airbnb we found a nice house on
Oak Avenue, which was convenient for breakfast at
Collegetown Bagels and lunch at a Rulloff ’s window
table. With just two days to cover a lot of territory,
we walked the Arts and Ag quads, stopping at the
Straight, several classroom buildings, the Campus
Store, the Johnson Museum, Sage Chapel, and the
Hot Truck. The girls found their old rooms at their
sorority and their freshman dorms. We walked
around Beebe Lake and reached Olin Library just in
time to see the band setting off on their march to
Schoellkopf to support the team at the Princeton
football game. When the chimes rang out at noon,
we knew we were home again. C Nancy Savage
Petrie, nancysavagepetrie@yahoo.com. Class website, http://classof55.alumni.cornell.edu.
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Herb Rosenoff, DVM ’56 (Lare
 o, TX), a Keller Williams real
d
estate broker, is now spending time in San Miguel de Allende in Mexico. Vera
Johnson Lee (San Francisco, CA) devotes her time
with various choral groups.
Pete Huberth (Juneau, AK) reports that he
retired in 2010 when his business’s necessary forest products dried up in southwest Alaska. “It
was a good run and I miss it,” he says. “Every
year, Jan and I travel to Europe to vacation and
visit Huberths in Germany. We have been to most
Western Europe countries. This year will just be
Iceland, Germany, and Ireland. I also visit Bob and
Susie Howe Hutchins ’57 each year, including two
visits last spring, and Dave Hugle. I still Alpine
ski at home during the winter, and we go skiing
in Idaho and Utah two other times.” Pete also
wanted us to send his best to his SAE brothers
who he “greatly admires.”
Clayton Haviland III (Westerly, RI) retired and
now has more time for the Westerly Yacht Club’s
many activities. Lew Klotz, happily retired, divides
his time between his homes in Ft. Lee, NJ, and
Boynton Beach, FL. Lew proudly served in the
MARCH
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Whilst in Tompkins County for autumnal activity (we lost to Princeton), one noted a scattering
of front yard signs reading KOPKO District Attorney
Experience. There’s no doubting David’s experience, but he lives in Nantucket. Must be some
other person, methought. There were also signs
for CLINTON and TRUMP. Turns out this was Edward
Kopko. The New York Times doesn’t give Tompkins
County politics heavy coverage. Phone calls to
generally reliable Ithaca sources revealed that
Edward did not prevail. David and many others
dislike losing to Princeton. But he has also been
a president (of 1953, and a mighty fine one). C
Jim Hanchett, 300 First Ave., #8B, New York, NY
10009; e-mail, jch46@cornell.edu.
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Korean Conflict and then attended Cornell on the
GI Bill. He was married for 48 years and is now a
widower. Robert Timberger, MD ’60 (Piermont, NY)
retired from Memorial Hospital for Cancer and Allied
Diseases. He is celebrating 20 years of marriage to
his second wife, Marilyn, and both greatly enjoy
traveling—especially on river cruises in Europe.
Gwen Roehner Zeller passed away earlier this
year. Her daughter wanted us to know that Gwen
loved Cornell and also that $150,000 was raised
in Gwen’s honor to open SAY (Social Advocates
for Youth), a homeless teen shelter in Santa Rosa,
CA, with a room named for Gwen.
Just to keep you up to date on our Reunion
leaders, I played bridge yesterday with Carole
Rapp Thompson, our Reunion chair, her husband,
Paul, and Judy Frankel Woodfin, who produced
our wonderful Reunion yearbook. Keep in touch
with all your good news. C Phyllis Bosworth, 8
East 83 St., New York, NY 10028; e-mail, phylboz@
aol.com.
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As you begin to think about returning for Reunion you might
also want to consider the CAU
on-campus program in July. Last summer, Nancy
Krauthamer Goldberg participated in the Small
Eats course, which was billed as “A Culinary Ex
perience.” In October, Nancy and Ruby Tomberg
Senie, BS Nurs ’75, attended the weekend seminar
on the presidential election that was held at the
Mohonk Mountain House in New Paltz, NY.
Judy Richter Levy, LLB ’59 (organizer for NYC
events!) writes that she and Ruby, along with
Beth Ames Swartz, attended Steve Reich’s 80th
birthday celebration concert at Carnegie Hall in
November. Judy also was in the stands this fall for
the Cornell/Columbia game with Dick, MBA ’59,
and Arlene Kossoff. After the victory by the Big
Red, the Cornell band marched down Fifth Avenue
and gave a concert in front of the Cornell Club,
where later Irwin and Ellen Schlossberg joined a
’57 table with Judy and Bernie and Chris Zeller
Lippman. Marilyn Moore Pukmel has relocated
back to her hometown of Poughkeepsie. Her son
is a fireman there, and Marilyn looks forward to
being closer to family and friends . . . and closer
to Cornell with the hope of returning for Reunion.
Sari Feldman Zukerman is doing volunteer
work at a local hospital and traveling. Her latest
trips were to Japan and riding the Chinese Orient
Express along the Silk Road. Sari’s oldest granddaughter will receive her PhD in Neuroscience in
June from Weill Cornell Medicine. And Florence
Bloch Farkas’s granddaughter Elana Kriegel ’20
entered Cornell in August to study Food Science at
CALS (which in our time was the Ag school). Sadly,
one of our classmates, Mary Lou Fleming Veit (Clif
ton Park, NY) has passed away after a routine procedure caused complications. Send your news to:
C Judy Reusswig, JCReuss@aol.com; or to John
Seiler, suitcase2@aol.com, for the Men’s column.
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Thanks, ’mates, for your news
inputs via the N&D form and
e-mail. Please keep them coming. Ken Keoughan writes fiction from his retirement home in Maine. Interpreting his handwriting,
the title of his latest novel is Miami Unveiled. He
sent this note also: “Cornell took me as a shy boy
from LaGrange, IL, through two successful careers
and a wonderful marriage. My education enabled
me to earn the wherewithal to retire to Maine. I
remain a grateful 80-year-old alumnus.”
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ability and loving care at home, and Irene reports
Herbert Gordon (hsg55@verizon.net) still
that her children and grandchildren are of great
lives in N. Caldwell, NJ, with his wife, Susan, and
help to her. Jerry lost his wife and Reunion helpsays that since retirement he has been a docent at
mate, Eileen (Funcheon), some years ago, you’ll
the Montclair Art Museum. Down at Virginia Tech,
recall, and we hope their family is carrying on
Robert Hendricks, PhD ’64 (robert.hendricks@VT.
well. We will miss these good fellows.
edu) says he is responsible for all academic affairs
Here’s what Jim Harper calls “an affectionate
there and also has a small research group working
story, about two guys and a gal who came toon corrosion. He and Delores travel annually to
gether after 50 years apart.” He writes, “They were
Germany to visit friends and take river cruises.
great friends as undergrads and in New York in the
He credits professors Chester Spencer and Julian
late ’50s, but parted, seemingly forever, in sultry
Smith ’41, BChemE ’42, for their great impact
summer dusk on the south shore of Pocono Lake.
on him in metallurgical engineering; in fact, Dr.
That was the summer of 1964. Time slipped away
Spencer hired him to VT 30 years ago and lives on
and then, suddenly, on a July day in 2016, Jim
in Blacksburg, VA, VT’s hometown. Adriana Rubens
and Annette Fogo Harper apUrtis Barry (urtac@rochester.
peared at the door of a Twen
rr.com) says that life is good,
ties tavern, which had bedespite facing surgeries soon
come a Thirties dance hall,
and having a strain on her
and then a Forties boarding
health and activities in the
house, later to be modeled
Roch
ester area. She misses
into a spacious country house
piano playing, but still sings,
layered with woods and waremembering her voice teachter. The Harpers were weler and dear friend, Sir Keith
comed with fierce hugs from
Falkner, who inspired her to
the current proprietor, Jack
new heights in those Cornell
Ken Keoughan ’58 Bierhorst. There was a tour.
days. Adriana has a new adThere was lunch. There were
dress in Webster, NY.
stories that brought back old friends, many of
Another ’mate with a new address is A.C.
them gathered. Jack has settled in West Shokan,
Church Riley in Saratoga Springs, NY. A.C. is presNY, where he writes books, articles, reviews, comident of her Woodlawn Commons residents’ assomentary, etc. The Harpers had just moved from
ciation and continues activity in a women voter
the house they’d lived in for 50 years to Waverly
league, the church council, and the Saratoga Hos
Heights in Gladwyne, PA. For the three friends,
pital Planned Giving Community. Happily, she
this was a Cornell reunion to cherish.” Thanks,
gets to play golf on occasion and still finds time
Jim, and we hope many more events like this can
for much enjoyed piano lessons. Millard Davis, MS
happen as we prepare for the full class Reunion
’58, gave his e-mail address (twodavises@bell
next year. Cheers to all. C Dick Haggard, richard
south.net) and an invitation to visit his website
haggard11@gmail.com; Janet Arps Jarvie, jan
(regarding adventures with insects and lovely pho
jarvie@gmail.com.
tography from this entomologist) at: millardcdavis
nature.com. Ann McGinnis Daiber says that Alice
Cook had the greatest impact on her at Cornell.
Tom Golden is in his 47th year
Ann (daiber2003@yahoo.com) keeps a busy life
of clinical psychology practice
with gym workouts (until recent rotator cuff surand is still going strong. In
gery), church work, recorder playing in two groups,
recent years, his work has been primarily in the famand wishing she had more time to spend on Block
ily courts of northern New Jersey, in cases regardIsland, her favorite place.
ing divorce, custody, etc. He continues as the vice
Richard Baiter, BArch ’63, MArch ’67 (rabaiter
president of the Sam and Adele Golden Foundation
@aol.com.) has a photography exhibit at the Thom
for the Arts, which has an artists’ residence in New
as Paine Cottage in New Rochelle, NY, his homeBerlin, NY, that allows 18 artists per season to
town. He keeps busy with ongoing architectural
paint, study, and collaborate with the staff of the
studies, museums and galleries, and some travel.
nearby Golden Artist Colors manufacturing plant.
He’d like to hear from Jack Gisiger, BArch ’59. Our
Tom also has a new website (www.reflectionsof
class blog administrator, Irene Lazarus Soskin,
ashrink.com), where posts cover topics ranging
says she’s been traveling a lot recently, mostly on
from the Supreme Court to target practice, yentas,
cruises. She reminds us all to check in for comracism, and the anxiety-producing question in a
ments from classmates (and to submit some of our
young boy’s mind: “If my brother is in my mother’s
own) at our blogsite: 58at55th.wordpress.com.
stomach, then where does the lentil soup go?”
You can also send a note to her for her entry at:
This past summer, Erik, BME ’61, and Sandy
soskirene@gmail.com.
Wolf Gregersen ’60 loaded up their motor home
Our class is diminishing, inevitably, with time,
and headed north from their Solvang, CA, resialthough three-fourths of the 2,200-plus of us who
dence on a two-month trip to British Columbia,
matriculated are still living. After 63 years, that
the Yukon Territory, and Alaska. “It was a bucketseems to be a fairly substantial fraction. Recently,
list item for us, and we’re glad to have finally made
we lost Cartan Kraft, a mechanical engineer who
it happen,” says Eric. “We saw some incredible coun
became a chief financial officer before and after
try and wildlife (and some godawful roads) on the
retirement, and an accomplished woodworker who
trip.” The Gregersens left California in mid-July
made furniture for family and friends. He died
and traveled up to Dawson Creek, BC, where they
September 2 from complications of dementia at
met up with 22 other RVers. From there they went
his home in the Broadmead retirement community
to Whitehorse, YT, on to Dawson City on the Yukon
in Cockeysville, MD. We also lost two more active
River (Dawson was a real hero in this part of the
members last summer, both from Western New
world) and across the “Top of the World” highway
York. Roger Metzger, who lived in East Aurora with
to the old mining town of Chicken, AK (population
his wife, Irene (Rizzi), and, as you may have read
7). Then it was on to Fairbanks, Denali National
in the class blog and our last issue of CAM, Jerry
Park, Anchorage, and Homer on the Kenai Pen
Linsner, our many-time Reunion chairman. Roger
insula of Alaska, and down the coast of British
lived with good spirits during years of reduced

‘

I remain
a grateful
80-year-old
alumnus.

’
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Good wishes to Bill Flanagan,
who says he was given “a
great send-off reception” attended by legislative leaders and family members
when he retired in July after several years serving
as chief of staff for the Majority Leader of Virginia’s
House of Delegates. Much as he enjoyed his work,

Bill notes, “I’ve been working since I was 10 years
old, so after 68 years, I’m due for some time off.”
His post-retirement plans include travel to visit
old friends like Jack Keefe, and more time with
his wife, Diane, and their family, which includes
four children, seven grandchildren, and four greatgrandchildren, plus, says Bill, “more on the way.”
Last fall, Davi-Linda Katzin Friedman, BS ’68,
reported from Laconia, NH, that she had just experienced “one of those summers,” when her ninth
grandchild was born and she “had to keep running
down to Westwood, MA, to help out and do chores.
All of this while maintaining exercise programs
and our busy life volunteering, hiking, kayaking,
and doing mountain path repair (the latter is
husband David’s joyful project; he also helps out
in a used bicycle shop). So some obligations
piled up, but we do get to play golf, attend concerts, and visit museums—but never enough!”
Davi-Linda says she would like to hear from Mad
eline Munstuk Anbinder.
Pete Rodgers, BEE ’62, and his wife, Barb,
sold their house in Pennsylvania and moved fulltime to what was formerly their second home in a
Cliffs Valley town named (perhaps appropriately)
Travelers Rest, SC, not far from Greenville, which
he calls “a real gem of a town.” He says, “I do a
fair amount of cycling and play golf on all of the
courses within 40 minutes’ drive of our house.
Unfortunately (and much to my chagrin), my cycling is stronger than my golf game.” However, he
says he recently had a lucky round and “came
within two strokes of scoring my age.” Pete also
tutors fourth graders in one of the poorer elementary schools in his area, and Barb is busy with
many volunteer activities including serving as a
guardian ad litem, representing children caught up
in Social Services and the state court system, and
working with rescue dog organizations. The four
Rodgers grandchildren are either in or just out of
college: the oldest is now in a doctoral program
at the U. of North Carolina, and the others are a
junior at Auburn, a sophomore at Millersville (PA),
and a freshman at Temple.
Paula Friedman has moved from her Oregon
house in the countryside near Mount Hood to
Gresham, a suburb of Portland. “It’s been hard
to readapt to city life,” she says, but there are
“phenomenal writers groups, photography venues,
Jewish cultural events, and fine neighbors.” She
continues her writing and editing, including a
recent anthology of science fiction entitled The
Future is Short. Her first novel, The Rescuer’s Path, is
still in distribution and she has completed another
one. She notes that her short story writing class
that she took with W.D. Snodgrass her first year
at Cornell was an important creative experience.
Paula’s older son, Chris, and his wife are successful
painters who live in Carmel, CA, and her younger
son, Joseph, is a student at Cal State U., East Bay.
She would like to hear from Deborah Heller.
In early November, the media were full of the
sad news of the death of our distinguished classmate Janet Reno, after many years spent struggling with Parkinson’s disease. Janet was the first
woman to hold the position of US Attorney General
and did so for eight years, serving longer than
many of her predecessors. During her time in office,
she faced many major issues, some of them controversial, and “was applauded for displaying integrity and a willingness to accept responsibility” (New
York Times). At a memorial service in December,
former President Bill Clinton praised Janet for
“never taking the easy way out when making the
tougher decision was the right thing to do”; and
Loretta Lynch, the present Attorney General, lauded

her as a trailblazer for women and minority lawyers. “She made us feel that we could do anything.
And that was her gift” (Boston Globe).
All of us who knew Janet as undergraduates
remember her as a friendly and accomplished
campus presence, serving as president of her dorm
and of WSGA, and admired the academic accomplishments that earned her admission to Harvard
Law School, where she was one of just a handful
of women. After graduating, Janet returned to her
home state of Florida to practice law and eventually became active in local politics, rising to become state attorney from 1978 until 1993, when
she was called to the White House. Many of us,
no doubt, also remember when Janet came to a
Reunion in Ithaca while Attorney General, accompanied by a cadre of FBI officers who provided
security while she stayed in Risley with the rest of
us, having friendly conversations with classmates
and participating in Reunion activities. We send
our most sincere condolences to her survivors,
who include a sister and several nieces and nephews. Please send your news to: C Judy Bryant
Wittenberg, jw275@cornell.edu.
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Robert Stamper (Berkeley, CA; rol
stam@sbcglobal.net) writes, “I’m
still working as distinguished professor of clinical ophthalmology at UCSF, seeing
patients, teaching, and running research projects
in India, Thailand, and Ethiopia to try to reduce
world blindness.” He claims five grandchildren and
still skis, travels for fun, and does fly-fishing. From
Chicago, Mehdy Douraghy (douraghys@yahoo.
com) says, “I’m working on a book on birds in Per
sian decorative arts. Also doing some research on
prayer (niche) rugs for an exhibition in September
2016 in Chicago. I have been traveling to India
and Switzerland and would like to do more.”
In retirement, William Eaton (Centreville, MD;
weaton@cinilittle.com) plans to move to his farm
where, he says, “we have time to work on expanding the environment and wildlife of our farm, and
where we are building a habitat for quail, osprey,
and Canada geese using the flyway.” He adds, “We
are looking forward to the graduation of our third
grandchild from Cornell in May 2017, who will join
three daughters who graduated before, all from
the Hotel school.” William hosts an annual Cornell
Crab Feast at his farm that he calls “the largest
off-campus event staged for alumni and friends.”
He added that this was the 13th year for the feast
and that about 600 showed up for crabs and beer.
Prof. O. Ernest Bangs enticed William to leave
Engineering Physics and join the hospitality industry, where he spent over 50 years of his life and
never looked back.
From NYC, Joel Blatt says, “I am still working
as a professor of European history at the Stamford
campus of UConn. The students chose me as the
outstanding professor of the academic year 201516.” Congratulations! At Cornell Joel learned “fasci
nation with history, persistence, to give to others,
and compassion.” A former director of engineering
at Hyster-Yale Corp., George Ekstrom (Churchville,
PA; geoeks439@aol.com) writes that he retired in
2007, but continued consulting in 2008. “Activities
now include those with my church, volunteering as
an AARP income tax preparer from January through
April each year, and working on the home farm in
Greene, NY. My wife of 47 years and I have four
children and five grandchildren. I had a bout with
cancer in 2012-13—thanks to modern medical
treatments, I’m now cancer free. All individuals at
Cornell helped me to achieve success, including a
MARCH
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Columbia. “All in all, a wonderful trip through one
of the last frontiers in North America,” says Eric.
“Who knew that France has a ‘Wild West!’ ”
exclaims Carole Kenyon of Scotch Plains, NJ.
“The recent riverboat trip on the Rhone River that
Ralph and I took was enhanced by additional time
spent in the Camargue, Cassis, and Paris. The diversity was both enlightening and stimulating. In
the Camargue, we saw the ancient breed of horses
indigenous to this marshy region, and the cowboys
that work with the horses. The narrow, steep-walled
inlets (calanques) of Cassis are breathtaking. In
Vienne, noted for its extensive Roman ruins, we saw
a wall plaque marking the 1787 visit to the ruins by
America’s Minister to France, Thomas Jefferson. In
restaurants from Provence to Paris, we loved the
cultural diffusion represented by pizza, caprese
salad, et al.” During the trip, Carole and Ralph
met and became friendly with Elizabeth and Ben
Forsyth ’54, and hope to see them while the two
couples winter in the Sarasota, FL, area. “Anyone who heads south, do get in touch!” invites
Carole—who, by the way, continues a longtime
commitment to CAAAN, meeting with applicants
to Cornell. (“One of my early decision applicants
this year was accepted!”)
Jose Miguel Roig ’58, BArch ’59, of Caracas, a
retired professor of architecture at Simón Bolívar
U., is a prolific author, having published books and
articles on architecture and, more recently, some
17 novels, a number of which are available in Eng
lish, either in the original or as translations from
Spanish. The novels are characterized by their sim
ple language and dramatic action centered on stories whose only purpose is to entertain the reader.
For example, the short novels The Just Decision and
The Envious Moon (2014) consider different aspects
of terrorism and kidnapping, revenge and justice,
and the Stockholm syndrome.
Coming soon: a news and dues mailer from our
class presidents. Be sure to continue your class
membership, thereby supporting our class and enabling you to receive the ever-interesting Cornell
Alumni Magazine. Three classmates attended Cor
nell’s 2016 Presidential Election: A Weekend Seminar
on October 28-30: Eleanor Applewhaite, Ed Gross
man, and Marian Fay Levitt. The popular quadrennial event, held at Mohonk Mountain House in New
Paltz, NY, was led by professors Glenn Altschuler,
PhD ’76, and Nick Salvatore.
Seen around town: Ron Demer with Bill and
Jackie Grimm Kingston ’61 at Cornell for Frank
Rhodes’s 90th birthday party and the CornellPrinceton football game. Linda Rogers Cohen and
Bob Weinman at the New Museum and the Int’l
Center of Photography in NYC. Gwen Woodson
Fraze celebrating her birthday in Siesta Key, FL,
with Mimi Petermann Merrill and her husband. Bill
and Sue Phelps Day ’60, MEd ’62, with Don ’58 and
Dale Rogers Marshall at an 80th birthday celebration for Don in Berkeley, CA. Ron and Sally Schwartz
Muzii with Dexter and Linda Pritchard Kimball on
the croquet courts in Cashiers, NC. Carole Kenyon
and Steve Fillo chatting at the Cornell Club in
Sarasota, FL. Ellie Applewhaite, Marian Fay Levitt,
and your class correspondent at NYC’s Jazz at
Lincoln Center. C Jenny Tesar, jet24@cornell.edu.
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doctoral fellowship to Purdue U.” George remembers Bob Shappee, MBA ’63, who was often his
roommate when traveling with the football and
track teams.
Tamara Greenberg Goell, MEd ’63 (Foster City,
CA; tgg2@cornell.edu) writes, “Jim, PhD ’65, is
busy consulting, and I am subbing at a private
school. The two oldest grandchildren graduated
from college last spring.” Singing with the Hilton
Head Barbershoppers is James Baden, MD ’65 (jp
badenmd@gmail.com), who also works at VIM,
volunteering in medicine and surgery. He likes
traveling, attending jazz concerts, and going cruis
ing, and would like to hear from Ralph Giannella.
Yerucham “Jerry” Teitelbaum, BEE ’63 (yerucha1@
netvision.net.il) is newly hired by Nif/T in Los
Gatos, CA, catalyst partner for patents, funding,
etc. He is joining Bob Osann ’70 and Felix Rosen
garten ’56, BA ’60. Jerry has 15 grandchildren and
counting and would like to hear from Kim Wilson,
BS Ag ’66, and Jon MacDonald.
Nelson Spencer (Dallas, TX; spenshaw@aol.
com), who’s in commercial property management,
has been elected to the Texas Rugby Football
Union Hall of Fame. “Last year, I received a lifetime
achievement award from the US Rugby Football
Foundation.” He says he would like to hear from
old friends Ben Bates, Charlie Seiberling, Arnold
Bennett, and Jack Pamplin, BA ’64. Guess what?
Winter had the greatest impact on him at Cornell.
Frances Shapiro Ivker (Hoover, AL; drfbi@netzero.
com) writes, “We celebrated our 50th wedding anniversary in August by taking the family on a cruise
to Alaska. Afterwards, we (all seven of us) spent a
wonderful week in and around Seattle as guests of
classmate Karis Ricketts, a most gracious hostess.”
Richard Berkowitz (rb2212@cumc.columbia.
edu) has been named the first “Giant in Obstetrics
and Gynecology” in a series initiated in the Sep
tember 2016 issue of the American Journal of Ob
stetrics and Gynecology. I suggest you look at the
article at Giants—AJOG. It outlines the career of
our classmate and the good work he has done for
pregnant women in distress and his pioneering
work using diagnostic ultrasound for mothers and
fetuses. As a young doctor, he broadened his professional development by Peace Corps experience
in West Africa, which he repeated in later years.
His career has included work in several university
settings making other contributions to medicine.
Congratulations, Richard!
Arnold Herman (Pawtucket, RI; aherman@
lifespan.org) writes, “I retired one year ago, after
42 years as a breast cancer surgeon in Providence,
RI. Still active at the hospital in a cancer program.
Also involved in a surgery cancer program around
the US for Commission on Cancer.” He would like to
hear from Stan Rothman. George Downs (downs.
george@gmail.com) lives in Acton, MA, with wife
Deanna. “After 17 years at JPL and 26 years at MIT
Lincoln Lab, I’m retired. Am wondering where all
the time went. Now traveling, managing our investments, and helping manage an active granddaughter.” Asbury W. Lee IV (Altoona, PA; bercar
lee@verizon.net) sadly lost his wife of 53 years in
December 2014. He says, “I have been traveling
some. My daughter and her family are in Lake
Worth, FL, and I spend part of the winter with her.
Have enjoyed visiting America’s national parks with
wife Carrie before she passed away. We were married
at the Anabel Taylor Chapel on the Cornell campus
in June 1961 and had a wonderful life together.”
Ron Barnes sent this in an e-mail after Reunion: “We may be old and silly, but we are still
beautiful. Now put that in your column.” Please
remember to regale us with your news: C Susan
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Williams Stevens, sastevens61@gmail.com; and
Doug Fuss, dougout@attglobal.net.
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June 8-11 is coming right up!
Have you made your reser
vations for our 55th Reunion?
Neil Schilke, MS ’64 (neroschilke@aol.com) welcomes your participation in completion of the final
details. Check out the class website: www.cornell
classof62.org. Look for your registration packet to
arrive this month. Reunion highlights include:
—Class Symposium chaired by Evelyn Eskin.
Featured speaker is Dr. Stephanie Wiles, Director of
Cornell’s Johnson Museum of Art, who will discuss
“Engineering, Chemistry, Soil Sciences & More—
Unexpected Links to the Johnson Museum.”
—Class Photography Collection viewing in the
Johnson Museum
—Dancing and listening with the Backtalk Band
—Ken ’61, PhD ’67, and Margie McKee Blanchard,
MA ’65’s Refire Workshop to help guide us toward
re-firing our lives; Char Jones Collister will chair
this event.
—Class Artists Exhibit in the Bibliowicz Gallery as
part of our Saturday evening in Milstein Hall; Nancy
Williams Clark, MEd ’64, is the exhibit organizer.
—The Official 55th Reunion Photograph
—Networking in Class Headquarters
In retirement from Rutgers, Judy Shulman
Weis (jweis@andromeda.rutgers.edu) is as busy as
ever. “Still doing professional things—that’s the
advantage of academia, you can still do what you
love. I do lots of writing and editing (new edited
book, Biological Invasions and Animal Behavior,
came out last fall), and serving on numerous advisory committees and boards including the Eco
systems Advisory Panel to the Mid-Atlantic Fisheries Management Council, the Science and Technical
Advisory Committee of the New York-New Jersey
Harbor Estuary Program, and the Science Advisory
Board of the New Jersey Dept. of Environmental
Protection, which I chair. I am also continuing my
interest in choral music (sing in two choruses in
NYC) and musical theater. This past August I went
to Harrogate, England, site of the 24th international Gilbert and Sullivan Festival, to participate
in a production of the (obscure) operetta Utopia,
Limited with an international group who came together to spend an intensive week rehearsing
and then putting it on at the festival. An exhausting but fun week. I was pleased that at my
advanced age, I was able to get down and up
from kneeling a few times along with other members of the women’s chorus half or one-third my
age! Pete ’60 did not come to this, but together
we traveled to Hawaii last winter and Scandinavia
in June. We also visit our grandkids in California
and Rhode Island as often as possible.” The Weises
live in NYC.
From Houston Stokes (hhstokes@gmail.com):
“One day after I turned 75, I was hit by an unexpected strong stroke. I was fortunate in that my
wife, Diana, and son Will Stokes ’02, MA ’04 (who
was visiting with his wife, Melissa (Stickle) ’02,
and their two kids, Tommy, 4, and Natalie, 3) saw
what was happening and quickly called 911 and
relayed what was happening to the ambulance. I
was rushed to the U. of Chicago Hospital, where
we were met by the stroke team who started treatment. I was able to see what was happening from
the CT scan over my head as they broke up the clot
in my brain. I ended up paralyzed on the left with
some cognitive deficits. After two weeks I was
transferred to the Rehabilitation Inst. of Chicago
(RIC) for two weeks. After this I did three months

of daily rehab at the RIC outpatient facility. My
wife worked with me at home and has been a key
part of my treatment and recovery. In the fall I
started my 50th year at the U. of Illinois at Chicago
economics department from which I plan to retire in
June 2017. One thing about the stroke that was not
completely expected was the psychological stress
of losing capability I thought I still had. Diana and
I enjoy our grandkids who live in St. Joseph, MI,
and in Brooklyn, NY, where our other son, Houston
A., lives with his wife and their daughter, Rumi, 17
months. We are blessed to have many friends who
have supported us during this stressful period. We
had such a good time at our 50th Reunion that we
plan to be at our 55th next June.”
Since our 25th Reunion, the Class of ’62 has
included, as part of our Reunion weekend, a substantive program featuring Cornell faculty. We
have been privileged to have heard from excellent
faculty who have spoken on topics that we and
they have agreed are timely and relevant to our
class. Continuing that tradition, we are happy to
announce our 2017 Reunion Symposium speaker,
Dr. Stephanie Wiles, director of Cornell’s Johnson
Museum of Art. Dr. Wiles has titled her talk:
“Engineering, Chemistry, Soil Science & More—
Unexpected Links to the Johnson Museum.” This
presentation will describe some of the trailblazing partnerships, initiatives, and outreach efforts
that the Johnson Museum is making toward broad
and diverse components of the Cornell community to encourage student and faculty involvement
with the museum.
Dr. Wiles will also talk about the different
perspectives that art brings to education, and
new ways for faculty to engage students using
the resources of the Johnson Museum. Dr. Wiles
was named the director of the Johnson Art Mu
seum in 2011. Her career has included positions
as director of the Allen Memorial Art Museum at
Oberlin, curator of the Davison Art Center at
Wesleyan U., and curator in the Morgan Library
and Museum’s Dept. of Drawings and Prints in
New York. Our 2017 Reunion will include several
arts-focused events in addition to this wonderful
symposium. We will be having an exhibit of original artwork by our classmates, a viewing of the
Class of ’62 photography collection at the John
son Museum, and possibly a viewing of the Anbinder
book collection at the Kroch Library. We are fortunate to have such a rich art tradition in our class
and to be able to share our classmates’ talents,
resources, and generosity.
You should have received your class news
and dues request by now. Please send in both! C
Jan McClayton Crites, jmc50@cornell.edu.
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As you read this, the Class of
1963 will be 15 months away
from its 55th Reunion! Put
June 7-10, 2018 on your calendars now.
Bill and Frankie Campbell Tutt are still active
in Colorado Springs, CO. Frankie says, “I’m still
working—Tutt Travel—and traveling. Still enjoying
the Colorado lifestyle, skiing, hiking, fishing, and
traveling to finish the ‘bucket list.’ ” Frankie loves
skiing with son Ben, MMH ’97 (Hotel school) and
grandchildren Tori and Willie. Ben manages Vail
Resorts Hotel Properties in Vail Village, CO. Richard
Todd (Glendale, AZ) writes, “Am now—with advanced age—too feeble to do things I once liked to
do. In addition to the residence I own, I now rent
an apartment in a retirement community, which
every month organizes shuttle bus trips to various
destinations, besides ordinary shopping trips. I still
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Track and Field Meet, also in Portland. “We were
both saddened to learn of the death of Joe Mello,
Mike’s fraternity brother at Cornell and someone
we always had good feelings for.”
Please e-mail me news. This is the time of
year when I seem to run low on news. Don’t forget
our 55th Reunion in 2018! C Nancy Bierds Icke,
12350 E. Roger Road, Tucson, AZ 85749; e-mail,
icke63@gmail.com. Class website, http://classof
63.alumni.cornell.edu/.
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It’s not quite Christmas here
in Chicago. In fact, it’s not
even officially winter. Yet subzero temperatures and more than a foot of snow
are forecast. So here’s hoping that the weather is
better wherever you are as you read this. And if
not, that the news will warm you a bit.
Edward Smith, PhD ’69, last in this column 24
years ago, retired from his professorship at Michi
gan State U. in 2009 and remains active consulting
in science education. Ed is otherwise active, period.
He writes, “Jacqueline and I are blessed with a
wonderful family including seven grandchildren
who keep us busy. Last fall I participated in the
celebration of the 60th anniversary of the Cornell
Swedish Exchange Program as the 1962-63 exchange student. I greatly enjoy singing with the
Glee Club for Alumni Weekend whenever I can. The
2012 United Kingdom Glee Club tour was a musical
highlight for me, shared by Jacqueline, who was
serenaded by the club upon her arrival in York.”
Ed’s other travel plans include returning to Sweden
once Jacqueline retires. He keeps in touch with
Alpha Zeta fraternity brother and classmate Richard
Church and his wife, Joyce (Payne). When it comes
to who at Cornell had the greatest impact on him,
Ed writes, “My PhD advisor Verne Rockcastle, PhD
’55, was a role model and mentor. I was able to
present him with a bound copy of a chapter about
him I had written for a volume of Pioneers in Science
Education a few months before he passed away.”
Ed and Jacqueline live in East Lansing, MI.
Want to feel old? David Keranen, MAT ’64, is
retired and living in Bakersfield, CA, and writes
that his oldest son just retired! His ongoing goal is
to lower his golf handicap. David otherwise reads
extensively and writes articles and letters for news
papers. Barbara Furman Attardi is retired, but
likewise keeps busy, in her case taking classes in
French, watercolor painting, and tap dancing as
well as working out regularly. She also does volun
teer work for, among other enterprises, the Smith
sonian Institution’s National Museum of American
History, and would like to do some consulting in
biomedical sciences. Barbara lives in Rockville, MD,
near her son, David Russell ’03, a grad student at
nearby U. of Maryland.
Hotelie Stephen Abramson is not retired;
he’s president of APS Pension & Financial Services,
a Woodbury, NY, financial business. Steve and
wife Phyllis live in Hauppauge, NY. He writes that
several of their grandchildren are applying to colleges, and that their oldest grandson, Alex ’15, is
an alum of Cornell’s Engineering college. Despite
still working, Steve and Phyllis travel extensively,
next autumn to Dubai and Abu Dhabi.
Here’s a rundown on classmates’ Cornell’s Adult
University 2016 activities. Off-campus: Marcia Gold
schlager Epstein attended the four-day course In
side the Smithsonian last September in Washington,
DC; Lynda Gould, James Hirsch, Marian Levine
Steinberg, and Joseph Thor attended the 2016
Presidential Election seminar in New Paltz, NY, last
October. On-campus courses last July: Dorothy

Wheeler Ireland, BS Hotel ’89, attended the
Harried Gourmet, and Bruce Wagner, ME ’66, attended two courses: Ten Great American Trials; and
Putin’s Russia: The Soviet Past, the Democratic
Experiment, and the Return of Dictatorship.
Lynn Friedhoff Feigenbaum writes that she’s
still “happily retired” from journalism. But she also
keeps busy, in her case translating her parents’ and
other relatives’ correspondence written before they
fled Nazi Germany. “Luckily they got out. But who
knew that schoolchildren used a different script?!
It’s been a challenge, despite my language studies
at Cornell.” Lynn notes that two of her five grandchildren are in other colleges, but that she’s “still
hoping for another Cornellian.” Lynn also wishes she
could grow younger—and in a way, she has: she
notes that while she matriculated with our class,
she did not graduate, but then got re-admitted
after a 45-year absence and is now officially a
member of the Class of 2009!
Lastly, from his current home in Fulton, MD,
Glenn King sent news of his interesting life since
1964. He has retired from Monmouth U. as professor emeritus in anthropology, which also included
doing field research with baboons in Tanzania and
research on captive baboons and chimpanzees.
Glenn recently published his second book, Primate
Behavior and Human Origins, and is now working
on an article for the next edition of Cambridge
Handbook of Evolutionary Perspectives on Human
Behavior. He is looking forward to more travel.
That’s it for now. Please keep the news coming: by e-mail, regular mail, the News Form, or
our class website (www.cornell1964.org). Plus,
you can post at our class Facebook page: https://
www.facebook.com/groups/cornell1964. C Bev
Johns Lamont, 720 Chestnut St., Deerfield, IL
60015; e-mail, blamont64@comcast.net.
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By now we hope you have received the annual News and
Dues mailing from your class.
Haven’t responded yet? You can pay your dues online at: http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/participate/
classes.cfm. And while you’re at it, please send
news, either directly to us at the e-mails below, or
via the online news form, http://alumni.cornell.
edu/participate/class-notes.cfm. C Joan Hens
Johnson, joanipat@gmail.com; Steve Appell, big
red1965@aol.com.
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Greetings, as the days get
longer and warmer! Bill Cap
lan (bill@billcaplan.com) has
spent the last three and a half years writing Build
ings Are for People: Human Ecology Design. It was
published by Libri Publishing and is available on
Amazon. In the book, Bill challenges the way
we approach sustainable design and the human
interface, and it encourages building designs sensitive to people, program, and habitat.
Bruce Bridgeman, who was in our class but
got his BA cum laude in Psychology in 1967, died
in July 2016. At Cornell, he was a Palmer Scholar
and received an honor from Psi Chi, the Int’l Honor
Society in Psychology. He was a member of the
Acacia fraternity and was in the Cornell Glee Club.
He received his PhD from Stanford U., and then
joined UC Santa Cruz in 1973 and stayed there for
his career. He was an internationally renowned researcher on spatial orientation and neuroscience.
Larry Rubenstein (lsr23@cornell.edu) writes
that he has retired from marketing research and
has been volunteering in a local elementary school,
MARCH
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drive, but if I put on 30 miles or more, I seem to be
worn out when finished—maybe it’s the traffic!”
I wrote about Sandra Hackman Barkan in the
May 2016 issue. There’s more. Her job at the Dept.
of State’s Int’l Visitor Leadership Program has been
a great place to meet and get to know leaders from
all over the world who are doing interesting and
important things, she says. “Built into my current
position are two months (January and February)
when I can travel. After Joel’s death, other than
traveling to Kenya, where there was a wonderful
memorial for him, I hadn’t traveled outside of the
US until this year when I visited Burma. My son,
Josh, a writer and creative writing professor, continues to publish. A collection of short stories,
called Mexico, will be published next year. My
daughter, Bronwyn, continues to produce nonfiction films, and her children, 5 and 7, continue
to be quite wonderful.”
Paul and Judy Branton Wilkins live in Penn
Valley, CA. Judy says, “I spend my time reading,
including books that our son, Brian, is considering
optioning for producing a film or TV series. I am
active in the American Assn. of University Women
in our area and enjoy genealogy. Daughter Cathy
is planning to start a private education therapy
practice with her master’s in special education.
Brian is in the Los Angeles entertainment business, transitioning from managing talent to executive producing. I plan to do more scuba diving,
but have to have a knee replacement first.” Judy
would like to hear from Barbara Hartung Wade,
MEd ’64, and Janet Klein Marantz. Donald Grout in
the Music department and Alfred Kahn, Economics,
had the greatest impact on Judy at Cornell.
Orlo, MD ’67, and Carol Clark are in San Francisco, CA. Orlo is busy with writing, teaching,
playing tennis, gastronomy, and travel. The first
Orlo H. Clark Lectureship happened at the U. of San
Francisco in October 2016. Ken and Ruth Arnold
live in Houston, TX. Ken writes, “In retirement I
am a part-time employee at Worley Parsons, where
I provide technical advice to projects and do consulting in my one-man company. I am active in
the Academy of Medical Engineering and Science
of Texas, where I just completed my one-year
term as president of the Society of Petroleum. For
all engineers, I am putting together a one-week
forum on the Facilities of the Future, and I serve
as an editor of Oil and Gas Facilities magazine.
I was just appointed to the advisory board of
the Gulf Research Program, which is distributing
$500 million of research funds over 30 years. I
evidently flunked Retirement 101 at Cornell, and
need a distance learning refresher.”
Madeleine Leston Meehan, BFA ’63, as most
of our classmates know, is an artist who never
plans on retiring. “I live a charmed life between my
two favorite places—St. Thomas, Virgin Islands,
and East Hampton, Long Island. Plus I work in
Charleston, SC, and travel back home to Havana,
Cuba.” When asked who at Cornell had the greatest impact on her, she says, “Fine Arts professor
Peter Kahn and the English gentleman who taught
drawing/life my sophomore year whose name I
lost.” If anyone can come up with the name, she
would like that very much. E-mail me at the address below and I will contact Madeleine.
Mike Polanksy ’61 wrote in spring 2016, “My
wife, Sue Goldberg Polansky, is too modest to
boast about it, but for years she has been one of
the leading track and field officials in the US.” A
former Olympic Games official, she was the Chief
Umpire at the USA Track and Field Indoor National
Championships in Portland, OR, last spring. She
then officiated at the World Indoor Championship
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helping kids with reading and math. He wrote,
“Don’t understand why I am the only volunteer in
the building; it’s the most fun I’ve had since leaving
Cornell. Fran (Stern) ’70 and I have been the general chairs overseeing the nine CAAAN committees
in Westchester and Putnam (NY) counties for about
15 years. I am also a member of the Cornell Council.
Fran retired from a very rewarding career as a first
grade teacher in June 2015, so we’ve been doing a
lot of traveling and spending a lot of time with our
fabulous granddaughter. Our daughter, Beth Ruben
stein Goldstein ’97 (the mother of the fabulous
granddaughter), is an executive account director
at NPD (market research) and married to Ross ’96,
a VP at New York Life. Our son, Greg ’01, is an account supervisor at Grey Advertising, and with his
wife, Lauren, is looking forward to bringing us our
second grandchild before this appears in print.”
What’s a class correspondent to do, when his/
her column hasn’t received many inputs? Well, in
this case, Larry and I got into an e-mail conversation about our spouses. Here’s what we wrote:
On Tues., Dec. 13, 2016 at 3:25 PM, Pete
Salinger wrote: “I learned so much at Cornell, and
married my Cornell girlfriend; we’ve been married
50 years! Pete”
On Tues., Dec. 13, 2016 at 6:16 PM, Lawrence
Rubenstein wrote: “Hi Pete—Thanks. I am married to the woman I was seeing when I was at
Cornell and she was still in high school. So we’re
together 53 years but married only 47. I was four
class years ahead of her (but only two and a half
years older), so we were never at Cornell at the
same time, but got to stretch out our Cornell time
over a longer period. She was 16 when she started
visiting me at school—we had to lie to my friends
about her age. Good to hear from you. Larry”

On Tues., Dec. 13, 2016 at 10:22 PM, Pete
Salinger wrote: “Larry—your relationship with
Fran must set some sort of record. Her parents
must have trusted you a LOT, to allow a 16-yearold to visit her college boyfriend. My wife, Ruth
(Dritch) ’67, and I met in January of 1964, during intersession. A group of female hallmates who
didn’t go home were invited to my fraternity for a
painting party. I saw Ruth across our party room,
as one of the guys played the guitar and sang Tom
Lehrer songs. I thought that Ruth was upset at the
lyrics, but she told me later that she was merely
bored. So I engaged her in conversation—she was
cute, looked like Annette Funicello of the Mickey
Mouse Club—and told her that I was going to
clean the brushes we’d painted with, rather than
let the latex dry on the brushes. Ruth followed me
to the utility sink, which was in the men’s room;
she didn’t tell me until later that as an only child
in a very straight family from Tulsa, OK, she’d
never been in a men’s room. After that, we sat on
the back stairs talking, and I asked her if she
wanted to see my room. (Yeah, right!) So . . . I
showed her my room, and we left it a few minutes
later! I started sitting with Ruth in a class that we
both were in, but I wasn’t friends with anybody in
my fraternity who had a car, so I couldn’t easily
date her. At the next break (was it Spring Break?),
I went home and told my parents that I wasn’t
going back to school without a car. Surprisingly,
my parents agreed, and I bought a car (a 1953
Chevy sedan), and Ruth and I started dating. Over
that summer, there was a popular song that fit us
to a ‘T’: Will I see you in September? / Will I see you,
when the summer’s through? (https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/See_You_in_September). The rest, as they
say, is history. Pete”
Send news to: C Pete Salinger, pete.sal@
verizon.net; Susan Rockford Bittker, ladyscienc@
aol.com; Deanne Gebell Gitner, Deanne.Gitner@
gmail.com.
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Two classmates have made major contributions to universities:
one to Kennesaw State U. in At
lanta, and the second to our own School of In
dustrial and Labor Relations at Cornell.
“For years, Doug and Robin Shore (Atlanta,
GA, dlshore@gmail.com) have been making contributions to Kennesaw State U. Now, their names will
be indelibly linked to the Michael J. Coles College
of Business. They have a real passion for our students and for the entrepreneurial spirit being instilled in those students,” said Kathy Schwaig,
dean of Coles College. In recognition of a major
financial contribution from the Shores, Kennesaw
State officially dedicated the Robin and Doug Shore
Entrepreneurship Center at a ceremony September
24. “The more entrepreneurs we can create, hopefully the more jobs we’re going to create,” Doug
said. “You hear a lot of talk these days about
what kind of jobs graduates can get after college.
Entrepreneurs employ themselves—they create
their own jobs, they create their own companies.
And what’s more, they employ other people.”
The Myron and Janice Roomkin Innovation
Fund, announced in December by the ILR school,
will support projects related to workers, unions,
organizations, and society, and help continue
the school’s response to the changing nature of
work, workers, and workplace problems. “As a
longtime student of industrial/employment relations, I have seen how the ILR school has redefined and broadened its strategic focus over the
years,” Myron (Santa Fe, NM; myronroomkin@msn.
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com) said. “This gift will support ILR’s capacity
to innovate in curriculum development, research,
and service, allowing the school to remain a
leader in the field of work and employment.” In
his career as an academic, he’s taught courses
on employee relations and human resources
management at the U. of Chicago, Northwestern
U., American U., and Case Western U., serving
as dean of American’s and Case’s business
schools. Since 1971, Myron has served as a labor
arbitrator and consultant on human resource
management policies and practices.
Ronald Helhoski, BS Ag ’69 (Fort Myers, FL;
rhelhoski@gmail.com) says, “I retired in 2014
after practicing law in Middletown, NY, for 41
years and am enjoying Southwest Florida weather,
beaches, and golf, as well as an expanding family.”
Kim Monroe Howell (Dar es Salaam, Tanzania; kim
howellkazi@gmail.com) writes, “I retired from
teaching at the Dept. of Zoology and Wildlife
Conservation, U. of Dar es Salaam, last July 1. As a
non-citizen I am not permitted to work in-country
but am busy at home.” Susan Mokotoff Reverby,
originally from Middletown, NY, retired in December
after 34 years as a professor of women’s and gender
studies at Wellesley College. Her new business
cards say: “Repurposed not Retired.” She is working to finish her biography of Alan Berkman,
tentatively titled “Brother Doc: An Unlikely 20th
Century Revolutionary.”
Reunion activity kicked off in earnest in December when Joan and Skip Kessler hosted a
West Coast Reunion Launch at Hillcrest Country
Club in Los Angeles. On hand for the festivities were
many classmates—several of whom brought spouses and friends—including Dave Burak, MBA ’80,
Cynthia Cohen, David Worrell, Gregory Rossoff,
Helen Lewis Irlen, Myron Kaufman, Paulett Creyke
Liewer, Jeffrey Rose, Roberta Pollack Saxon, Ruth
Mazur Hart, and Tom Salinger. Class president
Margie Smith, class VP Judy Silverman Kaufman,
and Nancy Abrams Dreier ’86 of the Cornell L.A.
office were also in attendance.
By now (or later in March), you will have
likely received your own invite to the 50th Re
union itself, scheduled for June 8-11, 2017. If
you haven’t ever come to a Reunion or haven’t
been to one in a decade or two, this is the one to
make. The 50th offers the greatest chance to renew friendships with many classmates or to take
in the changing Cornell campus. Any questions
about Reunion should be directed to co-chairs
Dave Darwin, MCE ’68 (daved@ku.edu) and Judy
Silverman Kaufman (judykauf@optonline.net).
We are continuing to welcome photos and written
material that recall your time at Cornell. Send
them to Judy Kaufman at 162 Mill Brook Rd.,
Stamford, CT 06902. Send your news to: C Richard
Hoffman, 2925 28th St. NW, Washington, DC
20008; e-mail, derhoff@yahoo.com.
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We were very happy to break
up our long ride from New Jer
sey to our winter hideout in
Southeast Florida and stop at the Zippins’ new
home in Celebration, FL, just a couple of miles from
Disney World. Bette (Nelson) and Bob are hard at
work planning our 50th Reunion, just a little more
than a year away, June 7-10, 2018. Bette (bhz2@
cornell.edu) appreciates all our classmates who
have received and returned a pre-Reunion survey.
This survey is incredibly helpful in planning an
event that meets our expectations. You must have
an e-mail registered with Cornell to receive the
survey. If you don’t, you will miss out on further
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By now I hope you have re
ceived the annual News and
Dues mailing from your class.
Haven’t responded yet? You can pay your dues online at: http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/participate/
classes.cfm. And while you’re at it, please send
news, either directly to me at the e-mail below, or
via the online news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/
participate/class-notes.cfm. C Tina Economaki
Riedl, triedl048@gmail.com.
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Time is moving along quickly,
as always. But does it seem
faster these past several years?
Our big 50th Reunion is now just over three years
away. The dates are June 4-7, 2020. As always, I
encourage each of you to check out our various ’70
sites: our class website, www.cornell70.org; our
Facebook page, www.facebook.com/Cornell70; and
our Twitter page, www.twitter.com/CornellClass70.
Joli Adams (joliadams@gmail.com) recently
retired and had surgery to get her legs working
better so she can really get started on the retirement adventure! She hopes to hear from classmates and friends. Joli tells us that she is grateful
for the reconnection with Linda Jackson, MA ’73,
in her last decade. Sadly, Linda passed away on
July 29, 2014. Joli says there were many people at
Cornell who had a great impact on her; however,
years after leaving Cornell she discovered that one
professor in particular, Eric Blackall, influenced
her graduate work. Prof. Blackall saved Austrian
dramatist Arthur Schnitzler’s papers from Vienna
during the Nazi occupation in 1938, making it
possible for her to study them. She says he gave
the best analysis she’s heard as to what makes the
most sense for academics during social crisis. This
was related to the weeks surrounding the Straight
takeover in April 1969. Blackall held class as
usual, and the issues were discussed.

James Collyer (jcollyer@cbn.net.id) is doing
some freelance consulting while tending to a
couple of not-for-profit projects. His two daughters are blasting through high school, with the
older one soon to be off to college in early fall.
Both she and her younger sister have their eyes
on a Big Red prize. When asked is there anything
else he wishes he could be doing, James replied,
“Living in an Asian megalopolis (now 20 years
on) is too removed from nature. More would be
welcome and is frequently the target of an occasional flight to the outer islands.”
Although it seems she is not there very often,
Ligia Corredor (lichalic3@hotmail.com) has her
home in Weston, FL. She continues to be actively
involved volunteering with Rotary Int’l. Partici
pation in global projects, friendship exchanges,
youth exchange, and the Rotary travel hosting
fellowship have permitted Ligia to meet and do
volunteer work with Rotarians from all over the
world. Her most recent Rotary trips have been to
Taiwan, Portugal, Argentina, El Salvador, Canada,
Colombia, and Brazil. In 2015, her daughter,
Suzanne Fishel ’00, and her son-in-law, Jeff Ugine
’00, MAT ’01, moved with their two children,
Bilene and Remi, to Rome, Italy. Two recent visits
with Ligia’s family in Rome included travel to northern Italy, Germany, Greece, Croatia, and Monte
negro. In between her trips abroad, she enjoys
visiting with her son, Eric Fishel, and his family
in Boston. Ligia says that Frank Shipe, PhD ’49,
from the Food Science department, had a great
impact on her while at Cornell.
Another classmate in Florida, Stu Rivchin
(srivchin@gmail.com) lives in The Villages. He re
tired from 35 years of metals manufacturing and
design engineering in 2009. Stu and his wife, Kay,
are having a wonderful life in their very active
community. He writes, “We never dreamed there
could be a place so marvelous to spend each day
playing, socializing, relaxing, and basically doing
everything we desire here in ‘America’s Friendliest
Hometown!’ ” They have two grandchildren, ages
1-1/2 years and 2 months, whose parents are their
daughter and son-in-law. They traveled to Albany
for Stu’s 50th high school reunion from Shaker
High in early October 2016. Stu is very happy with
his life and says that he would like to hear from
classmates. He says that his baseball coach, Ted
Thoren, and Tom McGory, the assistant coach, each
had a large impact on his Cornell years. Their leadership, mentoring, and belief in his skills pushed
Stu toward four great years of playing baseball for
the university, as well as making great friendships.
“I am sure I speak for many of my teammates
when I say that these two gentlemen were very
influential in this critical period of our lives!”
Yet one more classmate, Roy Baldwin (rebald
win1@gmail.com), has moved to Florida. He and
his wife both retired in 2015 and relocated from
Lancaster, PA, to Lakewood Ranch on the Sun
Coast. Roy would like to hear from Terry Culp. Roy
says that John Rees ’69, ME ’70, had a great impact on him. Up north in Ottawa, ON, Hotelie classmate Patrick Kelly met with Ottawa Cornellians
during the summer of 2016 to organize a Cornell
Club-Ottawa. There are over 135 Cornellians in that
area and they are mostly MBAs. Their first fundraiser was connected to the 2016 Zinck’s Night
on October 20 at the Heart and Crown Irish Pub.
Patrick invites all Cornellians to visit Canada to
celebrate the 150th “birthday” of Ottawa and
Canada in 2017. He also sends along a quote from
Mohammad Ali: “Service to others is the rent you
pay for your room on earth.” C Connie Ferris
Meyer, cfm7@cornell.edu; tel., (610) 256-3088.
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Our classmates continue to make,
and write, the news! Art Spitzer
wrote that classmate Howard Rod
man (who was editor-in-chief of the Daily Sun during our time at Cornell) is now serving as president of the Writers Guild of America, West. Art
noted a December 2016 article in which Howard
spoke out about Donald Trump and his criticism
of a union leader. Art predicted that it would
“not [be] for the last time, I’m sure.”
Deiv Salutskij (Helsinki, Finland; deivsalutskij.
consulting@gmail.com) recently became a grandfather. His daughter Gabi and his new granddaughter, Lia Netali, live in Tel Aviv. While there
are many miles separating them, Deiv has been
pretty active in getting to know his granddaughter, traveling to Tel Aviv in September 2016 and
then entertaining them in Helsinki in December.
On the work front, Deiv is a consultant on reservation systems for hotels. He is also working on
the Go China system that “allows Chinese tourists
to book directly with hotels.” He is the president
of the Cornell Hotel Society Finland, Russia, and
the Baltics and arranged a January 2017 weekend
Hotel Society meeting in Tallinn, Estonia, with
Cornell professor Mona Olsen ’04, who gave a
presentation on entrepreneurship.
Ken Goldman (kgoldman5@gmail.com) is still
working as CFO of Yahoo Inc. Yahoo! sold its core
business, and Ken expects to become a “free agent”
sometime in 2017 and to continue to serve on public, private, and nonprofit boards and organizations.
His big news was that his daughter, Mattie Goldman
’10, married a fellow Cornellian on September 24,
2016 in Pebble Beach, CA. At the time Ken wrote,
he was looking forward to his Cornell roommate
Joel Glasky attending the combined “golf and
wedding weekend down in Carmel for this magic
moment.” We also received a press release from the
law firm of Cannon Heyman and Weiss announcing
that the firm (based in Buffalo and Albany) was
celebrating its 15th anniversary. Classmate Steven
Heyman is a partner in the firm, which specializes
in public and private financing, including municipal finance and tax-credit transactions.
News was in fairly short supply at the end of
the year, so I sent a few e-mails to classmates we
hadn’t heard from in a while. (YOU may be next if
you don’t collectively pick up the pace on alumni
news submissions!) Ken Vittor, who last wrote a
couple of years ago, admitted that he was “thoroughly enjoying retirement.” He and his wife,
Judith, and sons Josh and Noah have traveled to
Africa and Japan. Ken and Judith also took trips to
Spain, Ireland, Costa Rica, and Martha’s Vineyard.
Even more surprising, Ken (a confirmed Upper West
Sider) finally broke down and purchased a car so he
and Judith could travel to their recently purchased
weekend place in the Hudson Valley (Cold Spring).
Note: he is not giving up his NYC apartment. Ever
the First Amendment maven, Ken has been teaching a course on journalism law and ethics at the
CUNY Graduate School of Journalism for the past
two years. He said he really enjoys “teaching these
brave souls who have chosen to enter the journalist profession at such a challenging time.” Ken’s
son Josh graduated from Harvard Law in May 2016
and is working at a NYC law firm before leaving for
California in August 2017 for an 18-month stint
as a clerk for a federal judge in L.A.
My next e-mail victim was Ted Moore, who updated me on the last 45 years of his life. For those
of you who have not kept up with Ted since Cornell,
he attended Harvard Law and Business schools simultaneously and graduated from both in 1975. He
has spent his entire career “working as a principal
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communications about class events and our 50th.
The planning and execution of a great Reunion
takes manpower, so Bette is eager to hear from
classmates who are willing to join in the planning
or volunteer their time at Reunion. Lots more to
come on this subject.
David McAleavey, PhD ’75 (david.mcaleavey
@gmail.com) and his wife, Kathy, live in Arling
ton, VA. He is still teaching English at George
Washington U., though for the fall semester he
was on a faculty exchange at the U. of Macau,
which afforded them the opportunity to do a lot
of travel in China and Southeast Asia. Their
daughter is tenured in the English department at
Boston College and has two daughters, 3 and 1.
Their son is on the research faculty in clinical
psychology at Weill Cornell in NYC and has a son.
Jerry Blackman (jblackmanmd@aol.com) and his
wife, Susan, live in Virginia Beach, VA. Jerry keeps
busy teaching a two-hour weekly seminar on psychology to 790 students while he is still writing
about laziness, shame, and sexual aggression
against children. Jerry’s also studying Chinese at
Confucius Inst. of Old Dominion U.
Roger Stetter (RAStetter@bellsouth.net) and
his wife, Barbara, live in New Orleans, LA, and
report that their son Jack ’09 is in Paris working
on his doctoral dissertation in philosophy at the
Université Paris. Aurelio Tio lives in Maineville,
OH, and is also doing lots of traveling in retirement. Aurelio has five grandchildren. We really en
joy hearing from you, so keep those notes coming.
C Chuck Levitan, clevitan22@comcast.net.
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in residential and office developments north of
Boston and in ski country New Hampshire.” Ted
and his wife, Julie, have two sons, Taylor ’07 and
Trevor ’08, who both graduated from Cornell. They
have enjoyed a lifetime of travel and adventure
including “climbing Kilimanjaro (twice, once with
the kids) and going to Machu Picchu, Tibet, the
Galápagos, Cuba, the Serengeti, and Patagonia.”
Ted has been an active supporter of the Cornell
sailing program. He has continued to do “competitive sailing in boats large and small, and raced
in the US and all continents except Antarctica.”
Ted is in the process of selling the family’s New
Hampshire ski house and plans to relocate to the
Lowcountry in South Carolina “to take shelter
from the Northeast winters.” His primary residence remains Marblehead, MA—”on the water!”
Please send your news to: C Gayle Yeomans,
gay2@cornell.edu; or Jim Roberts, jhr22@
cornell.edu. Online news form, http://alumni.
cornell.edu/participate/class-notes.cfm.
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Our 45th Reunion will be held
June 9-11, 2017. It’s not too
late to make plans to attend
this fun event. Class headquarters and housing
will be in Carl Becker House, and we are holding
events in some of the newest venues on campus
including the Klarman Hall Atrium. For details, go
to the website (www.alumni.cornell.edu/reunion)
or check our class website or our Facebook page.
If you have any other questions, contact our class
Reunion planners: Deidre Courtney-Batson, MA
’75, at (914) 232-4320 or John Nicolls at (312)
315-7046, john@nicollsgroup.com.
Steven Seifert (SSeifert@salud.unm.edu) reports that he is editor-in-chief of Clinical Toxicol
ogy, the official journal of the American Academy
of Clinical Toxicology, the European Assn. of Poison
Centres and Clinical Toxicologists, the American
Assn. of Poison Control Centers, and the Asia Pacif
ic Assn. of Medical Toxicology. Clinical Toxicology is
published by the Taylor & Francis Group, Abingdon,
Oxon, UK. Since 2007, Steve has been a professor
at the U. of New Mexico School of Medicine and the
medical director of the New Mexico Poison Center
in Albuquerque, NM. He loves the work and also
plays the tenor saxophone in a jazz combo. His
wife, Sandy, is a psychiatric nurse who volunteers
to help the homeless and the mentally ill, practices yoga and art, and is a precinct chair for the
Democratic Party. Their daughter, Sara Seifert ’07,
completed an ob/gyn residency at Johns Hopkins
in Baltimore and is now in an anesthesia program
at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston.
Betty Provenzano, wife of our classmate Tony
Provenzano, MD ’76 (drpro@drpro.com), died on
December 9, 2016. She was 65. The Provenzanos
were married for 47 years and lived in New Rochelle.
She is survived by her husband, two children (Juliette and Frank), and grandchildren Penelope
and Max. Betty worked as the practice manager
for Tony’s medical oncology practice and was a
source of comfort and strength to all the cancer
patients whose lives she touched. Her kindness,
charity, and humility were unmatched. She also
helped establish the NewYork-Presbyterian Law
rence Hospital Cancer Center. I met Betty several
times when she attended our Reunions with Tony.
She was a joy to be around and will be greatly
missed at Reunion in June.
Every summer, several class members participate in Cornell’s Adult University. In 2016, Daniel
Schumm participated in the Alaska tour; Lydia
Kernitsky Tedeschi, MD ’76, took part in Arizona:
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Eyes to the Sky over Flagstaff: Then and Now;
and national press coverage, making the Frates
Stanley Griffith attended Hawaii’s Big Island:
home a friendly, noisy, crowded venue.”
Destruction and Creation in Paradise; Geoffrey, MD
Cornell friends who were all freshmen in
’76, and Alice Surnamer Gottlieb, Jeremy and
Baker Towers had an informal reunion last fall.
Karen Brooks Glaser ’74, Philip Batson ’70, PhD ’76
Nancy Maczulak Fisher wrote that she and Patri
cia Latus Barry, Roberta Bandel Walcer, Ceci
and Deidre Courtney-Batson, and George Brookover
Hermann Lebeau, Chris Tichy Place, and Linda Gil
attended the election course in Mohonk; Carolyn
bert Steele rented an Airbnb in Great Barrington,
Jacobson participated in Ten Great American Trials;
Peter McCarthy attended Putin’s Russia; and
MA, in September. They spent the time “catching up
on each other’s lives and eating in
Craig and Patricia Gorman
Canute took part in Putin’s
some great restaurants,” she wrote.
Russia as well as the weekThis is their second reunion, and
end at Mohonk.
they hope to do it again in 2017.
Larry Baum and his wife,
Shelley Cosgrove DeFord, husband
Trudy, and another couple piPhil, Evan Zuckerman, and Andy
Bernstein attended a party this
loted a private plane to Cuba
past September to celebrate the
for a short vacation. Larry
wedding of Alice Brown and Randy
reports that the island had
Dunagan, who were married in July
plenty of rum and cigars. (The
in New York City.
rum was cheap; the cigars
Julie Kane recently retired
were not.) Bob Tausek and
Larry Baum ’72
wife Marjie moved to Charles
from teaching at Northwestern
State U. in Natchitoches, LA, and
ton, SC, just in time to expewas voted professor emeritus by the members of
rience one hurricane and two tropical storms.
her department (English, foreign languages, and
Fortunately, the couple and their new home surcultural studies). Her poem “As If” appears in the
vived the onslaught. See you at Reunion in June.
Best Poetry 2016 anthology (Scribner). Dennis
Send news to: C Alex Barna, ab478@cornell.
Langley retired two years ago. He and his wife,
edu; or Gary Rubin, glr34@cornell.edu. Online
Julie, have purchased a condominium in Scotts
news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/participate/
class-notes.cfm.
dale, AZ, to spend the winters and would love to
hear from any classmates who live or are vacationing in Arizona. Zoe Zeltner, daughter of David
By now we hope you have reZeltner, was one of many talented high school
ceived the annual News and
students who attended the 2016 Cornell Summer
Dues mailing from your class.
College Program.
Haven’t responded yet? You can pay your dues onPaul Burmeister, MBA ’76, traveled to Los
line at: http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/participate/
Angeles in June 2011 for a consulting engageclasses.cfm. And while you’re at it, please send
ment. He remained there as he became CFO of
news, either directly to us at the e-mails below, or
Align Aerospace, a distributor of fasteners for the
via the online news form, http://alumni.cornell.
aerospace industry. He and his wife, Gail, “fully
edu/participate/class-notes.cfm. C David Ross,
enjoyed the SoCal lifestyle and weather.” In 2015,
dave@daveross.com; Pamela Meyers, psmeyers
the company was successfully sold and he found
73@gmail.com; Phyllis Haight Grummon, phg3@
himself “blissfully unemployed” and enjoyed travcornell.edu.
eling to Death Valley, Sedona, and the Greek Isles.
Then, the phone rang unexpectedly one day, and
a few days later, he writes, “I was named CFO of
Carolyn Gregg Will sent news
AT Cross, the 170-year-old iconic American brand
from Gatlinburg, TN, a week afof fine writing instruments (the famous slender
ter the wildfires “had devastated
Cross pen we all have carried at some point in our
so many people.” She wrote, “We fortunately had
lives.)” He and Gail relocated to the quaint bayside
no damage to our home or businesses, but know
town of Bristol, RI, where they are “enjoying the
countless people who lost everything. As horrific
many restaurants and getting involved with the
as the fire was, the response from the community,
local community and its many not-for-profits.”
state, and country has been a godsend and I know
He connected with several members of the Cornell
with the outpouring of help we will rebound.” She
clubs of Rhode Island and Coastal Connecticut at
added that she and her husband built another
the Cornell-Brown football game. Paul says that his
family recreation center (“the Track”) in Myrtle
family continues to thrive. He and Gail met at the
Beach this year. Carolyn is also busy helping her
Aurora Inn 45 years ago. “Son Parke is an attorgrandchildren, ages 5, 4, and 1, and is looking
ney in Portland, ME, and has two daughters, ages
forward to going to Key West this winter.
5 and 3. Daughter Caitlin just left the National
Joe Kowalik wrote news of son-in-law Pete
Postal Museum (part of the Smithsonian) after
Frates (Boston College ’07), who is married to
12 years and has joined Alex Cooper Auctioneers
daughter Julie (Boston College ’12). Pete, a former
in Baltimore. She has a 7-year-old daughter and
Boston College baseball captain, was diagnosed
sons who are 5 and 3. Son Taylor is a software
with ALS in 2012. “In August 2014, Pete’s personengineer in Manhattan, and daughter Victoria is
ality and friendships inspired the ALS Ice Bucket
a PhD candidate in classics at Boston U.”
Challenge, transforming a local fundraising event
Mary Berens wrote, “At Christmastime this
into a worldwide viral phenomenon that raised
past year our classmate Allen MacNeill, MAT ’77,
over $200 million for ALS medical research in 90
performed the role of Herr Drosselmayer in The
days.” Pete was awarded the 2017 NCAA Inspira
Nutcracker Suite, performed by the Ithaca Ballet
tion Award, but travel to the awards event was
Company at the State Theatre of Ithaca. This was
not realistic. So this December, “multiple NCAA
the 31st year in a row that Allen has performed this
executives visited Pete, Julie, their 2-year-old
role!” Mary didn’t get to see the performance, so she
daughter, Lucy, extended family and friends, and
is hoping he will be back for a 32nd year in 2017!
the BC baseball team at their Beverly, MA, home
Lastly, a reminder to please respond to the
to present Pete the award.” The event “drew local
class mailing by paying class dues and sending
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The rum
was cheap;
the cigars
were not.

’
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Several of our classmates exemplify being a “voluntary
student,” continuing their education at the various Cornell’s Adult University
programs. Elaine Johnson Ayres and Ellen Roche
traveled to France, enjoying what was called a
“Wine and Gastronomic Adventure,” while Mitch
Frank and Claudette Jones enjoyed a session at
Mohonk Mountain House in New Paltz, NY. Mary
Kate Owens participated in the “reverse trek” of
Christopher Columbus, sailing from the Caribbean
to Spain. Kathryn Noel Phillips traveled to Hawaii
for the session entitled Destruction and Creation
in Paradise, and David Roth went to the tour in
Flagstaff, AZ. Mary Kate also came to campus for
the personal essay program, and Kathryn likewise
traveled to Ithaca for the Gorgeous Gorges session, along with Heinrich Hellfeld, MS ’81. Craig
Cohen took advantage of the Bike Warriors workshop, while Lynn Saltz found the program on wines
intriguing. Edward Weigel attended the Home
Ground module.
From the Motor City, we hear that Dan Malone
recently co-authored a peer-reviewed technical
paper on automotive safety, congruent with his
expertise on automotive safety and the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration. The article is entitled “NHTSA and the Next 50 Years:
Time for Congress to Act Boldly (Again).” SAE
Int’l published the research in April 2016. Dan
practices law with Butzel Long in Detroit and is
married to Claudia (Hebel) ’74. Michael Welsh
practices law in British Columbia. He was recently
elected president of the BC Branch of the Canadian
Bar Assn. and is also a director of the National
Board of the Canadian Bar Assn.
Another ’75er earned accolades in the profession of law. Thomas Smith, an attorney with Bond,
Schoeneck & King, was named one of the Upstate
New York Super Lawyers. His specialty is environmental litigation. The list of professional achievement continues with Charles Ammeson of St.
Joseph, MI, who was elected to the board of governors for the National Academy of Arbitrators in
June 2016. The NAA is the leading North American
organization of labor and employment arbitrators.
Congrats, Charles! Eliot Schuman is a partner with
DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr
in White Plains, NY. He is in the firm’s litigation
department, and his practice now also includes
trust and estate litigation. His wife, Heidi, continues her work as editor at a daily news online publication, Trade the News. Their daughter, Rachael
’13, graduated from the ILR school and is now in
her second year at Harvard Law School. Son Paul
’17 is completing his senior year, also in ILR,
seeking to enter the field of human resource management in investment banking.
In the world of academia, we hear from Eleo
nore Spiegel Stump, PhD ’75, who holds the Robert
J. Henle Chair of Philosophy at St. Louis U. She
reflects that she is so appreciative of the excellent
education she and her two children received at
Cornell. Robert Seman (Blairstown, NJ; rmseman
@onebox.com) writes, “I’m still plying my engineering trade and loving every minute of it.” His
personal accomplishments include the loss of
15 pounds, accompanied by the decrease of his

blood pressure by 10 points! He wishes he could
repeat his senior year at Cornell, and would not
let the “stuff” that bothered him at the time
bother him now. He would like to hear from
classmate Marc Fass.
Tom Cummings was among five alumni recently featured on the Cornell University volunteer website (http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/volunteer/)
for his service. Nicely done! Amy Cohen Banker
lives in NYC, where she designs jewelry and continues to paint abstract works. She also reads and
writes poetry. Amy enjoys house restoration work
in the Berkshires. Albert Ip, MS ’75, has served as
an adjunct professor at the U. of Macao and Hang
Seng Management College. He has also served on
several advisory boards, including ones for Hope
well Holdings, Langham Hospitality Investments,
the Hong Kong U. of Science and Technology, and
the World Green Organization.
This summer, I attended my 45th high school
reunion from Walt Whitman High School in Hunting
ton Station, NY, and Barry Bernstein and I caught
up on news. In all, five of us from that class of
700-plus (yes, a very large high school class) went
to Cornell. Besides Barry Bernstein and me, Barry
Marcus ’74, Mitchell Schreck, and Charles Masar
sky are college classmates. Barry Bernstein is
moving to Nashville, TN, from Basking Ridge, NJ.
As it turns out, my daughter, Austen, is stationed
40 miles north of Nashville, at Fort Campbell, KY.
By the time you read this, my husband, Joel, and
I will have hugged her after her deployment in
Iraq. Help us keep connected! Send news to any of
us: C Karen DeMarco Boroff, karen.boroff@shu.
edu; Mitch Frank, mjfgator@gmail.com; Joan
Pease, japease1032@aol.com; or Deb Gellman,
dsgellman@hotmail.com.
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Hi, classmates. I write this
column as the New Year approaches us. My husband, Don,
MBA ’79, and I have just recently been blessed
with our first grandchild, Nora, who is the daughter of our son Joel ’05 and his wife, Caitlin. There
couldn’t be any finer start to the year.
I have heard from others. Anne Silber, BFA
’76, is a professional artist living in Boston. Her
limited-edition serigraphs are in numerous museums and other public collections and have also
been seen on the sets of scores of feature films
and TV series. Her work can be viewed on her
website, www.annesilber.com. Ilene Sherwyn
Cooper, a partner at Farrell Fritz Partners, has
been selected by her peers for inclusion in The
Best Lawyers in America 2017 in the field of Litigation—Trusts & Estates. Ilene, a Huntington, NY,

resident, earned her JD from Hofstra U. School of
Law. Carla Holder has been volunteering at church
and in the community. She writes that she recently underwent surgeries for implementation of
a deep brain stimulation (DBS) brain pacemaker
to control essential tremor inherited from her
mother (Class of ’50). The technology is amazing.
She was awake for the implantation of the brain
probe, and even played a small harp to test the
placement of it. The surgery is not for the faint of
heart, though.
Phil Harmon writes from Westerville, OH. He
recently won a Sunshine Law case in the Ohio
Supreme Court that now prohibits government
agencies from deciding public business in private,
whether by actual meetings, video conference,
e-mail, text, or tweet. Amicus briefs in support
were filed by the Ohio Newspapers Assn., the
League of Women Voters, and Common Cause. He
is now working with the Ohio Legislature to put
that broader case law into the form of a statute.
He says he is happy to be part of the open government movement to increase transparency in
government decision making! Phil writes that the
person at Cornell who had the greatest impact on
him was Bob Harrison and his other fraternity
brothers at Sigma Phi, who always inspired him to
seek big challenges and do good things. Robert
Schultz, MFA ’76, PhD ’81 (Salem, VA) continues
full-time teaching as the John P. Fishwick Profes
sor of English at Roanoke College in Salem. This fall
his joint exhibition of art and poetry with photog
rapher Binh Danh, “War Memoranda: Photography,
Walt Whitman, and Renewal,” was featured at the
Memorial Art Gallery in Rochester, NY.
Alan Brangman ’75, BArch ’76, the U. of
Delaware’s former VP for facilities, real estate,
and auxiliary services, has been promoted to executive VP and university treasurer at the U. of
Delaware. Pierre-Philippe Gendraud, MPS ’76,
writes from Paris. He says that he just retired and
is enjoying traveling and visiting his friends
around the world. He is also teaching and lecturing to business students (bachelor’s and master’s). He indicates that Dean Robert A. Beck had
the greatest impact on him at Cornell. Roberto
Plaja writes from his new address in Kuesnacht,
Switzerland. He was married in 1983 and has two
boys who live in Chicago and New York. Roberto
set up a company as an independent financial
advisor in Switzerland, Orthos Advisory AG. He
writes a blog to help people in managing their
money: TheBoxIsThereForAReason.com.
Omar Cordes moved to Amsterdam in 2012 to
found Ownership Capital, a sustainable investment
management company serving pension funds,
foundations, and other long-term investors. Helen
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news. Many thanks to all who contributed news
this time around. For those who wrote and didn’t
see your news, please look for it in a future column. C Lucy Babcox Morris, lucmor1433@gmail.
com; Jim Schoonmaker, js378@cornell.edu;
Helen Bendix, hbendix@verizon.net.
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Klein Ross is writing and editing, with a novel
written in January 2016, What Was Mine, from
Simon & Schuster. Nancy Jones Dolge is retired.
She enjoys gardening, substitute teaching, traveling, guitar playing, learning new languages,
hiking, skiing, and bird-watching.
Elizabeth Knudson Cummings, BS Nurs ’76, is
retired from school nursing and enjoys singing in
the church choir. She is heading a team of sewers
for Days for Girls Int’l (sew hygiene kits for girls in
underdeveloped countries). She has seven grandchildren and writes that she couldn’t be happier
than where she is now! Marilyn Laverty is busy
as president of her PR firm, Shore Fire Media, focusing on entertainment and music. It has been
on the New York Observer list of top New York PR
firms for the past three years. She is involved in
counseling Arts and Sciences students on career
opportunities and enjoys that very much. Best
wishes to all of us out there! We look forward to
hearing your news! Kindest regards: C Karen
Krinsky Sussman, Krinsk54@gmail.com; Pat Relf
Hanavan, patrelf1@gmail.com; Lisa Diamant,
Ljdiamant@verizon.net.
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Tracey Thayer Bernett (tbernett
2@yahoo.com) has had quite
an eclectic career. With her Civ
il Engineering degree from Cornell, she started at
Bechtel Corp. before going to Harvard for an MBA.
While working for a consulting firm in Boston, love
drew Tracey to Colorado, where she and fellow
classmate Frank Bernett were married 32 years
ago (more on Frank below). Tracey retired in 2008
from her home-based consulting business. Like
wine, Tracey tells us that retirement continues to
improve with age, or at least it hasn’t turned to
vinegar yet. Tracey has been involved on Boulder
County’s OUR Center (a nonprofit dedicated to
homelessness prevention) board, still serves on
Boulder County’s Ten Year Plan to End Homelessness
advisory board, and is also a policy analyst for her
local state representative. For fun, Tracey ran the
NYC Marathon in fall 2016, and she plans to run
one more Boston Marathon. After 37 marathons,
she will hang up her marathoning shoes and concentrate on shorter distances. Tracey writes that
she is now officially a national-class runner and
loves getting those medals at USATF competitions.
Frank, a technologist at Seagate but an inventor and tinkerer at heart, converted an MG Midget
from gas-powered to electric-powered (www.electric
mgmidget.com) five years ago. These days, Frank
keeps busy perfecting his near-scratch golf game,
leading a high school “first robotics” team, and designing gold processing equipment for an Alaskan

80

gold mining operation. William Schweizer (william.
schweizer@nyumc.org) is currently the vice chair
of clinical affairs in the department of obstetrics
and gynecology at NYU School of Medicine. He
says he still loves the practice of clinical medicine
and that he continues to deliver babies, even in
the middle of the night. William’s focus has shifted to a more global thinking of medicine, and he
manages a faculty group practice and coordinates
safety programs. He writes, “Mentoring the next
generation of practitioners who are millennials is
a unique challenge.” William adds, “I could dream
up a fantasy retirement, but currently I’m content
with my spouse, working, and dealing with the
empty-nest transition. Theatre, music, and travel
help.” He is still best friends with his freshman
roommate, Philip Napier, and thinks that the
freshman writing seminar was the most valuable
course—”It transformed brain waves into prose.”
Michael Popovici (mkjpopovici@gmail.com)
is busy doing “marriage rescue and reconciliation” as a marriage coach and Christian spiritual
director, helping individuals on their life’s journey.
He has been married for 34 years, has six children
and five grandchildren, and wishes he could be
writing both nonfiction and fiction. At Cornell,
Michael says, there were many professors and
teaching assistants, too numerous to name, who
helped him see the world with an appreciation and
perspective of the joy all creation has to offer us.
Tom Rothfels (trothfels@rogers.com) is dividing
his time between Toronto on weekdays and his lake
house outside of Ottawa on weekends. Tom is a
competitive triathlete and has qualified to compete in the World Championships next year in
Rotterdam, Holland. He will be spending most of
November in southern France near Saint Tropez
hiking, cycling, and sampling as many of the local
wines as he can. Three of Tom’s four kids are gainfully employed and off the payroll, but the youngest has just started medical school.
Steve Yale-Loehr, JD ’81 (swy1@cornell.edu)
writes, “I’ve been busy in my immigration work:
teaching immigration and running a political asylum clinic at Cornell Law School; getting quoted a
lot about immigration issues in the news; updating
my immigration law treatise; and practicing at a
12-attorney immigration law group at Miller Mayer
in Ithaca.” Teodoro Guzmán, MBA ’77, MPA ’78
(teodorojguzman@gmail.com) writes that his two
sons graduated from Cornell: Fernando ’12 with a
bachelor’s in Applied Economics and Management,
and Teodoro with an MBA in 2016.
We’ve received word of a number of awards and
merits received by our classmates. Terrence Mur
phy, MILR ’77 (tmurphy@littler.com), a shareholder
in the Pittsburgh office of Littler, has been recognized as Best Lawyers’ Labor Law—Management
“Lawyer of the Year” in Pittsburgh. Sharon Dolin,
PhD ’90 (sdolin@earthlink.net) has been awarded a 2016 PEN/Heim Translation Fund Grant for
translating Catalan prose poems by the contemporary poet Gemma Gorga. Sharon continues to
direct and teach each June in an international
writing program she created called Writing About
Art in Barcelona (http://www.sharondolin.com/
barcelona-workshops/). Patricia Fisher Vasseur
(trishvasseur@gmail.com) is busy as a realtor
with her company, Trish Vasseur Real Estate, and
recently received a “2016 Rising Star Real Estate
Agent” award, as published in Rhode Island Monthly
magazine. In academia, Jennifer Raab, president
of Hunter College of the City U. of New York, was
inducted into the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences (AAAS) this past October. And this past
June, the Cincinnati State Board of Trustees voted

unanimously to confirm the appointment of Mon
ica Posey, the college’s current interim president,
as its sixth president.
Please keep all of your news and views coming in via the online news form (http://www.
alumni.cornell.edu/participate/class-notes.cfm),
or by e-mail to either of your correspondents: C
Annette Mulee, annette@mulee.com; or Howie
Eisen, heisen@drexelmed.edu.
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By now we hope you have received the annual News and
Dues mailing from your class.
Haven’t responded yet? You can pay your dues online at: http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/participate/
classes.cfm. And while you’re at it, please send
news, either directly to us at the e-mails below, or
via the online news form, http://alumni.cornell.
edu/participate/class-notes.cfm. C Ilene Shub
Lefland, ilefland@snet.net; Cindy Fuller, cindy@
cindyjfuller.com.
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Bob Gould and I are pleased
to announce that in June 2016
we became proud grandparents
to Beckley, born to our son, Brandon, and his wife,
Ashton. Brandon had a busy spring becoming a
dad and finishing law school at George Mason U.
In September we were excited to attend Cornell Homecoming and visit with Brad and Mary
Maxon Grainger, MPS ’87, who, along with classmate Ted Teng, received the Frank H.T. Rhodes
Exemplary Alumni Service Award. At dinner, we were
able to catch up with Mark and Mary Anderson
Ochs, Lisa Birsanti Hoyt, Jeff Weiss, Rob Ainslie
’78, Sandy Meek True ’78, and Chris ’85, PhD
’92, and Melinda Codd Muller ’85, MPS ’85. Erin
Grainger ’13 and Hilary Soohoo ’13 also joined in
the celebration of alumni service. The group, along
with other alumni and students, headed to Schoell
kopf to see an amazing fireworks display on a wonderful fall night. After the fireworks, the party reconvened at the Statler, where Jeff Bloom, MA
’92, Jeff Ford, Susan Call Terasaka, MPS ’81, Steve
Green, Kathy Best, Carolyn Clark, and Libby Bush
Bollich joined in on the fun. Please forgive me if
you were there and I missed you, but send us your
stories so that we can share in the good times. It
was an amazing weekend in Ithaca that brought
back so many memories of youth and good times
on the Hill.
Stacy Cahn-Shapiro writes from Tampa, FL,
that after a long run in national broadcast news,
she has launched a company called Time in a Bottle
Video Productions. Most of her clients are businesses looking for corporate identity video pieces
to post on their websites, or law firms in need of
professional video services. She has found that
every business, law case, and person has a story
to tell. Telling these stories has become the most
gratifying work of her career and she has no plans
to retire! Michael Curran (mikecurran62@gmail.
com) did retire last July, but subsequently started
a master’s program in military history in London.
He is renting an apartment in Knightsbridge near
Harrods and finding the prospect of writing a 100page thesis to be a little daunting.
Despite his 35-plus years in the semiconductor
industry, Paul Werbaneth (pfwerbaneth@gmail.
com) never once worked and lived in Silicon Valley,
until now. He is a marketing director at Intevac
Inc. in Santa Clara, CA. In recent years he has been
through an unfortunate divorce and extended time
in Pittsburgh, PA, helping with his mother’s care.
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Prof. David Lewis had the greatest impact on him
at Cornell. He wishes he could be reading more
Arabic and English literature.
We heard from U. of Iowa Press that Julie
Dawson’s book with Alfonso Morales, Cities of Farm
ers: Urban Agricultural Practices and Processes, was
published. They noted that the book “showcases
the work of the farmers, activists, urban planners,
and city officials in the US and Canada who are
advancing food production.” The release added
that Julie is “an assistant professor in the Dept.
of Horticulture at the U. of Wisconsin, Madison,
and the state Extension specialist for urban and
regional food systems. She focuses on diversified
vegetable production for local markets in and
around cities.” Congratulations, Julie! I look forward to hearing about the things our classmates
are doing via news and notes submissions. Until
then, all the best. C Jon Schoenberg, jrs55@
cornell.edu. Online news form, http://alumni.
cornell.edu/participate/class-notes.cfm.
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Shantanu Thakur lives in
Palmdale, CA, with his wife,
Aanchal. He writes that they
married in 2014 and are very happy. After completing medical school and residency training in
the Midwest, Shantanu moved to Arizona for employment. Most recently, he worked for Kaiser
Permanente doing chronic pain management in
Lancaster, CA, a community hard hit by the opiate
epidemic. After taking September off for family
time, in October Shantanu shifted fields, starting
a new job in occupational medicine in Saugus, CA.
Please continue to submit updates and news
by writing to me or going to the online news
form at: http://alumni.cornell.edu/participate/
class-notes.cfm. C Jessi Petrosino, jessi.petrosino
@ey.com.
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As a high school teacher who
teaches mostly 11th graders,
I have the awesome experience of living through the college application process year after year. From writing letters of recommendation, to helping students narrow down
their list of choices, it’s easily one of the best
parts of my job. I also find that it gives me the
opportunity to think about my own experience,
both as an applicant and as a student. The college application process is hard, and even harder
for today’s young adults, especially those trying
to get into Cornell. It is heartbreaking to watch
as some of my brightest students are refused admission, but it is also the best feeling when one

gets in, which I was lucky enough to experience
again this winter when one of my AP US History
students was accepted early decision to the
College of Arts and Sciences. Seeing the excitement on his face transported me once again to
that moment in my own life where my whole future lay ahead of me, far above Cayuga’s waters. I
know that he will make an outstanding contribution, not only to the Cornell community, but also
the world, just as many of you in the Class of
2005 are doing.
Sandeep Mannava was recently selected by
the American Board of Medical Specialties Re
search and Education Foundation to participate in
its Visiting Scholars Program. Sandeep will be researching the “Evolving Role of Simulation-based
Surgery Training in Orthopaedic Surgery,” which
will explore whether simulation training during
orthopaedic residency can be implemented in
surgical training and whether it improves surgical
skills. Tanja Babich was recently promoted to
weekday morning anchor for ABC 7 Chicago, where
she feels honored to bring the day’s news to the
third largest television market in America. Tanja
has two daughters: her older daughter started
kindergarten this past fall and her younger
daughter will follow next year. She says, “My girls
are funny and smart and already more qualified
to attend Cornell than I was!” You’ll have to let
us know if your daughters can be found on the
Hill in the next 15 years, Tanja!
Keep your updates coming. We look forward
to reading them! C Hilary Johnson King, haj4@
cornell.edu; Johnny Chen, jc362@cornell.edu;
and Michelle Wong, mrw29@cornell.edu. Online
news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/participate/
class-notes.cfm.
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By now I hope you have received the annual News and
Dues mailing from your class.
Haven’t responded yet? You can pay your dues online at: http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/participate/
classes.cfm. And while you’re at it, please send
news, either directly to me at the e-mail below, or
via the online news form, http://alumni.cornell.
edu/participate/class-notes.cfm. C Tory Lauter
bach, VML8@cornell.edu.
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Hello, Class of 2007! It’s hard
to believe how close we are to
our 10th Reunion! I hope many
of you will be able to return to the Hilll on June
8-11. As always, I’m happy to hear all the news
for our class from around the world.

Save
the
Date!
For more details, visit our class website:

www.classof2007.cornell.edu

Also on Facebook and Twitter (@cornell_07)
90

Congratulations to Kristamarie Pratt (Cort
landt Manor, NY) on completing her PhD in bio
kinesiology from the U. of Southern California. She
is currently working as an assistant professor of
physical therapy at the U. of Hartford. Best wishes
to her Cornell family—parents Randy ’77 and Bar
bie Wilkens Pratt ’76 and sisters Katrina Pratt ’09,
ME ’10, and Stephanie Pratt ’12—on celebrating
100 years of their family farm in Yorktown, NY.
They farm apples, Christmas trees, pumpkins, and
peaches. What an amazing milestone! Congrats are
also in order to David Auerbach, who got married
in September 2016 with many Cornell friends in
attendance. He is now enjoying his new home in
Bethesda, MD, and working as an alliance manager at MedImmune.
More wedding news! Danielle Green from
Tinton Falls, NJ, happily married Chemical Engi
neering classmate Yang Lu. She is working in
engineering compliance at the Musculoskeletal
Transplant Foundation. Danielle’s work involves
recovering donor tissues for transplantation. She
wants to honor the memory of Prof. William
Provine, who passed away in September 2015.
Megs Ann Thomas is on the board of directors of
the recently launched No Bull Sports, a startup
nonprofit community dedicated to uniting, educating, and empowering young female athletes.
For more information, check out their website,
https://www.nobullsports.org.
I’m looking forward to sharing more stories
with everyone as we approach Reunion! Have more
updates to share? Please feel free to reach out to
me or submit online. C Samantha Feibush Wolf,
srf29@cornell.edu. Online news form, https://
alumni.cornell.edu/participate/class-notes.cfm.
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Can you believe we’re already
well into 2017? For those of us
in colder climates, hopefully
we are staying warm or, perhaps more preferably,
planning escapes to warmer locations for the
near future!
We only have one short but very important
piece of news to bring you this month. Mark
Thompson has recently opened the doors to his
first business venture—Harlem Coffee Co.—in upper Manhattan’s Harlem neighborhood. The “coffee lounge” boasts a premium house blend, free
wifi, and decor that fits in with and showcases
the neighborhood’s rich history. Of course, much
more than coffee is being served, including a variety of other beverages, pastries, and sandwiches. All the more impressive, Mark is doing this
while still working as an assistant VP at Credit
Suisse in the chief risk office, where he has been
for several years. If you are in the New York City
area, be sure to drop by Harlem Coffee Co. at 151
Lenox Avenue (at 117th St.). More details can be
found here: http://www.harlemcoffeeco.com/.
Congratulations, Mark, and best of luck with your
flagship location!
Please continue to stay tuned for news of great
upcoming class events via Facebook (https://www.
facebook.com/CornellClass2008), Twitter (https://
twitter.com/bigred2008), and Instagram (https://
instagram.com/bigred2008/). We always welcome
updates, both of major life changes and of the
arcane day-to-day variety (running three miles a
day? A marathon? Globe-trotting or just moved
across town?)! How are you celebrating our 30th
birthdays? We’d love to hear from you and give
you your 15 minutes of Cornell fame! C Libby
Boymel, lkb24@cornell.edu; and Elana Beale,
erb26@cornell.edu.
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Another year passes by and the
Class of 2010 marches on in rare
form. This past August, the Sum
mer Olympic Games were held in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, and among the slew of athletic feats, the
US Gymnastics Team led the way in the medal
count, garbed in uniforms designed by classmate
Jeanne Douglass. She also designed the uniforms
for the team from the Netherlands, further leaving
her mark on the sport and in her own field. Just
weeks earlier, on July 30, 2016, Jared Green, MMH
’10, and Binita Patel, MMH ’10, were tying the
knot in Toronto, ON. They shared their special day
using the hashtag #ithacatoido.
Continuing a pattern for our class, a few more
of us found their way to NYC. David Rigie celebrated completing graduate school at the U. of
Chicago by heading to NYU for a post-doc position. Sherina Giler Arguello helped to found a
new middle school in East Harlem, NY, as a science
teacher and is proud to share the news of both
her marriage in 2015 and her first child, Sophia.
Meanwhile, James Pothen has been working as a
programmer at the New York Times. Erica Coren also
made a move, returning to Ithaca to complete an
MBA at the Johnson School.
If you have news to share, we would love to
hear from you: C Amar Kelkar, ahk24@cornell.edu;

Rammy Salem, rms84@cornell.edu; Jeff Katz,
jak232@cornell.edu. Online news form, http://
www.alumni.cornell.edu/participate/classnotes.cfm.
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By now we hope you have received
the annual News and Dues mailing
from your class. Haven’t responded
yet? You can pay your dues online at: http://
www.alumni.cornell.edu/participate/classes.
cfm. And while you’re at it, please send news,
either directly to us at the e-mails below, or via
the online news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/
participate/class-notes.cfm. C Siva Iyer, si74@
cornell.edu; Dara Perl, dmp229@cornell.edu.
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Olivia Boyd transitioned from the
East to the West Coast in 2015
and is enjoying her second year
living in Los Angeles. She works as an associate
producer on the Lifestyles team at “The Real,” a
syndicated talk show that features Adrienne
Bailon, Tamera Mowry-Housley, Jeannie Mai, and
Loni Love. You can visit thereal.com to find out
when the show airs in your city. In her free time,
Olivia takes advantage of the beautiful California
weather by hiking and going to the beach, and
recently ran the Malibu Half Marathon.
Nicole Corey is a 2L at Brooklyn Law School
in NYC. She completed a judicial internship at
the Eastern District of New York court over the
summer and with the New York State Attorney
General’s office during the fall semester. Nicole
hopes to join the corporate sector when she
graduates in 2018. In the meantime, she takes
full advantage of all the city has to offer, including trying new restaurants and biking along the
Hudson River. Chelsea Mason is a senior associate at ClearBridge Compensation Group, an executive compensation consulting firm in NYC,
which she joined after graduation in 2012. As
part of her firm’s recruiting efforts, she’s traveled
back to Ithaca each year to recruit Cornellians
on behalf of her company. In Manhattan, she
continues to play volleyball in the New York
Urban Volleyball League.
For info about our upcoming Reunion, June
8-11, go to alumni.cornell.edu/reunion. And
keep your classmates up to date on your life
post-Cornell by sending any information you
would like to share to: C Peggy Ramin, mar335
@cornell.edu; or Emily Cusick, egc43@cornell.
edu. Online news form, http://alumni.cornell.
edu/participate/class-notes.cfm.
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This past December we had the
D.C. Young Alumni Holiday Party,
organized by Drew Zukosky, Laura
Stokes, and Julia Buffinton ’14. Among those who
attended were Erin Goers and Patrick Chamber
lain. Patrick recently became the director of artistic
planning for the New Jersey Symphony Orchestra.
In the NYC area is Rick Peng, who works for
Merck & Co. managing outsourced manufacturing
and technology for development-stage products.
When he isn’t working, he enjoys taking on new
pursuits, which has recently included mountain
biking, mixology, and basic tailoring. He got into
tailoring while recovering from a mountain biking injury and used the sewing machine as a lowimpact substitute. Brian Wang is out in Berkeley,
CA, where he is pursuing a PhD in chemistry. His
research focuses on total synthesis of complex
natural products in the most efficient manner.
Despite his demanding schedule, Brian still manages to find time to watch basketball and read
nonfiction of many genres.
In California, specifically Big Sur, is Julia Zhu,
who works as a senior software engineer at IXL
Learning, a practice problems site for grades K-12.
She mostly works on the front-end portion of the
website and is focusing efforts on a new subject
that will be launching in 2017. She was introduced
to aerial arts two years ago through her first manager at IXL and has since found a robust practicing
community. Liza Graziano, MILR ’15, is in the UK
and works for Verizon in their human resources
leadership development program as a human resources business partner. Since moving to the UK,
she has been to Munich for Oktoberfest, Edinburgh,
Amsterdam, and various cities in England. She had
never been outside of the US prior to her current
job! She also traveled to Italy with Ellease Bender
’12, whom she met as a tour guide back at Cornell.
Sanford Johnson works on flight software at
Harris Corp. as an embedded software engineer in
the space and intelligent systems division. He
spends his free time playing competitive Super
Smash Bros. for Wii U. Back in November, he attended Cusetown Beatdown, a competitive Super
Smash Bros. event at Retro Game Con in Syracuse,
where he saw many members of Cornell’s Super
Smash Bros. Club and ultimately won first place
of the 94 participants. Terry Park moved back to
South Korea after graduating in January 2013,
where he has since entered medical school in
Seoul. He is currently in his third year, which he
says humbled him and taught him a lot about
himself; he is now considering a career in either
internal medicine or general surgery. Despite
Terry’s busy schedule with clinical rotations, he
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Greetings, friends. We have
news from our classmates.
First, we received word from
Tyler Herman, who is currently working on his MFA
at Brown U./Trinity Rep’s programs in acting and
directing. Tyler recently assistant directed Beowulf:
1,000 Years Of Baggage at Trinity Rep and will be
appearing in The Winter’s Tale and Taming of the
Shrew with the Brown/Trinity MFA department.
Dean Smith, MBA ’09, recently moved from
the West Coast (Seattle) to the East Coast (West
port, CT). Jonathan Sakhaee is pursuing further
studies in the field of orthodontics and dento
facial orthopedics. He is one of 18 licensed dentists selected from a diverse group of outstanding
applicants enrolled in the new residency program
at the Georgia School of Orthodontics (GSO). The
program educates dentists to be proficient in the
clinical specialty of orthodontics while providing
affordable care to the underserved population.
Congratulations, Jonathan!
Olena Pazderska recently joined NTT Data as
an application software development manager. She
looks back fondly to her time at Cornell, particularly courses with Prof. Michael Gold. In addition,
congratulations are due to Jimmy Suarez, who was
recently promoted to senior assistant director for
diversity initiatives in the Office of Undergraduate Admissions at NYU. Jimmy writes to us from
his apartment in the West Village.
And finally, last but not least, we heard
from Alyssa Brissett, who is writing from her
new apartment in Brooklyn. Alyssa is a super
visor in access services at Lehman Library at
Columbia U. She received her master’s in library
and information science from Wayne State U.
Alyssa also was a Project IDOL Fellow as part of
a cohort that aims to increase diversity in librarianship. Alyssa: We must ask . . . how does
Lehman compare to Olin?
With that, friends, we wish you a safe and
happy spring. If you have news or know of a friend
with a change of address or new job or life development, please write to me! C Rebecca Robbins,
robbins.reb@gmail.com. Online news form, http://
alumni.cornell.edu/participate/class-notes.cfm.
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has been able to pursue his film passion. He invites any Cornellians to visit South Korea and is
glad to answer any questions.
After hopping between a few different
fields, David Cascione left Chicago to move to
Spain and work for the traditional Basque cider
house Sideria Iruin during the harvest season.
He is now working to become a licensed importer for the same vintage he helped produce. His
responsibilities with the cider house have included sorting, overseeing, grinding and pressing apples, filling and cleaning the 12,000-liter
barrels, and monitoring fermentation via temperature and specific gravity. He moved to NYC
at the beginning of the year and will receive his
first shipment of cider and other products in
late February or early March. So be on the lookout for his company, Kupela! Following a similar
path is Zack Velcoff, who first worked as a
stock boy at a Brooklyn liquor store following
graduation. He was quickly promoted to wine
buyer, which turned his experience in “Introduction to Wines” into his career. After two
years selling wine, he decided to pursue winemaking and quit his job. He backpacked from
Israel to France and arrived in Burgundy just in
time for the harvest. He worked in Dijon for
most of 2016 and then moved to Seattle in September, where he now works as a production
manager for Schilling Cider.
As always, we want to hear what you’ve been
up to since graduating! E-mail us with news: C Dan
Kuhr, dk453@cornell.edu; or Rachael Schuman,
RASchuman@gmail.com. Online news form, http://
alumni.cornell.edu/participate/class-notes.cfm.
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Hello, fellow classmates! Sam and
I are excited to see signs of spring
outside after the few months of
cold that we had. We have loved reading your sub
missions for our column and are happy to share
what our classmates have been up to.
Jonathan Loke has been living in NYC since
graduation and is currently working at Fulcrum
Hospitality, a boutique hotel operating partner
and asset manager with focus on the hotel industry. At Fulcrum, Jonathan supports asset management and acquisitions efforts—with 2016 being
an active year on both fronts. In 2016, Jonathan’s
biggest achievement was completing the New York
City Marathon, and he’s aiming to complete more
races in 2017!
Jeff Schwartz was the final keynote speaker
for the Harold Grinspoon Foundation’s annual conference in Springfield, MA. Over 400 professionals
and board members involved in Jewish camps
across North America attended this conference.
Jeff was a bone marrow donor while a student at
Cornell. The program that tested Jeff, Gift of Life,
organized an emotional first meeting between Jeff
and his recipient at the conference. Since graduating, Colleen Duffy has been living in NYC and
working for Highgate Hotels, a real estate investment and hospitality management company, on the
design and construction team. Her team is responsible for the oversight of all active projects within
the portfolio from conception through closeout.
This includes ground-up development, full-scale
renovations, and adaptive reuse projects.
Have a great spring, everyone, and we look
forward to continuing to hear from you all. It’s a
great way to keep in touch! If you have any questions or want to submit some news to us, please
e-mail us anytime! C Tejal Thakkar, tdt42@
cornell.edu; Samantha Lapehn, SRL76@cornell.
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edu. Online news form, http://alumni.cornell.
edu/participate/class-notes.cfm.
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Greetings, Class of 2015! Hope
fully many of you had the chance
to catch up at the Cornell Alumni
Leadership Conference (CALC) in Baltimore last
month. It was great to see so many familiar faces.
If you couldn’t make it, here are a few things your
classmates have been up to recently.
Jasmine Edison spent her summer as the
music coordinator for the National Youth Science
Camp, a prestigious summer program for high
school graduates, along with Meryl Kruskopf ’16,
who served as the mountain biking coordinator.
Brian Horton, MBA ’15, is now the VP of Brooklyn/
Queens electric operations for Con Edison of New
York. He also began his master’s in sustainability
management at Columbia this past fall. Elisabet
Qendro is also continuing her education as a first
year MD/PhD student at the U. of Massachusetts
Medical School. Shirley Wang, PhD ’15, is pursuing her post-doc at Carnegie Mellon. Katie Morin
is working toward her law degree as a first-year
law student at Roger Williams U.
Anthony Blackburn is currently in Santa Rosa,
CA, working as a nutritional aide at Kaiser Perma
nente (inpatient), an oncology clinical research
coordinator at St. Joseph Health (outpatient), and
a research assistant at Buck Inst. for Research on
Aging, all while interviewing for medical school
and planning a trip to climb Mt. Aconcagua. He
says that his work as an oncology clinical research
coordinator is intellectually stimulating and handson and has enabled him to attend tumor boards
and learn about the latest advancements in cancer research. Ken Quick ’14, BS Ag ’15, is living
in rural India, building Cargill’s go-to-market
strategy to help farmers get the feed that their
animals need. In his free time, he treks the Himalayas, doing several high passes and reaching the
Everest basecamp.
After working at a domestic violence shelter in
north Texas for a year, Rebecca Gallo Lazo moved
to NYC to attend Columbia U.’s Teachers College.
She is currently pursuing an EdM in psychological
counseling with a specialization in bilingual
Latina/o mental health. She hopes to work as a
mental health counselor for historically marginalized communities. Erika Whitestone also moved
to NYC after spending a year in Boston. She has
now taken on a new role at Oracle in multivariate
and AB testing. Justin Yu is currently pursuing a
master’s in epidemiology and biostatistics at
Case Western Reserve U. Since graduation, his
most valuable experience has been learning how
to deal with failure and approaching problems in
new and novel ways.
Erin Jaworski has been working at Google as
a data analyst for YouTube. Based in the Bay
Area, she took a five-week bike trip from Washing
ton to California through the Cascade Mountains.
Benjamin Solaski, ME ’16, also spent some time
traveling over the summer, spending six weeks in
Southeast Asia. He is currently working in life
science consulting. Spencer Nixon ’16, BS Hotel
’15, has a job at Aerotek. Since graduating, she
says she is able to appreciate the love she has for
Cornell and what it taught her. Have some big
news? Want to share it with the Class of 2015?
Please send us your updates and we will include
them in an upcoming column! C Ariel Cooper, alc
258@cornell.edu; Haley Velasco, hav9@cornell.
edu. Online news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/
participate/class-notes.cfm.
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1930s

’33 BS Ag—Beatrice Alexander Weingart, Valley Glen, CA, July 23, 2016

’48, BME ’49—John C. Snedeker, Wilmington Island, GA,
November 14, 2016
’48 BS Nurs—Mary Gebhart van Dan, St. Paul, MN, July 16, 2016

’34 BA—Roland Edelstein, New York City, August 8, 2016
’36 PhD—John I. Shafer Jr., Grand Rapids, MI, November 19, 2016
’37 BA, JD ’39—Reva Schoenberg Rarig, Orrtanna, PA, October 26, 2016
’38 BA—Robert A. Shaw, Fairfax, VA, November 2, 2016

1940s

’40 BA, MD ’43—Francis S. Greenspan, Alameda, CA, October 13, 2016
’41 BS HE—Marian Flink Leyden, Lebanon, NH, October 7, 2016
’41—Royal W. Treadway, Scottsdale, AZ, November 14, 2016
’41 BS HE—Vivian Kasden Woods, Tinton Falls, NJ, September 24, 2016
’42, DVM ’43—Don A. Boardman Jr., Blossvale, NY, December 10, 2016
’42 BME—John H. Caperton, Louisville, KY, December 5, 2016
’42 BS Ag—Donald W. Coye, Jamesville, NY, August 20, 2016
’42-43 SP Ag—Marian Davis Hanson, Berkshire, NY, February 22, 2016
’42-43 SP Ag—Charles C. Kirby, Middletown, NY, October 23, 2016
’42 BA—Alice Brand Rabson, Hartwood, VA, October 22, 2012
’43 BS HE—Jean Quick Bryant, Hyde Park, FL, November 3, 2016
’43 BS Hotel—Theodore B. Hankoff, Aventura, FL, October 10, 2016
’43 BA, MD ’45—Arthur C. Smith Jr., Elmira, NY, October 26, 2016
’44 BS HE—Frances Peteryl Lee, York, PA, December 7, 2016
’44 BA, MD ’46—Frank J. Palumbo, Lewiston, NY, August 17, 2016
’44—Bernard H. Rumsey, Oviedo, FL, October 4, 2016
’44—Kirkland W. Todd Jr., Nashville, TN, September 27, 2016
’45 BCE, PhD ’51—Jamshid Amouzegar, Rockville, MD, Sept. 27, 2016
’45, BA ’44—Sally Willcox Cartwright, Tenants Harbor, ME,
November 15, 2016
’45, BA ’44—Roger F. Milnes, Vienna, VA, October 3, 2016
’45 BME—Albert H. Shanabrook, Lancaster, PA, October 20, 2016
’45—William M. Sizoo, Watertown, NY, October 5, 2016
’46 BA—Helen Ortenberg Abrams, White Plains, NY, October 26, 2016
’46—Nancy Walsh Burke, McLean, VA, October 5, 2016
’46 BS Ag, PhD ’50—Richard P. Korf, Ithaca, NY, August 20, 2016
’46 DVM—Sylvia Burg Salk, Palm Springs, CA, December 1, 2016
’46, BS HE ’45—Eloise Shapero, Watertown, NY, October 17, 2016
’46 BA—Moncrieff J. Spear, Indianapolis, IN, October 22, 2016
’47, BS Ag ’48—Hollis A. Hatfield, Colorado Springs, CO,
September 23, 2016
’47, BS Ag ’46, MS Ag ’48—Kurt Nathan, Somerset, NJ, Oct. 7, 2016
’48 BA—Claude Picard Bisnoff, New York City, October 1, 2016
’48 MS Ag—Richard F. Cochran, Charlotte, NC, July 7, 2016
’48 BS HE—Joan O’Herron Crawford, Owings Mills, MD, Sept. 20, 2016
’48 BA—Janet Benham Daniels, Essex, CT, October 21, 2016
’48 BA—Marilyn Wohl Levy, New York City, October 17, 2016
’48 BA—Lila Smith Lightfoot, Madison, WI, November 16, 2016
’48 BA—Richard E. Rodgers, Rutland, VT, November 18, 2015

’49 MEE—Pier Luigi Bargellini, Tepoztlan, Mexico, August 4, 2016
’49 BA—Robert W. Blumenthal, Charlotte, NC, November 3, 2016
’49 MS Ag, PhD ’54—Harlan B. Brumsted, Ithaca, NY,
October 23, 2016
’49-50 SP Ag—Robert A. Fairbank, Fayetteville, NY, October 16, 2016
’49 BS ILR—Barry Feiden, White Plains, NY, October 18, 2016
’49—Donald A. Flatt, Boscawen, NH, June 13, 2016
’49 BEE—Lee H. Hill Jr., Lenox, MA, October 3, 2016
’49 BS Ag—George A. Hovey, Lewisburg, PA, October 9, 2016
’49 BA—Miriam Wood Kreitner, Honesdale, PA, November 23, 2016
’49 BA—Betty Willenbucher Lincoln, Niantic, CT, September 28, 2016
’49-50 GR—Howard H. Lyon Jr., Ithaca, NY, September 14, 2016
’49 BS Ag, MEd ’61—Floyd D. Macomber, Attica, NY,
November 6, 2016
’49 BS HE—Eleanor Flemings Munch, Gaithersburg, MD,
August 21, 2016
’49 BME—Kenneth A. Murray, Queensbury, NY, October 31, 2016
’49 BA—Charles L. Phillips, Ooltewah, TN, October 9, 2016
’49-50 SP Ag—Percy O. Pickering, Hanford, CA, October 7, 2016
’49 BEE—Claire Johnson Plank, North Ferrisburgh, VT, October 15, 2016

1950s

’50 BS HE—Virginia McHugh Beach, Alexandria, VA, October 25, 2016
’50 BA, JD ’52—Lorene Joergensen Bow, East Windsor, NJ,
August 13, 2016
’50 BEE—Edwin J. Cooper, Manhasset, NY, October 31, 2016
’50 BEE—William C. Cummings Jr., Metuchen, NJ, October 11, 2016
’50 BS Ag—Philip H. Davis, Maryville, TN, October 14, 2016
’50, B Chem E ’51—William C. Hagel, Ann Arbor, MI, Nov. 5, 2016
’50 BA, JD ’52—Stanley Mailman, New York City, December 3, 2016
’50 BS HE—Jeanette Gordon Rosenberger, Concord, NH, Nov. 1, 2016
’50 BEE—Salvador P. Spadaro, Springfield, IL, September 28, 2016
’50 BS Hotel—Frank W. Storey, Kennebunk, ME, November 14, 2016
’50 BA—Irwin Tessman, West Lafayette, IN, November 4, 2016
’50 BS HE—Mary Alstein Van Allen, Watkinsville, GA, October 8, 2016
’51 BS Ag—Donald A. Barrow, Wrentham, MA, September 24, 2016
’51 PhD—Harold R. Capener, Sandy, UT, October 13, 2016
’51 BA, MBA ’52—Paul J. Gerwin, Naples, FL, October 12, 2016
’51 BS Ag—Alfred C. Hamilton Jr., Somerset, KY, November 18, 2016
’51 BA, LLB ’55—Thomas M. Hampson, Rochester, NY,
November 9, 2016
’51 BA—Thomas N. Kalshoven, Davenport, IA, December 5, 2016
’51 BS Ag—Leo R. Kamalsky, Newark, NY, October 21, 2016
’51 BS HE—Marie Waterbury Layer, Ithaca, NY, October 8, 2015
’51 BS Ag—Howard A. Merrick, Raleigh, NC, November 18, 2016
’51 B Chem E—Paul S. Nix Jr., Basking Ridge, NJ, November 24, 2016
’51 BFA—Ralph B. Paterline, New York City, October 1, 2016
’51 BS Ag—Gordon S. Paull, Herkimer, NY, November 18, 2016
’51 BA—Howard E. Shute, Severna Park, MD, November 3, 2016
’51 BS Ag, PhD ’55—Donald E. Ullrich, Longwood, FL, October 2, 2016
’51, BArch ’52—John I. Williams, Brookline, MA, November 23, 2016
’52—Sally Claster Abrams, Indiana, PA, May 6, 2016
’52-62 GR—Daryl R. Blanchard, Ottawa Hills, OH, September 30, 2016
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’52 BS Ag—Herbert D. Brewer, Pittsford, NY, November 10, 2016
’52 PhD—Calvin F. Konzak, Seattle, WA, October 27, 2016
’52 MNS—Ann L. Molleson, Upper Arlington, OH, November 6, 2016
’52 BS HE—Nancy Barner Reynolds, Danville, PA, August 23, 2016
’52 BCE—Warren H. Rockwell, Brackney, PA, November 8, 2015
’52 BA—Jane Hillis Thayer, Edgartown, MA, October 11, 2016
’53 MILR—James H. Barry Jr., Fitchburg, MA, September 30, 2016
’53 BA—James P. Bovard, Bonita Springs, FL, October 24, 2016
’53 JD—Harold H. Croghan, Dayton, OH, September 29, 2016
’53 BS Nurs—Marilyn Watkins Davis, Horseheads, NY, August 4, 2016
’53 BS Ag—Robert M. Diener, Milton, MA, July 24, 2016
’53 BS HE—Arlene Traub Karo, Los Angeles, CA, October 8, 2016
’53 PhD—Robert J. Smith, Ithaca, NY, October 11, 2016
’53 BA—Guion Trau Taylor, Houston, TX, October 24, 2016
’54 BS Ag—Edward F. Chopay, Jamesville, NY, December 2, 2016
’54 BS Ag—Gordon W. Duncan, Redmond, WA, October 7, 2016
’54—Richard J. Rzeszotarski, Amsterdam, NY, September 29, 2016
’54 BA—Nikos D. Thomaidis, Aurora, CO, November 1, 2016
’54—Kenneth W. Van Doren, Chaumont, NY, November 22, 2016
’54 BA, MD ’58—Hibbard E. Williams, Davis, CA, July 26, 2016
’54 B Chem E—Peter M. Williams, Irvington, VA, November 14, 2015
’55 MBA—James S. Armour, Darien, CT, October 7, 2016
’55 MS—Norman M. Gutlove, Ponce Inlet, FL, October 9, 2016
’55 BA, PhD ’63—Christopher Lindley, Rochester, NY, October 1, 2016
’55, BA ’56—Gilbert F. Rankin Jr., Seattle, WA, October 11, 2016
’55 MEd—Carol Hoff Tice, Ann Arbor, MI, October 4, 2016
’56 BS Hotel—Richard W. Barger, Beverly, MA, June 1, 2016
’56 BA—Gordon Davidson, Los Angeles, CA, October 2, 2016
’56-57 SP Ag—William G. Eastman, Ellisburg, NY, November 5, 2016
’56 BA—Dorothy Petersen Hoag, Lakewood, IL, October 2, 2016
’56 JD—William B. May, Lockport, NY, October 3, 2016
’56 MD—Frank G. Moody, Houston, TX, August 13, 2016
’56 PhD—Leo S. Packer, Cambridge, MA, January 14, 2016
’56 BS Ag—Carole Driesch Sheridan, Miramar, FL, October 31, 2016
’57 BA—Jonathan B. Bates, Elyria, OH, September 29, 2016
’57, BCE ’58—Gardner B. Collins, Clearwater, FL, November 9, 2016
’57 BA—Frederic H. Gerber, Issaquah, WA, October 2, 2016
’57 BS Ag—Russell A. Hawkins, South Bristol, NY, December 8, 2016
’57 BS ILR—Richard P. Hayes, Charlotte, NC, September 26, 2016
’57, BME ’58—Michael G. Korn, Los Altos, CA, June 7, 2014
’57 BS Ag—Robert H. Mason, North Port, FL, September 25, 2016
’57 BS Nurs—Barbara Rothe Merin, Wynnewood, PA,
November 16, 2016
’57 BS Ag, MS Ag ’59—George L. Merz Jr., Dexter, NY, August 26, 2016
’57 BS HE—Allison Parker, Salem, MA, December 7, 2016
’57 BS Ag—Judith Zanger Segal, Pawling, NY, November 17, 2016
’57 MBA—Vail M. Taylor, Louisville, KY, November 2, 2016
’57 BS HE—Marylou Fleming Veit, Clifton Park, NY, November 4, 2016
’57, B Chem E ’59—Charles R. Yoh, Hollister, MO, November 2, 2016

’59 BS HE—Sandra Foote Nichols, La Jolla, CA, September 27, 2016
’59 BS Ag, MS Ag ’61—Alfred R. Place, Delmar, NY, October 30, 2016
’59, BME ’61—Richard S. Rogus, Huntington, NY, October 27, 2016
’59 BA—Richard M. Wechter, New York City, November 1, 2016

1960s

’60 MS—Mary Holle Apel, Manhattan, KS, October 1, 2016
’60 MBA—James Ashworth, Springfield, MA, October 17, 2016
’60 BA—Robert D. Cohen, Bethlehem, PA, December 6, 2016
’60 BS Ag—Joseph F. Coleman, Baldwinsville, NY, November 21, 2016
’60, B Chem E ’61—Edward L. Hoffman Jr., Greenwich, CT,
October 13, 2016
’60 DVM—Arthur W. Knochenhauer, Fort Lauderdale, FL,
November 14, 2016
’60 PhD—Norman S. Luepschen, Grand Junction, CO,
September 20, 2016
’60 BS Ag—David C. Lyon, Palmyra, NY, November 22, 2016
’60 BA—Janet Reno, Miami, FL, November 7, 2016
’60 BA—Richard J. Sarna, Valhalla, NY, January 22, 2016
’60 BA—Richard J. Schwartz, Nyack, NY, October 3, 2016
’60 BS ILR—Edward J. Tucker, Canton, GA, November 30, 2016
’60 BS HE—Jill Weber, Brookline, MA, October 18, 2016
’62 MS—John G. Debbie, Saranac Lake, NY, December 4, 2016
’62 BA, MD ’66—Richard H. Fine, San Francisco, CA,
November 10, 2015
’62 BA—Robert M. Goldman, West Orange, NJ, September 29, 2016
’62 PhD—Wilfred F. Mathewson, Bonsall, CA, May 15, 2016
’62, BCE ’63, MCE ’64—William J. Mobbs, Ithaca, NY, October 2, 2016
’62 PhD—Daniel G. Sisler, Ithaca, NY, November 23, 2016
’63, BEE ’64—Henry W. Blackstone, Lowell, MA, November 6, 2016
’63 PhD—James W. Gair, Trumansburg, NY, December 10, 2016
’63, BS Hotel ’64—James J. Hill Jr., Tigard, OR, October 29, 2016
’64 BS Ag, MBA ’71—James F. Fisher Jr., Morris Plains, NJ,
November 21, 2016
’65 PhD—Gerson H. Cohen, Silver Spring, MD, July 11, 2015
’65 MA—Eunice Edwards Hyer, Blakes, VA, October 1, 2016
’65 BME, MME ’66—Daniel L. Krez, Wilton, CT, November 1, 2016
’66, BS Ag ’67, DVM ’69—Larry E. Darling, Roxbury, NY, Nov. 2, 2016
’66 JD—Lawrence E. Eden, Madison, WI, September 14, 2016
’66 BS HE, MS HE ’79—Toni Peckham Olshan, Ithaca, NY, April 1, 2016
’66 BS Ag—Laurent H. Van Der Veken, Clear Lake, WI, Oct. 11, 2016
’67, BA ’68, MRP ’73—V. Wesley Boyar, Ithaca, NY, December 9, 2015
’67 BA—James A. Jackson, Dallas, TX, October 18, 2015
’67 LLB—Evan Kramer, West Orange, NJ, October 11, 2016
’67-68 GR—Sandra J. Romanowsky, Lowell, MA, October 22, 2016
’67, BS Ag ’69—James B. Wallace, Minneapolis, MN, October 20, 2016
’68 PhD—Robert R. Zall, Delray Beach, FL, October 5, 2016

’58 MS—Nancy Scott Amick, Princeton, NJ, October 31, 2016
’58 BA—J. O’Neil Kelly, Ballston Spa, NY, November 4, 2016
’58 BA—Peter A. Klem, Durham, NC, October 26, 2016
’58 MS, PhD ’62—Robert L. Park, Provo, UT, October 26, 2016
’58 BA—Lawrence D. Pearson, Redding, CT, November 20, 2016
’58 BA—James M. Reid, Brattleboro, VT, October 11, 2016

’69 BS Hotel—Peter W. Biddle, Loudonville, NY, November 17, 2016
’69 PhD—Dennis A. Clare, Portland, OR, September 27, 2016

’59—Joe B. Browder, Fairhaven, MD, September 18, 2011
’59—Sheftel J. Cohen, Goodyear, AZ, October 28, 2016
’59 BS HE—Gail Oglee Hathaway, Yarmouth Port, MA, Nov. 4, 2016

’71 PhD—Arthur R. Batchelder, Fort Collins, CO, December 6, 2016
’71 PhD—John A. Fox, West Chester, PA, September 29, 2016
’71 BFA—John M. Gray, Provincetown, MA, September 24, 2016

94

1970s

’70 MST—Thomas A. DeRose, Greenfield, MA, November 14, 2016
’70-71 GR—Charles E. L. McCary, Ithaca, NY, September 30, 2016
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’71 PhD—Edward V. Morse, Cashiers, NC, October 27, 2016
’71 BS Ag—James D. Reidhead, Fort Collins, CO, November 1, 2016
’71 PhD—John B. Simpson, Colfax, WA, September 26, 2016
’71 BEE—Richard J. Sloniker, Ashwaubenon, WI, October 26, 2016
’73 MS—Charles H. Antholt, Lummi Island, WA, November 12, 2016
’73, BS Ag ’80—Charles J. Nasta, Morris Plains, NJ, October 5, 2016
’73 MA—Robert T. O’Neal, Providence, RI, December 7, 2016
’73 BA—Donald A. Orlovsky, Lake Worth, FL, October 31, 2016
’73 BA—Janet Plass Portzer, Apex, NC, December 2, 2016
’74 BS Ag—Joan Klink Gallo, Ithaca, NY, December 19, 2016
’74 MS Ag—Paul A. Hughes, Cornville, ME, November 12, 2016
’75 MCE—James K. Harrigan, Plano, TX, May 28, 2016
’75-77 GR—Frederica Kraft Kaven, Ithaca, NY, August 21, 2016
’75 BS HE—Ruth A. Kent, Clay, NY, November 2, 2014
’76 BA—Patricia Van Buren Almond, The Hills, TX, November 4, 2016
’76 BS Ag—John T. Marchell, Ithaca, NY, October 31, 2016
’77 BA—Linda A. Ford, Valley Cottage, NY, October 9, 2016
’77, BS Ag ’78—Thomas J. Lindsay, Cazenovia, NY, October 26, 2016
’79—Phillip M. Ackerman, Peachtree City, GA, October 14, 2016
’79 BS Ag, DVM ’85—Kathleen Hefner, Mahwah, NJ, November 16, 2016
’79 BA—Cella M. Irvine, New York City, December 13, 2016
’79 BS HE—Pamela Rappleyea Vredenburgh, Chenango Forks, NY, Nov. 21, 2016

1980s

’82 MBA—John W. Day, Cos Cob, CT, July 28, 2016
’82 BA—Andrea Lodahl Henneman, West Chester, PA, September 20, 2016
’85 PhD—Bob J. Dull, Akron, OH, September 25, 2016
’86 BS Ag—Kathleen Toland Kane, Marshfield, MA, October 7, 2016
’88 BEE—David G. Brown, Littleton, CO, November 5, 2016

1990s

’94, BA ’96—Eric A. Zelko, Carrboro, NC, September 13, 2016
’95 BA—Matthew S. Parker, Philadelphia, PA, November 6, 2016
’96 PhD—Ruth Marcus Bounous, San Antonio, TX, November 3, 2016
’97 BS Ag—Jason P. Weber, Northville, MI, November 3, 2016

2000s

’04 BS Ag, DVM ’10—Eva Conant Manocchia, Ithaca, NY, September 29, 2016
’07 B Chem E—Sparsh Bhargava, New York City, October 28, 2016

CLASSIFIEDS
Professional Services

IRS Tax Problem Resolution—Stop collection now. Wage/Bank
Levy. Solutions: Installment Payment. Offer in Compromise. Also: Nonfiled taxes and Audits. Bruce Kowal, CPA/MBA Columbia. Call anytime
(617) 694-0236. www.KowalTaxClinic.com.

Rentals

ADIRONDACK CHALET & GUEST CABIN: Weekly summer rental on
pristine St. Regis Lake, only minutes from the charming resort town of
Lake Placid. Sleeps up to 12. Includes canoe, rowboats & sailboats.
Beautiful mountain views. Mike at (518) 521-7088.

Travel

BICYCLE & FOODIE TOUR OF CHARLESTON AND SAVANNAH. www.
CharlestonBicycleTours.com; (800) 408-1830.

Employment Opportunities

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT, New York—Highly intelligent, resourceful individual with exceptional communication skills and organizational ability
needed to support a busy executive. Primary responsibilities include coordinating a complex schedule, assisting with travel, and providing general office help in a fast-paced, dynamic environment. An active approach
to problem-solving is essential. Prior experience assisting a high-level
executive a plus. We offer a casual atmosphere in a beautiful space, working as part of an extraordinary group of gifted, interesting individuals.
This is a full-time position with excellent compensation and benefits,
as well as significant upside potential and management possibilities.
Please email your resume and cover letter to hlparecruit@gmail.com.
Please note that, due to the high number of respondents, we will unfortunately be unable to reply to every inquiry.
PART-TIME FAMILY ASSISTANT—Housing Included, New York—
Devoted professional couple seeks highly intelligent, amiable, responsible
individual to serve as personal assistant helping with child care, educational enrichment, family activities, and other tasks a few days a week
during afternoons, evenings, and weekends. Assistant will have a private
room (in a separate apartment with its own kitchen on a different floor from
the family’s residence), with a private bathroom, in a luxury, doorman
apartment building, and will be free to entertain visitors in privacy.
The position offers excellent hourly compensation and benefits and
paid vacation, and no charge will be made for rent. This is a year-round
position for which we would ask a minimum two-year commitment. If interested, please submit cover letter and resume to liveinmt@gmail.com.

Personals

SMART IS SEXY
Date fellow graduates and faculty of the Ivies,
Seven Sisters, MIT, Stanford, medical schools and
some others. More than 5,500 members. All ages.
THE RIGHT STUFF
800-988-5288 www.rightstuffdating.com
WHERE IVY LEAGUE AND OXBRIDGE PEOPLE FIND LOVE. A decade of
successful matchmaking. BluesMatch.com.
Meaningful Connections, a successful NYC Matchmaking Service, is
offering introductory promotional memberships to men. (212) 8775151; fay@meaningfulconnections.com.

2010s

’13 JD—Karina L. Pulec, Longmont, CO, October 29, 2016
’16 GR—Jason M. Thomas, Fredericksburg, VA, November 30, 2016

To report an alumni death, please e-mail adr4@cornell.edu, or write to:
Cornell Alumni Magazine, 401 East State St., Suite 301, Ithaca, NY 14850.
To access the full-text Alumni Deaths section, go to: cornellalumni
magazine.com (“Alumni Deaths” in the table of contents). To obtain a hard
copy of the full-text Alumni Deaths, write to Cornell Alumni Magazine at
either of the above addresses.
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CORNELLIANA

Singing the Praises

Traditional tunes celebrate Big Red spirit

all together now: Belting out familiar melodies at Cornelliana Night during Reunion 2013

96

fell out of favor, both on campus and in society at large. Rick Dehmel
’68, BEP ’69, MEng ’71, a founder of the Hangovers and longtime
member of the Glee Club, points out that to modern ears, the lyrics
of many classic songs are dated and quaint. He cites the first verse
of the “Crew Song”: Onward, like a swallow going / Roused is ev’ry
nerve and sense / Oh, the wild delight of knowing / ’Tis our pow’r
that does the rowing! Says Dehmel: “The students of today might be
embarrassed to use that language.”
In more recent years, the dominant Cornell-centric tunes—many
of them performed by a cappella groups, with the melodies taken
from pop songs—have shifted from praising the University to
poking fun at the college experience. Perhaps the most famous
is Cayuga’s Waiters’ “We Didn’t Go to Harvard”; based on Billy

In more recent years, the dominant Cornell-centric
tunes have shifted from praising the University to
poking fun at the college experience.
Joel’s “We Didn’t Start the Fire,” it needles a certain institution in
Cambridge (Because it’s not our style, and we don’t wear argyle).
Other satirical hits include the Class Notes’ tune “Out on the Arts
Quad” (Down the slope on a tray, you best get out of my way) and
the Hangovers’ “You Got a C” (Start learning and thinking instead
of just drinking). “Cornell songs haven’t necessarily gone out of fashion,” Shapiro says. “They’ve just changed.” n
— Alexandra Bond ’12

Photo: jason koski/cornell marketing group

I

am thinking tonight of my old college town / I am dreaming of
days that are flown / Of the joys and the strife of my old college
life / Ah, those days were the best I have known.
For as long as Cornellians have been traipsing up the Hill, there
have been songs celebrating the glories of their school. From the
beloved Alma Mater to the lesser-known “Carnelian and White,”
melodies have captured campus life. “Cornell songs have an incredible ability to bring people together,” says Robert Shapiro ’04, a
former music major who wrote an honor’s thesis on Big Red tunes.
“It reminds everybody that they’re all part of something greater
than themselves, no matter how different their experiences.”
Some songs are deeply interwoven into Cornell traditions,
such as “Give My Regards to Davy”—played at most major sporting events—and the “Evening Song,” performed daily by the
chimesmasters and sung at every Reunion. In the early 1900s, a
campus-wide competition to compose a Cornell football jingle
resulted in “The Big Red Team,” whose lyrics (Where the towers
rise o’er the lake / There our fires in the night shall gleam / And the
ivied walls shall quake / As we cheer for the Big Red team) coined
the term Big Red. From “Faculty” to “Song of the Classes,” there
are tunes to celebrate numerous aspects of collegiate life. “It used
to be that singing was a much more common thing that people did
for fun,” says Corey Earle ’07, a Glee Club alum who taught a popular Cornell history course during his tenure as a staffer for Alumni
Affairs. “At all the fraternities and sororities, students would sing
Cornell songs together at dinner time.”
A wide range of Cornell tunes remained popular among the
student body until the Fifties and Sixties, when communal singing
C o r n e l l A l u m n i Ma g a z i n e
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Please join us in

Celebrating
our

Expansion &
Renovation

MARCH 27, 2:00–5:00 P.M.
Call 1-800-253-6325
for details

Exploring Ithaca’s spectacular landscape with her trusty pal, Tasha, gives Loretta great
scenery and even better company. Whether she’s hiking to the heart of the gorge or just
taking in the falls, she always enjoys the natural beauty of the area.
Living on the 105-acre campus of Kendal at Ithaca not only keeps Loretta connected to
the places and companions she loves, but the care she may need someday. And, from here,
the story just keeps getting better.
Come for a visit and tell us your story. Call 1-800-253-6325 or go to kai.kendal.org to learn more.

2230 N. Triphammer Rd., Ithaca, NY 14850

A not-for-profit continuing care retirement community serving older adults in the Quaker tradition. ©2014 KENDAL
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BECAUSE TOMORROW HAPPENS
IN THE BLINK OF AN EYE

TOP 10 PLACES TO BUY A SECOND HOME -

Barrons, 2016

|

KiawahIsland.com

Obtain the Property Report required by Federal law and read it before signing anything. No Federal agency has judged the merits or value, if
any, of this property. Void where prohibited by law. An offering statement has been ﬁled with the Department of State of the State of New York.
A copy of the offering statement is available, upon request, from the subdivider. The ﬁling of the veriﬁed statement and offering statement with
the Department of State of the State of New York does not constitute approval of the sale or lease or offer for sale or lease by the Department
of State or any ofﬁcer thereof, or that the Department of State has in any way passed upon the merits of such offering. This project is registered
with the New Jersey Real Estate Commission. Registration does not constitute an endorsement of the merits or value of the project. Obtain
and read the NJ Public Offering Statement and read it before signing anything. (NJ Reg #89/15-175). AN AFFILIATE OF KIAWAH PARTNERS
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